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The Dolby LED backlight small area local dimming technologies vary the illumination 
intensity throughout an image to provide the precise brightness level each portion of an image 
requires.  These technologies address current LCD display limitations, according to the 
company, and in particular with conventional cold-cathode fluorescent tube backlighting.  
Dolby’s imaging technologies enable the display of images that approach the full dynamic range 
of what the human eye can see.  –Cheryl Knight 

 

RED Partners With 3ality Digital 
3ality Digital and RED Digital Cinema announced a new stereoscopic 3D partnership to 

train professional and aspiring filmmakers to “create clear and pristine 3D images.” 
According to Ted Schilowitz of RED Digital Cinema, “The biggest tent pole movies 

shooting on the planet right now, like The Hobbit, are all shooting S-3D on EPIC and 3ality 
Digital.  The teams at RED and 3ality Digital have been working together for years behind the 
camera on various movie projects.  Now is the right time to take that relationship to the next 
level and integrate education components for the community.” 

As the primary stereoscopic 3D partner for RED, 3ality Digital lent its TS-5 technology — 
currently being used in feature films such as The Amazing Spiderman and Jack the Giant Killer 
— to REDucation’s recent open house. 

“S-3D is here to stay, and choosing partners at the forefront of the technology that really 
grasp what true, high-resolution cinema and S-3D are all about is essential for business and for 
the community,” said Steve Schklair, CEO of 3ality Digital.  “Educating filmmakers and getting 
RED and 3ality Digital technology in their hands at events like REDucation is a crucial step 
toward accelerating and facilitating S3D content production and ultimately consumer adoption.” 

The ongoing partnership will also include collaboration at the Camp RED youth summer 
program August 1–19, where the new partners will provide young filmmakers with training in S-
3D production.  –Cheryl Knight 

 
 

LED/Laser Devices 
Luminus Introduces Surface Mount LEDs 

At InfoComm, Luminus Devices Inc. (Billerica, MA) introduced a surface mount 
version of two of its smaller LEDs, the ompact SBT-16 and SBT-39 chipsets. 

The new chipsets consist of red, green and blue LEDs that are individually assembled in a 
small footprint, performance surface mount package.  Each compact SBT-16 device comes with 
a 1.6mm2 LED emitter and has a 18.5 mm2

The SBT-39 devices include a 3.9 mm

 footprint, a 70% reduction over the previous 
generation device.  They are engineered for the most compact palm-size or embedded projectors, 
with performance ranging from 30 to 150 lumens depending on the available power budget.   

2 LED emitter with a package footprint of only 33 
mm2 and are designed for mid-range projectors whose performance ranges from 150 to 300 
lumens.   

http://www.luminus.com/�
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The compact SBT-16 and SBT-
39 integrate seamlessly with 
standard SMT manufacturing 
processes and equipment.  Both are 
RoHS compliant. 

Luminus was showing two 
projectors in its booth that contained 
these new chipsets.  The Dell 
notebook companion used the SBT-
39 chipset with a 0.45-inch WXGA 
DLP imager and produced 250 
lumens.  The Aiptek V50 used the 
SBT-16 chipset with a 0.3-inch 
WVGA DLP imager and produced 50 lumens.  The photo shows this Dell projector and a 
Luminus placard that compares the SBT-39 surface mount chipset compared to the conventional 
PT-39 chipset.  The small size of the surface mount version is clearly visible compared to the 
regular version.  –Matthew Brennesholtz 

 
Luminus Devices, Jim Hunter, +1-978-528-8000, jhunter@luminus.com 

 
 

Electronics 
Digital Video at InfoComm 

It’s taken several years, but the professional AV industry is finally 
moving away from analog signal interfaces and into an all-digital infrastructure.  We’re also 
starting to see all-in-one display/media interfaces penetrate the market, the most notable of which 
is the HDbaseT standard.  

At least two companies were showing projectors capable of accepting video over their RJ-45 
LAN connector:  Epson and Mitsubishi.  See the articles on these systems elsewhere in this issue.  
It is not clear at this point if these projectors are HDBaseT compatible, since neither Epson nor 
Mitsubishi are members of the HDBaseT Alliance.  

HDBaseT Alliance 
HDBaseT technology is a Consumer Electronic (CE) connectivity technology optimized for 

whole-home and commercial multimedia distribution.  HDBaseT can connect all the 
entertainment devices in a setting through its 5Play feature set, converging uncompressed full 
HD digital video, audio, 100BaseT Ethernet, power over cable and various control signals 
through a single 100m/328ft  CAT5e/6 cable with RJ45 connectors. 

Kramer Electronics is one of several new members of the HDBaseT Alliance and had two 
new transmitters and one receiver in their booth.  The TP-581T/582T transmitters combine 
HDMI video and audio, bi-direction 100BaseT Ethernet, RS232, and IR controls into a single 

 

Pete 
Putman 

mailto:jhunter@luminus.com�
http://hdbaset.org/�
http://www.kramerelectronics.com/�
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Insight Media News 
Projection Summit Proceedings Available 

 

 

Insight Media, a leader in new technology and product category research, has released the 
2011 Stand-alone Picoprojector Report: A Market and Technology Study covering Stand-alone 
Picoprojectors, which covers stand-alone picoprojectors with and without embedded media 
players. These picoprojectors have been available since 2008 and are available around the world 
from multiple vendors.  

Insight Media Releases Report on Stand-alone Picoprojectors 

"It is critical to understand how end-users have used these picoprojectors," noted lead 
analyst Matthew Brennesholtz. "They have not, in fact, been used the way the manufacturers of 
the early units anticipated. Understanding the features desired and used by the end users is the 

 

Missed Projection Summit? 
 

 
 

Note:   Download links will be sent to purchasers within 24 hours of order 
processing. 

 

http://www.insightmedia.info/order/ps11-proceedings.php�
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key to expanding the market for these systems. We foresee sales of tens of millions of these 
products." 

"Projectors have been sold for some time to professionals and home theater enthusiasts, but 
picoprojectors are a new consumer category. Sales will be made to consumers who had never 
previously considered a projection system," observed Insight Media president, Chris Chinnock. 
"Entertainment content is especially important for picoprojectors and will be a key driver in their 
adoption, especially as TV replacement products in various parts of the world." 

Part 1 of this report covers the technology, human factors and market drivers that are 
common for all market segments for mobile projectors with solid-state illumination. Part 2 of the 
report then takes a deep-dive into how this general information applies to stand-alone 
picoprojectors. The use-model for these systems was investigated to understand, in detai, what an 
end-user expects when he buys a picoprojector. Part 2 of the report also provides optimistic, 
conservative and expected forecasts through 2016 for stand-alone picoprojectors. These forecasts 
include both unit sales and revenues. Because the use model and requirements of end-users are 
different in different regions, the forecasts are broken down into three different regions for 
analysis.  

The 2011 Picoprojector Stand-alone Report is the third in Insight Media's series on this 
technology. The 2011 Picoprojector/Smartphone and 2011 Picoprojector/Camera reports have already 
been released and additional reports will follow. 

Click here to see more details on the report: 
http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_details.php. 

Click here to see full Table of Contents: http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_toc.php. 
The report is available now for $1,500 as a single user site license. It is available for only 

$500 for purchasers of the 2011 Picoprojector/Smartphone Report or Picoprojector/Camera 
Report. 

 

Insight Media University Launched 
Insight Media and Brawn Consulting are pleased to announce the June 2nd launch of Insight 

Media University (IMU) and the IMU website located at www.IMUniversity.info.  Insight 
Media University is the first independent All-In-One education resource for the AV, IT, 
Digital Signage, Consumer Electronics and Display Industries! 

IMU will offer timely and relevant content covering a broad range of topics.  Content will be 
continuously developed over time, and will expand to include: 

   

 
•          Professional and consumer AV and IT based products 
•          All display and component technologies 
•          Display metrology and measurement 
•          Sales training 
•          AV business management 
•          Content creation 
•          Content production, broadcast and distribution  
•          Digital signage 

 

http://www.insightmedia.info/reports/2011picophonedetails.php�
http://www.insightmediainfo/reports/2011picocameradetails.php�
http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_details.php�
http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_toc.php�
http://www.imuniversity.info/�
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IMU’s goal is to offer high quality education and training, taught by recognized experts in 
the industry.  We will also describe how product manufacturers and distributors can accomplish 
their training needs by teaming up with IMU to offer unbiased technology, market and business 
training along with product-specific training. IMU will offer:  

  
•          Individual 1- to 2-hour fundamental to advanced on-line courses 
•          Industry recognized certification programs that combine a number of courses with 
            testing of comprehension and retention 
•          Continuing education credits with various organizations 
•          Manufacturer micro-sites to support on-line training needs 
•          Customized courses and certificate programs to fit an organization’s specific needs 
•          Live training at special events, trade shows and company offices 
 

Contact:  Insight Media University, Dian Mecca, (203) 831-8464 
                           www.IMUniversity.info                   dian@insightmedia.info 

 
 

http://www.imuniversityinfo/�
mailto:dian@insightmedia.info�
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Newsletter Editorial Matrix 
 

Subscription-based monthly newsletter, approximately 100 pgs.  Priced by number of 
readers & locations.  Pricing starts at $1,500/year for 12 issues.  Delivered as a pdf file. 
 

  
Coverage: 

News, Analysis & Trade Show coverage of key Projection and Flat Panel Display Technologies and their fit in the 
industry food chain  

Readers: Technologists, product planners, engineering and manufacturing personnel, and sales and marketing personnel in 
display products and display component industries, senior executives, CTO, CEOs, GMs, VPs and EVPs 

Focus: Covers all aspects of the big-screen displays, including front- and rear-projection, LCD and PDP products, and 
manufacturing.  Additional coverage focuses on key display components (electrical, optical and illumination) and 
supply chain issues, alternative display technologies, 3D displays, display manufacturing, market research reports, 
trends in HDTV delivery standards, Digital Signage, Digital Cinema and selected financial results.  Articles provide 
insight into new technology developments/trends and their impact on the display and related industries.   

Benefit: Provides a comprehensive monthly summary of key news with analysis, covering technology, product, market and 
business news over the entire display industry offering competitive intelligence, trend tracking, new technology 
sourcing/partnering ideas and information.  We aim to spot opportunities and problems before others and help readers 
avoid costly mistakes.  Compiled archive serves as excellent searchable business intelligence database on the display 
industry.   

Subscription-based monthly newsletter, approximately 40-50 pgs.  Priced by number of readers & 
locations.  Pricing starts at $1,000/year for 12 issues.  Delivered as a pdf file. 

Coverage: News, analysis and show coverage 
Readers: Geared toward product planners, design engineers, engineering managers, manufacturing personnel, sales and 

marketing personnel. 
Focus: Mobile displays (LCD, OLED, MEMS) for cell phones, portable media players, portable DVD players, eBooks, 

cameras and camcorders, and ultra-portable PCs.  Personal displays featuring microdisplays for head-wearable 
displays, small form-factor displays (including 3D), embedded or nano-projectors, micro-projectors and electronic 
viewfinders. 

Benefit: Provides in-depth understanding of trends in the personal display and small display markets to aid in competitive 
intelligence, trend tracking, new technology sourcing/partnering ideas and information to avoid costly mistakes. 

 

FREE daily e-newsletter providing fast analysis of breaking news in the entire electronics 
industry to keep you informed and to enable quick reaction to opportunities and problems.  
Delivered as an html e-mail each day or available on our Website (www.displaydaily.com).   

One to two pages daily, supported by advertisers. 
Readers: Geared toward a wide audience, from technologists, product planners, engineering and manufacturing personnel, and 

sales and marketing personnel to senior executives, CTO, CEOs, GMs, VPs and EVPs in technology, engineering, 
manufacturing, sales and marketing in the display, electronics, content distribution and TV accessory industries. 

Focus: Captures fast-breaking news of interest to a broad range of people in the consumer electronics and professional 
display industries.  Articles provide news, but with additional commentary and analysis from the world-class display 
experts at Insight Media.  Coverage is broad and includes display technology, business, markets or applications, plus 
content delivery, storage and distribution.  Display Daily provides a first look at a news event, with more 
comprehensive coverage following in our subscription-based newsletters. 

http://www.displaydaily.com/�
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About Large Display Report 
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Is Published Monthly by Insight Media 
3 Morgan Avenue, Norwalk, CT  06851 USA 
Phone: 203-831-8464   Fax: 203-838-8432 
E-mail: news@insightmedia.info 
Website: www.insightmedia.info 
Single-Location Site License: PDF file e-mailed 

to site license administrator.  Pricing from $1,500.  
Contact Insight Media for details. 

Multiple-Location Site License:  Discounts of 
up to 50% for multiple locations are possible.  
Contact Insight Media for details. 

Large Display Report is protected by copyright.  
It is illegal under U.S. Federal law (17USC101 et 
seq.) to forward the PDF file to unauthorized 
individuals or to make copies or faxes without 
permission — even for internal use.  Violators risk 
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About Insight Media
Insight Media (www.insightmedia.info) is a 

publishing, market research and consulting firm 
focused on the display industry.  Our core team of 
world-class display experts provide news, 
intelligence, analysis and assistance to the entire 
display value chain.  This value chain includes 
professional and consumer displays, the components 
and subsystems that compose these displays, and the 
end products where these displays are used.  Our 

scope is broad — from cell phone to digital cinema 
projectors — and our focus is on industry players, not 
consumers. 

Insight Media provides daily and monthly news 
and analysis, yearly technology/market reports, 
annual business development conferences, 
educational Webinars and seminars, and strategic and 
tactical consulting services.  To learn more, visit: 
www.insightmedia.info. 
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	Market Intelligence
	3DTV Market — By the Numbers

	Below is a summary of recent market data on the 3DTV market.
	LCD Panel Makers Have Aggressive 3DTV Targets

	According to DisplaySearch, worldwide Q1’11 shipments of LCD 3DTVs increased 104% from Q4’10 to reach 1.9M units.  That represents a 3.9% penetration of all LCD TV shipments, which panel makers hope to expand rapidly to 16.8% by Q4’11 so that overall 2011 penetration levels reach 12.3%.
	While the sale of a 3DTV counts toward meeting this penetration level, whether it is used to actually watch much 3D content is another issue.  In fact, there are two adoption cycles happening with 3DTV simultaneously.
	The first is a technology upgrade cycle.  This can happen quite rapidly, as represented by the move to LEDs, 240Hz panels, Smart TV functions and 3D capability.  This cycle establishes the functionality in the TV.
	The use of this feature is on a different penetration curve.  Use of the LED backlight is universal among purchasers of LED TVs, but the use of dynamic dimming may not be universal because of the impact on picture quality (it can make film content look like video, which many object to).  Use of the Smart TV feature is coming quickly too, as Internet gateways from the TV and many accessory devices are enabling delivery of over-the-top content.
	But adoption of 3D has many different adoption factors.  It requires all new content, the use of glasses to see the effect, and the possibility of getting sick is a concern.  All these factors will make the USE of the 3D feature on a much slower penetration curve.  The point it, which increasing hardware penetration numbers are a necessary step, they do not reflect the use of the feature in real life.
	According to DisplaySearch, worldwide Q1’11 shipment of shutter glass type 3DTV panels reached more than 1M units, while pattern retarder type 3DTV panels followed closely behind with approximately 880K units shipped.
	The panel premium for the 240Hz panels need for the shutter glass type 3DTV has been reduced from $50 last year to $25.  While this premium is thought to be lower than the addition of the Film Patterned Retarder (FPR), FPR makers are not stuck using 240Hz panel to create a 3DTV solution.  In fact, they can use 120Hz and even 60 Hz panels, as a well as CCFL backlight units, to create value-oriented 3DTV solutions — something shutter glass type 3DTV makers can’t do very well.
	3DTV panel production is lead by four companies:  Samsung Electronics, LG Display, AU Optronics (AUO) and Chimei Innolux (CMI).
	U.S. Market Off to Good Start in Q1’11

	According to NPD data, 3DTVs from Samsung Electronics accounted for more than half (51.1% to be precise) of 3DTV unit sales in the U.S. from January to April 2011.  The company also led in LED-backlit LCD television, Internet-enabled TV (IETV) model (48.1% unit share), and, for the first time, plasma panel display (41.8% unit share).
	As a result, Samsung remains the number one TV brand in the U.S. in terms of both unit sales and revenue.
	According to Quixel Market Research (Portland, OR), 586,276 3D televisions were shipped to U.S. dealers during the first quarter of 2011, up 352% from the same period a year before.  However, this rate is exaggerated because 3DTVs only first came on the market in March of last year.  Plasma 3DTV sales represented about 153K, LCD about 340K, with the rest spread between front- and rear-projection 3D products
	In 2010, Quixel says 1.23M 3DTVs were shipped in the U.S., which compares to Insight Media’s forecast (issued in Feb. 2010) of 1.2M units.  For 2011, Quixel is quite bullish on 3DTV, predicting 6.2M units for U.S. dealer sell-in.  Quixel says that 60% of the 40-inch and larger flat panel TV offering now have the 3D feature.
	3DTV shipments continue to build momentum in the years ahead, with forecasts of 10.3M 3DTVs in 2012, rising to 18.6M for full year 2014, which remains ahead of Insight Media’s forecast.
	Passive flat-panel 3DTVs are expected to have a big impact rising for 5% of sales in Q1 to nearly 18% by year’s end.  Vizio, LG and Toshiba are the most aggressive brands in the U.S.  For more on Insight Media’s Passive Polarized 3DTV report, see the link below:
	http://www.insightmedia.info/reports/20113dpassivedetails.php
	China 3DTV Sales

	The China Electronic Chamber of Commerce (CECC) estimates that 5M 3DTVs will be sold by the end of 2011.  Meanwhile, consulting firm China Market Monitor Co. (CMMC) said that 3DTVs would take about 12% to 15% of the share in the panel television sector by the end of 2011, and Displaybank estimated that more than 86% of plasma TVs will support 3D technology by the end of 2013.
	Consumers in China are starting to buy 3DTVs, as reports on the Labor Day holidays in early May suggest that 3DTVs accounted for 10% of all LCD TV sales.  According to CMMC, FPR technology grabbed a 45% of market share in April, an increase from zero in less than five months.
	DisplayBank said that 3D panel supply share recorded 14.2% of the total in April 2011, an increase that was supply limited and dominated (82%) by Korean suppliers.  Total panel shipment toward Chinese TV brands in April 2011 recorded 2.91M units, which increased 11% Y/Y.
	DisplayBank reads the Chinese tea leaves a bit differently.  It says the current Chinese TV market is moving toward premium-class TVs from low-cost models.  Sales of premium-class panels, namely large-size, LED backlit and 3D-enabled panels from the top six Chinese TV brands — including Changhong, Haier, Hisense, Konka, Skyworth and TCL — show a gradual increase.
	Other reports suggest that Chinese consumers are reacting very favorably to the low-cost FPR 3DTV models.  Clearly, this an important market to watch.
	LG Targets Middle East and Africa

	According to news reports, LG Electronics is hoping to capture a 40% share of the 3DTV market in the Middle East and Africa.  It thinks its FPR technology can be used to create the value products this market wants.
	DisplaySearch thinks the sales potential for 3DTVs in the Middle East and Africa will be 730K units in 2011, 1.69M in 2012, 2.74M units in 2013 and 3.89M units in 2014.
	Taiwan 3DTV Market Still Developing

	Domestic sales of 3DTVs in Taiwan are reported as slow.  Local TV makers hope to change that.  For example, according to a DigiTimes article, Chimei Innolux (CMI) and BenQ will be introducing new lines of 3DTVs in the second half of 2011. 
	CMI plans to adopt active 3DTV panels for its large-size LED TVs, while BenQ will adopt passive 3D panel technology for its 3DTV product line.  –Chris Chinnock
	Quixel Market Research, Tamaryn Pratt, [1] 503-460-0078, tamaryn@quixelresearch.com
	When Objectivity Gets Tossed Out the Window

	Over the past couple of weeks, we’ve seen numerous studies released about consumer preferences and spending habits with regards to consumer electronics — more specifically, 3D televisions and pay TV services from cable, fiber optic and satellite service providers.
	Two of these studies were noteworthy because (a) they either used a flawed research methodology to draw unsupported conclusions or (b) had such an obvious bias that their conclusions were essentially part of an orchestrated campaign to advance a specific agenda.
	The first study was conducted by the Digital Entertainment Group and was released on May 24.  This study claimed that 3DTV owners were overwhelmingly happy with their 3DTV purchases.  All well and good, except that the DEG stretched the truth a bit in analyzing the data from this survey, often counting middle-of-the-road responses (neither for nor against, neither likely nor unlikely) as part of the “in favor” or “definitely or possibly” groups.  That’s a big no-no in the research world!
	I’ve dissected the survey results pretty thoroughly at HDTVexpert.com and provided a rebuttal to just about all of the conclusions, some of which were laughably mistaken.  Here’s an example:  “With an average of 2.38 pairs of glasses at home, it is clear that 3DTV owners are actively using their 3DTVs for viewing 3D.”
	How in the world did the DEG and pollster SmithGeiger arrive at that conclusion?  Were they aware of the many 3DTV bundles that include two free pairs of glasses?  (LG was, at one point, throwing in four pairs of glasses with its Infinia 3DTVs.)  All the DEG number proved is that the average 3DTV owner has 2.38 glasses.  It says nothing about how they are used, if they are being used at all.  (You can find the entire DEG report here.)
	The second study was released on May 31 by the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), and it claims that no more than 10% of consumers plan to drop pay TV services (what we call “cutting the cord”) — but that they are not substituting free, over-the-air digital TV.  No, the CEA study claims these cord-cutters are getting their video via the Internet instead, and that the number of all homes that rely on OTA digital TV has dropped to only 8%.
	That seems harmless enough, except that the CEA has of late been beating the drum loudly for more wireless broadband spectrum, a position likewise taken by the chairman of the FCC, Julius Genachowski.  CEA is also organizing a series of small business events on Capitol Hill, getting face time with congressmen and congresswomen to remove “… new laws, new regulations and new costs … instead of imposing additional burdens, policymakers should be creating small businesses to invest, expand and create additional jobs.”
	The release also went on to say that CEA was organizing a “Virtual Lobby Day” for all of its members to (quote) “… encourage them to act on one key issue affecting small businesses:  incentive spectrum auctions … purchasers could redeploy the spectrum for wireless broadband that could generate $33 billion for the U.S. Treasury and would allow endless opportunities for innovation in small business.”
	Brilliant!  First, commission a study that shows even though cord-cutting is a concern right now to the likes of Comcast and Time Warner, don’t worry — those pesky cord-cutters aren’t even giving free digital TV a second thought.  Next, organize the troops to put pressure on Congress to clear out more UHF TV channels for yet-defined wireless broadband services.  After all, who’s watching any of those TV channels? 
	Biased, flawed studies like these could generally be ignored — except that there are plenty of influencers, people in positions of power, that believe such surveys at face value and don’t read between the lines.  Unfortunately, both DEG and CEA missed golden opportunities to find out more about consumer likes, dislikes and preferences when it comes to TV and broadband. 
	The really interesting news came from a third study that had a much more rigorous methodology, based on what I could tell.  This study by research firm Ideas and Solutions! revealed that a large percentage of Generation Y television viewers are “at risk” of dropping pay TV services because they are too expensive.
	How large is “large?”  Try 69%!  That’s a far cry from the 10% cited in the CEA study; although to be fair, the latter didn’t look exclusively at Gen Y viewers.  That 69% group also spends nearly half their time watching Netflix streaming and Hulu.  (No mention of what percentage of the study group also watches free OTA digital TV, though.)
	As I said in my analysis, I haven’t found too many Gen Ys who pooh-pooh free HDTV when they try it out, especially when they can watch American Idol, The Voice, The Office, NFL Football, Major League Baseball, the NBA playoffs, auto racing, and other shows in HDTV without spending a dime — and supplement it with Netflix streaming, YouTube and Hulu.
	The moral of the story is this:  Always read consumer preference surveys with a skeptical eye, and drill down to see what the real purpose of the survey is.  You may be surprised at how often there’s an agenda involved. 
	That’s what happens when objectivity gets tossed out the window.  –Pete Putnam
	TV Viewership: Up, Down or Irrelevant?

	Is Over-The-Air (OTA) TV becoming an outdated technology?  Or, is the medium holding its own, with a healthy and continuing (although shifting) audience?  Apparently, it all depends on one’s own vested interest — something that can’t be escaped in industry surveys.  While TV viewing appears to be up, and more ways of consuming content exist than ever before, the statistics describing the actual medium used — tethered vs. untethered — and the audience numbers using one over another are hard to pin down. 
	In their recent Cross-Platform Report, Nielsen said that Americans spent more time watching video content on traditional TVs, mobile devices and the Internet than ever before.  According to their findings, overall TV viewership increased 22 minutes per month per person over last year, remaining the dominant source of video content for all demographics.  With broadcast-only homes at less than a tenth of U.S. TV households, the interpretation was that consumers are willing to pay for high-quality TV content.
	According to new research by Knowledge Networks (KN), the number of Americans now relying exclusively on OTA television broadcasting in their home increased to almost 46M, up from 42M just a year ago.  The 2011 Ownership Survey and Trend Report found that 15% of all U.S. households with TVs rely solely on OTA signals to watch TV programming, up slightly from 14% of homes for the previous three years.  Overall, KN estimates that more than 17M households representing 45.6M consumers receive television exclusively through broadcast signals.
	At the same time, the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) says that consumers are relying less and less on OTA TV signals.  In a phone survey of 1,256 adults conducted in December 2010, CEA found the number of homes that rely on OTA signals for TV programming plummeted last year to 8% of all U.S. households with TVs.  OTA TV viewing has been steadily declining since 2005, according to CEA’s research, which says that 96% (114M) of U.S. households own a TV and that there are just 9M homes now exclusively watching over-the-air TV. 
	In response to the CEA poll, National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) Executive Vice President of Communications Dennis Wharton counters, “CEA apparently is not aware that the number of broadcast TV viewers is growing, not shrinking, as evidenced by the surge in pay TV cord-cutters.  Moreover, every survey, but for those funded by CEA, finds that most Americans continue to rely on broadcasting as their primary source for news.”
	Midwest antenna manufacturer Antennas Direct is similarly contradicting the assertions of the CEA survey, issuing a statement by company President Richard Schneider, saying, “How is it possible that an organization who claims to be representative of the consumer electronics industry seems to be blissfully unaware that a multiyear Inc. 500 honoree and one of the fastest-growing consumer electronics companies in the United States is none other than an HDTV antenna manufacturer? [ CEA CEO Gary] Shapiro’s assertion of the cable-cutting movement as ‘illusory’ is at odds with Antennas Direct’s eighth year of triple digit growth, where sales were up 225% in Q1 2011 alone.”
	A similar debate ensued in the ’00s, when the U.S. broadcast industry ended analog TV transmission in favor of the more-efficient digital transmission system.  Then, as now, there were differing viewpoints on the relevance of OTA broadcast, depending on the perspective of the argument.  NAB argued then (as now) that there were more OTA-connected sets than CEA was claiming.  (In the end, Congress approved the spending of $1.5B to prevent disenfranchising OTA-only viewers.)
	Basically, the CE industry wants more and more versatile devices (meaning more diverse competition for features), and broadcasters want to retain their legacy platform for delivering content.  On the surface, while this could appear to be an argument between (new) pioneers and (entrenched) luddites, the true picture is difficult to see clearly because of the way statistics can be manipulated to produce desired results (search on Mark Twain’s views on the subject).  For example, while the number of OTA-only viewers may be discernable from an interview question, it’s easy to ignore (or overemphasize) the total number of TVs that use an antenna, because of multiple sets in households.  And, OTA TV may eventually become a mobile-only service — something that would change the entire broadcast industry as well.
	The whole debate may be moot, anyway, as we increasingly see technology provide content the way people want to consume it, despite the goals of vested interests.  Therein lies the real solution to the debate — give people what they want, and stop bickering over how they get it.  The real winners will be the enablers of that vision.  –Aldo Cugnini
	PDP’s “Good Enough” Is Gaining Momentum

	Do you know someone buying a new flat screen TV this summer?  If it is a plasma, chances are (almost 66%) they won’t buy a full HD resolution set but rather a 720p HD.  But, at 10 feet or so, depending on display size, that 720p HD set delivers the high-resolution image so well, the eyes can’t see the difference between the full-HD model.  This “good-enough” 720p HD display technology is driving plasma sales to new records, according to recent numbers from CEA, NPD and Quixel Research. 
	The CEA numbers for example, say that between January and May of this year, over 1M PDP sets sold, with just under two-thirds of them of the 720p variety.  NPD’s retail sell-through for PDP shows 1M sets sold by April, and this was a jump of almost 200K units over the same period in 2010, representing a growth of nearly 25%.  NPD pegs LCD sales growth at just 2%, but keep in mind, PDP is only about 7% of the total flat panel display market, so growth rates can be much higher. 
	On the revenue side, PDP sales showed a strong 12% year-over-year revenue growth, according to Quixel Research, whose Q1’11 volume for PDP is at 900M units.  PDP numbers are moving in the right direction, and getting there because of a favorable price point that are less than full-HD resolution PDP models and much less than LED LCD TVs.  The remaining PDP suppliers (Panasonic, Samsung and LG) are also major TV brands and market leaders in LCD with trusted brand image among consumers.
	PDPs also deliver the goods.  Its emissive technology has very low black levels and displays viewing angles that some analysts consider the standard in the flat-panel industry.  The technology is also inherently fast, with image response times up to 600Hz, they are an order of magnitude quicker than typical LCDs.  This also makes plasma a very good candidate for 3DTVs, and Panasonic in particular was an early driving force in launching 3DTVs in the consumer space.  Between Panasonic and LG alone, the two members of the Plasma Display Coalition (PDC), 42 models are selling, including 16 with 3D capability. 
	PDC said the group has been fighting misinformation about plasma technology, particularly around issues of power consumption and image burn-in.  For instance, the group is promoting a “Get The Facts” sheet with mythbusters like:  “FACT: A new 2011 42-inch plasma digital HDTV uses less than one-third of the electricity of the best-selling 36-inch conventional cathode-ray tube TVs … 42-inch plasma HDTVs consume as little as 69-79 watts, while typical 36-inch color TVs draw some 270-310 watts.”  That’s great, but who compares a PDP to a CRT in retail today?
	It is nevertheless true that PDP has made great strides in energy use.  That 69W number today was at a 158W, or a whopping 60% higher, just three years ago in 2008 models.  The key lesson here is that the PDP industry successfully addressed the power concerns of the consumer (and EnergyStar), and delivered the goods on power use. 
	While PDP has found ways to meet challenges from EnergyStar and LCDs so far, can this continue?  Can PDP survive on good enough or will new strategies emerge?  –Steve Sechrist
	Projector Sales to Grow Sharply Through 2015

	Both Pacific Media Associates (PMA) (Menlo Park, CA) and Insight Media (IM) (Norwalk, CT) discussed the forecasts for projector sales at Projection Summit 2011, held recently in Orlando in association with InfoComm. 
	Insight Media’s Matt Brennesholtz focused on the market for picoprojectors and broke that market into three segments:  standalone picos, picos embedded in digital cameras and picos embedded into phone handsets.  These categories are believed to represent the main market sub-segments in picoprojectors and include most picoprojector sales.  The forecast growth for each segment is shown in the figure.
	  Currently, picos embedded into handsets is the smallest of the three market segments but is expected to have the highest growth rate, with a CAGR from 2011 — 2016 of 171%.  This growth is expected to be particularly strong in 2013 and beyond, when picoprojector technology catches up with the requirements of the phone handset industry and the consumer.  Overall sales of picos of all types will grow from about 1.7M in 2011 to 39.7M in 2015 and 70.4M in 2016, for a CAGR 2011 — 2016 of 110%.  Brennesholtz emphasized in his presentation the large uncertainties in these forecasts.  These are due to the uncertainties in the consumer acceptance of picoprojectors going forward, given the range of alternative display technologies available to most consumers.  
	He added that picoprojectors have sold better in developing countries than in countries such as the U.S. with advanced economies.  He believes that roughly two-thirds of all picoprojectors are being sold in developing countries and only one-third are sold in countries with advanced economies.  Due to the lower Average Selling Price (ASP) in developing countries, the revenue share in developing countries is expected to be slightly lower, about 60%, with 40% of the revenue coming from advanced economies.  This ratio between developing and advanced economy sales is expected to continue, with minor variations, through the end of the forecast period in 2016.
	PMA divides the projector market into three broad categories:  New Era projectors (<500 lumens), mainstream projectors (500–4,999 lumens), and high-end projectors (5,000+ lumens).  PMA unit sales forecasts for these three categories are shown in the table.
	The New Era category in this table is dominated by picoprojector sales.  Note that Insight Media forecasts higher sales by 2015 than does PMA, with forecasts of 39.7M and 27M, respectively.  Due to the large uncertainty in picoprojector sales in the Insight Media forecasts, the PMA forecast is well within the possible range of forecasts from Insight Media.
	In his talk at Projection Summit, Dr. William Coggshall, president of PMA, focused on projectors for the education market.  According to his data, the K–12 education market is the fastest-growing market sub-segment in the mainstream projector segment, growing from 29% of the total market in 2008 to 39% of the market in 2010, with continued growth in market share expected. 
	In the education market, interactive projectors are challenging the domination of interactive whiteboards, in part because of their lower cost.  Coggshall presented the ASPs of various options for interactive systems for the classroom, showing an interactive whiteboard with a short-throw projector is clearly the highest price option.
	While the U.S. and the UK have the highest penetration of interactive systems (whiteboards and projectors), these markets are saturating.  Coggshall expects future growth to be in China and emerging markets in Asia, Latin America and Africa.  China, however, is dominated by home-produced systems because of the cost and language advantages.  These interactive K–12 markets, regardless of country, are largely driven by government funding.
	Interactivity in the commercial market for corporate training and other functions is not used as much as it is in the education market.  Coggshall estimates that only about one-tenth of all interactive systems are sold into the corporate market.
	Short-throw projectors, i.e., all projectors with an image width >1.1x the distance between the projector and the screen, are popular in the education market because the teacher casts less of a shadow on the screen.  These projectors are often used in combination with interactive systems.  On the other hand, the cost of these short-throw projectors is significantly higher than normal projectors, and the energy efficiency is lower.  For example, Coggshall said that in 2011, a normal throw projector has an ASP of $731 while, an ultra short-throw projector with a throw ratio of <0.38 has an ASP of $1,603, for a 2.2x higher price.  This price differential can inhibit sales in price-sensitive markets such as K–12.  PMA forecasts this price differential to decline so the normal and ultra short-throw will be priced at $566 and $890, respectively, in 2015, for a 1.6x higher price.  This price differential remains even in 2015 because of the fundamentally higher cost of manufacturing a very short-throw projection lens.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Insight Media, Matthew Brennesholtz, +1-203-831-8464, matthew@insightmedia.info
	PMA, Bill Coggshall, +1-650-561-9020, coggshall@pacificmediaassociates.com
	LG Says Consumers & CU Prefer Passive 3DTV

	LG Electronics (Englewood Cliffs, NJ) has released the results of a study suggesting that 80% of consumers prefer the 3DTV experience wearing passive glasses over active-shutter glasses.  The study was conducted for LG by market research firm Morpace last May, measuring an LG Cinema 3D HD LCD TV against active-shutter-glasses-based LCD TVs from Sony and Samsung.  
	Naturally, one must always question a study that is funded by a company and whose results show strong confirmation for its strategic direction.  With that in mind, we report on their findings.
	While LG still sells a line of active shutter PDP models, its LCD line is now all passive.  As a result, only LCD 3DTVs were compared in the study.  Included in the study were an LG TV model 47LW5600 and model AG-F200 passive glasses, Samsung TV model UN46D6420 with model SSG-3100GB glasses, and Sony TV model KDL-46EX723 with model TDGBR100/B glasses.  The TVs, questionnaire and glasses were all meticulously de-branded to ensure that brand perceptions had no impact on consumer preference. 
	In the live controlled test, respondents saw a total of four 3DTVs that displayed the same content and were asked to rate their experience with each.  LG said the survey “measured real-time feedback from consumers and shows that LG’s Cinema 3D passive technology is preferred by consumers across all measured categories.  More than three-quarters of the respondents preferred LG Cinema 3D for the immersive 3D experience (78%), 3D effect (77%), overall picture quality (77%) and 3D glasses (78%), the Morpace study said.
	“Consumers had very strong reactions to the two types of 3D HDTV technology available on the market,” stated Duncan Lawrence, Morspace president.  “Our research shows the overwhelming preference for passive technology and LG Cinema 3D in every category measured, and our data suggests that LG’s technology has the potential to become the leading 3D format.”
	Kirk Baetens, Morpace retail division VP, said that in questioning respondents, those with children preferred passive glasses systems primarily due to the low cost of the glasses, which children are inclined to break.
	Full survey results and methodology are available at www.lg.com/cinema3d-research.
	Consumer’s Union Gives Top Grade to LG Passive TV

	Consumer’s Union, the parent company of Consumer’s Report, has apparently done an updated review of 3DTVs in its latest issue.  We have not yet had a chance to read the review, but word has filtered out that LG’s 47-inch passive TV topped the rating list.  We will have more later.
	LG Releases New 3D Displays

	In addition, LG Electronics has released a new 23-inch passive polarized monitor in Korea.  The MX235D will sell for about 480K won or about $430.
	Few details are available, but what specs have been released suggest it is very similar to the previously released D2341P and D2342P models.  One difference may be the additional of a TV tuner, but we can’t confirm that yet.
	Finally, LG has announced what it calls the DM50D monitor for the European market.  However, it has a built-in DTV tuner that supports MPEG4, DVBC, DVBT and other digital TV broadcasting signals, so we would classify this as a 3DTV.  Naturally, it uses FPR technology for passive polarized glasses 3D.
	The FHD set has little data available yet, but is set to launch in July in Europe.  Other features include 2D-to-3D conversion and USB Quick View HD Play, which allows for the direct viewing of videos and photos through a USB flash drive even when the PC is off, freeing users from long boot-up times.  –Chris Chinnock
	Industry Events
	Tidbits From Projection Summit

	Projection Summit, held in Orlando, wrapped up in June.  While I had heard some concerns that, “There was not that much new in the projection industry,” based on the presentations, panels discussions and feedback I received, I think we changed some minds.  There is significant stuff going on in projection, so here are a few personal highlights.
	New this year was a session on projection-based autosteroscopic displays.  Several people told me they were unaware of these applications and found that performance and opportunities were very interesting.  Of particular note was the fact that some solutions can use dozens of picoprojector engines to drive the display solution.  That was music to a lot of ears.
	I also loved the presentation by Jonathan Brawn where he described the challenge to create a passive 3D screen that was also a good performer for 2D content.  Turns out, hybrid solutions, including the Stewart 5D screen, are in the works.
	It was also good to hear about the roadmaps from LED makers (Luminus and Modulight), component makers (Syndiant, Geo Semi and Wavien), as well as from Casio — the inventor of a hybrid light source.  Their second-generation system has improved output to 3,500 lumens, and the family will be expanded to cover a wide range of outputs — even down to perhaps 500 lumens.  In several panel discussions, this hybrid approach was a hot topic since it is spawning development activities at many companies.  Casio has proven there is a market for solid state light sources that offer mainstream performance with mainstream pricing.
	One could not be at a Projection Summit without discussing green lasers, so a panel of green laser makers discussed their approaches and strengths (not so much weaknesses).  The general consensus was that frequency doubled lasers, more conventional type or some with wider spectral width devices, such as described by EpiCrystals, will be the near-term leaders for pico projection applications.  They all see direct-type green lasers coming, but opinions vary on when they will have a significant market impact.  Improving efficiency is a major obstacle and then competing on price is another challenge.  Some panel members suggested it will be five years before they have a major impact.  While that was from their competitors, it may not be all that unreasonable.
	We also had a spirited debate about the picoprojector market, use models, geographic differences in adoption and the prospects for the future.  Most now agree that there will be significant regional differences, and vendors should focus on these applications, like portable picoprojectors that can also act as TV, where a family may have few other displays.
	The education session was one of my favorites — we got to hear real-world feedback from an educator (Len Scrogan) and his first-hand experience in teaching students across an entire school district using 3D.  The bottom line:  There were some early problems with discomfort and fatigue, but many of these vision-related issues have now been resolved.  The stats he showed were extremely impressive, with full details from his study coming out in July, as well as from a similar program in Europe.  This could be the ammunition educators need to ignite 3D in the classroom. 
	There was also much debate on the future of interactive white boards.  Will traditional approaches continue, or will alternatives — like projectors with built-in interactivity or tablets and projectors — upset the apple cart?
	I also particularly liked the GreenAV presentation from Chris Maione.  He gave a great overview of the regulatory and environmental programs projector people need to be aware of — which ones count and which ones don’t.  Power consumption in ProAV equipment is being ignored by many of these agencies, which is why InfoComm’s STEP program was developed.  Turns out that many ProAV installs have a control panel that says it can shut down the system, but it really doesn’t, so he said this was more like “Virtual Off.”  Maione gave a case study that showed how really managing the power on/off times of the AV equipment can save significant dollars — a great ROI argument for moving in the green direction.
	Finally, the laser digital cinema panel drew lots of interest.  Two approaches seem viable at this time:  retrofitting existing digital cinema projectors with laser sources and building and selling laser projectors designed from the ground up.  Kodak described their ground-up approach with many clear and obvious benefits, which theater owners, as represented by Dave Castelli, agreed were very appealing to them.  Theaters are running their lamps longer and dimmer and creating poor 3D experiences because the costs are killing them.  Castelli said one theater chain just increased its operating budget for a 14-plex significantly — to cover high lamp costs — even with the above shortcuts, costs are high so reducing operating expense is a big deal for them.
	I could go on and on, but I won’t.  Want more?  The Projection Summit 2011 proceedings are available now.  –Chris Chinnock
	Of Projectors and Tablets

	Just before InfoComm started in June, Insight Media hosted the Projection Summit for its tenth year.  As one would expect, the topics focused on projector-related items from pico to cinema projectors, from light sources and imagers to green projector aspects, and so much more.  As Chris Chinnock described in his overview in this issue of LDR, the subjects were widespread, but I want to add some more detail on a few specific items.
	For many years, projectors in the education market have helped to grow the overall market worldwide, especially in 2010.  After many years of widespread discussions of the pros (large image for relatively low cost) and cons (lamp life and brightness issues), projectors face a new challenge in the classroom today.  Here are a few trends that are hot in this segment.
	Standard projectors are considered the technology basis for the K–12 classroom today.  Many classrooms have one, and the use mode ranges from replacing printed material to the development of interactive education material.  If you are in the industry, the terms interactive whiteboards and short-throw projectors are already rolling easily over your tongue.  For those who are hearing them for the first time, here is a short description. 
	Interactive whiteboards are replacing the good old write-on surface in many high-tech classrooms and also business conference centers today.  A typical configuration consists of a short-throw projector mounted above or below the whiteboard surface, which includes some sort of pen or stylus interaction on the whiteboard surface.  The advantages of this configuration is the removal of the projector from the student space (and any expensive wiring that may be needed to ceiling-mount the projector), as well as the elimination of shadowing and a bright light in the teacher’s eyes. 
	Alternatively, we are starting to see the introduction of tablets into the classroom.  At last year’s Projection Summit, Gary Kayye boldly predicted that projectors in the classroom would die and tablets would take over.  One year later, that does not seem to be the case, although there is a growing role for tablets in the classroom.  The use model is to use the tablet as an input device for the projector (typically a ceiling-mounted, long-throw type), so image, notes annotations, etc., can be entered on the tablet but projected for all to see.  This allows more mobility for the teacher within the classroom and is probably a trend that will continue. 
	Another trend was the use of 3D projectors in the classroom.  While this is still relatively new, there are several studies under way worldwide that take a good look at the effects of 3D in the classroom.  One study in the Boulder Valley School District in Colorado is in the final evaluation stage, and the early results are very favorable for the effect of 3D.  The final report will be released in July of this year and will make good reading material for sure.  Not only did the students have improved learning metrics (the key item of interest to educators), there was also an unexpected benefit — 3D helped to identify a number of problems in a half dozen students, including vision problems.
	While this topic was very well presented, the most important aspect for me came in combination with other data presented by Bill Coggshall from Pacific Media.  Comparing the cost of various classroom projector installations, including whiteboards, it looks like the typical installation cost can vary widely by a factor of two to three, from the lowest cost to the highest cost solution.  When we take into account the overall economic conditions, not only in the U.S. but also worldwide, the cost per installation becomes very important.  According to Coggshall’s analysis, the lowest cost solution included tablets driving normal-throw front projectors.  In fact, tablets can replace the classroom PC completely and gives the teacher a chance to bring his electronic material with him whereever he teaches.
	During the lively panel discussion that followed, some people asked if there is a trend to replace the projector with tablets for the students as well.  The answer is more complex than one would envision.  While there is certainly a trend to shift electronic investment dollars from projector systems to tablets, most of the panelists agreed that the question is not projectors or tablets, but projectors and tablets!
	Certainly, we will see more tablets in the classroom in the near future, but we may also see them interact directly (wirelessly) with the classroom projector to create a whole new level of collaboration between the students and the teacher.  It seems that there may be a good business opportunity to create a complete new teaching environment that incorporates the use of both devices simultaneously.  The advice from Projection Summit:  Embrace the trend and build in better tablet support, apps and content integration within the projectors.
	During the discussion, I learned a new acronym that I never heard before.  This acronym puts the finger right on the point of the digital revolution that is influencing our society on so many levels already.
	BenQ’s Juan Alvarez coined the term “DFL.”  It stands for Digital as a First Language and very accurately describes the current students (sometimes also called Digital Natives).  These digital natives are interacting with teachers that grew up in an analog world and most likely learned everything they know from words printed on paper — OMG!  –Norbert Hildebrand
	Display in Taipei

	The recent Display Taiwan 2011 was a lively show oriented toward Taiwan’s display supply chain and makers of manufacturing equipment, with some display panels thrown in for good measure.
	Surprisingly and disappointingly, neither AUO nor Chi Mei Innolux (CMI) had booths of their own.  Each had one display in the booth of Taiwan’s Photonics Industry & Technology Development Association (PIDA).  But AUO’s one display was a knockout:  a 15.6-inch switchable lenticular 3D LCD with head tracking, so you are always in the viewing zone.  The display is very effective, with subjectively low cross-talk and solid negative-z images.  Senior engineer Garfy Lin said the panel should appear in a notebook PC from a major manufacturer in Q3.
	RiTDisplay, the champion of passive OLED displays, showed its first active-matrix OLED, a 3.5-inch full-color HVGA unit with punchy colors.  Particularly interesting was the active-matrix backplane, which was made of amorphous silicon and used Ignis Innovations’ AdMos compensation technique.  The approach is still under development, according to Sales Manager Joanne Tien, and life testing has not yet been completed. 
	In addition to its range of industrially oriented LCDs, Powertip was showing a 4.3-inch WVGA smartphone TFT-LCD with capacitive touch.  Powertip’s Brent Lin startled me by saying the pixel structure was MVA (What would Steve Jobs say!?), but I was soon to find out that VA variants are popular with Chinese smartphone makers because lower licensing fees make them less costly.
	Powertip was also showing its own universal shutter glass for 3DTV.  Lin said they can be sold for $40–$50 U.S. dollars, rather than the $100 common for the SGs sold by TV manufacturers.
	In the past, 3M has shown monitors that use 3M films to reduce power requirements to the point where the monitor can be powered entirely from a notebook PC’s USB port.  In Taipei, they showed a monitor that gets all of its power (as well as a signal) for a Power over Ethernet (POE) cable.  The POE standard calls for the ability to deliver 25W, and 3M says they can get the power requirement of their monitor reference design down to 20W.  (The USB model consumed only 8W.)  POE routers are available now from Cisco and others, said 3M’s Sammi Hsu.
	Corning showed Gorilla Glass in larger applications, including a cover glass on a Sony TV.  The Gorilla Glass is not yet a structural element, said a Corning rep, but that is coming.  Corning also showed its Eagle XG display glass in various thicknesses, including a bendable 0.1mm.  The 0.1mm is intended to be a substrate glass and can be made in volume when customers are ready for it.  Roll-to-roll processing is very attractive for display fabrication.  It’s even more attractive if you can do it on glass rather than plastic.  You may remember that at SID, Asahi Glass showed rollable 0.1mm glass, too.
	E Ink Holdings had a substantial booth that showed much the same stuff as the company showed at SID last month.  E Ink’s Sri Peruvemba showed me the new Nook and Sony Touch, which uses IR LED touch for touch capability without compromising the paper-like qualities of the display.  The original Sony Touch used a glossy touchpanel in front of the screen, which destroyed its paper-like reading quality.
	HiMax was showing a chip that performed 2D-to-3D conversion on the fly for DLP projectors, and another for LCDs.  The algorithm seemed to start with “bottom is closer; top is farther away,” and then added complexities.  A booth rep seemed to confirm this.  Whatever the details, some kinds of imagery presented a distinct concave affect, which was display dependent.
	Taiwan Display also includes a by-invitation-only technical program, which has become quite good.  (I say this in spite of the fact that I was a speaker.)  This year’s sessions included oxide TFTs, 3D, and China supply chain and market issues. -Ken Werner
	Wednesday in New York: Rain, Tablets and 3D Products

	In June, the Consumer Electronics Association staged its CEA Line Shows event, which is basically an electronics trade show focused on press and analysts.  There is a lot of fluff attached, so the overall event lasts several days, but the line shows themselves are useful.  On the evening of the first day of the Line Shows, PEPCOM runs a similar but more concentrated event 18 blocks further south.  So, on that first day, it is very tempting to hop on the New Haven Line and take the 56-minute trip to Grand Central Terminal.  Which I did.
	The obvious trends were 1) the large number of tablet products that will soon be released, and 2) the large number of 3D products.  Let’s look at some of them.
	Vizio showed an eight-inch tablet with 1,024 × 768 pixels (4:3 aspect ratio) that weighed in at less than one pound.  Four GB are built in, and a micro SD card can add up to 32GB more.  The tablet contains Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, an accelerometer, a micro HDMI port, USB, and a 1 GHz processor.  There are speakers in three corners, so whatever the orientation of the tablet, you have a left-right stereo pair.  Available in July.  The unit will ship with Android 2.3, with Vizio’s Internet Apps+ GUI running over it.  The OS is upgradable to Android 3.0.  The tablet also has IR and can be used as a universal remote control, as well as a keyboard for connected-TV applications.
	Toshiba showed a 1.6-pound tablet with 10.1-inch, 1280 × 800 display, ambient light sensor and full-size connectors.  Available in mid-July.  There are two cameras, and prices start at $429 with 8GB on board.
	At PEPCOM, Samsung was showing Galaxy Tabs with 10.1-inch and 7.0-inch screens.  ASUS showed a 12-inch tablet, starting at $999, that is available now.  This tablet is big and heavy, but wait:  It has an Intel i5 processor and a 64-bit Windows OS!  That’s the same combination I’m using on my desktop right now, and that’s a new take on what a notebook should be.
	Also in the ASUS booth was the Eee Pad Transform TF101.  It’s a tablet that clips into a hinge on a keyboard to make a small notebook PC.  All the smarts are in the tablet.  Prices range from $399–$479. 
	Toshiba showed its P755 notebook with shutter-glasses 3D, which is available now.  It works but imparted a somewhat artificial sense of depth to the images being shown, as well as inducing a slight sense of nausea (at least for me) after only a few seconds of viewing.  As always, physiological effects and subjective judgments (such as “artificial”) depend heavily on content as well as on system design.  The notebook comes with two pairs of glasses.  Extra glasses are $80 each.
	Toshiba also had its TL515 3DTV with passive glasses and built-in 2D-to-3D conversion.  As is now usual with micropolarizer systems, the 3D images were watchable and had a reasonably natural feel.  Four pairs of glasses come in the box, and a “party pack” of 10 additional pairs can be purchased for $60.
	Toshiba will introduce an autostereoscopic (no-glasses) notebook in August that uses eye-tracking.  Product Manager Carrie Cowan said the panel is not from AUO.  (The 15.6-inch AUO eye-tracking AS-3D panel we saw last week in Taipei was startlingly good and had been designed into a major manufacturer’s laptop for introduction later this year, according to AUO.)
	Vizio has committed itself to the passive-glasses, micropolarizer approach to 3DTV.  CTO and cofounder Ken Lowe told us the negative aspects of the SG approach became increasingly clear to them over the past 18 months.
	Westinghouse Digital was showing its first 3DTV set, a 47-inch passive-glasses set with CCFL backlight.  It will be available in Q4 at an MSRP of $1,199, but Westinghouse expects a street price of under $1,000.  That’s right; I said under $1,000.  The set ships with four pairs of passive glasses. (see related 3DTV story)
	The next Westinghouse set is not 3D, but I have to mention it anyway.  It’s a 60-inch LCD-TV with CCFL backlight, available at Best Buy for $999.  I don’t know what corners Westinghouse had to cut to get to that price point, but it’s amazing.
	HTC was showing its brand new Evo 3D smartphone, which is now available from Sprint in the U.S.  The 4.3-inch 3D display has 540 × 960 pixels, which makes me think it’s a Samsung Pentile display.  There were several different viewing zones, and the booth rep thought (but wasn’t sure) that the display uses lenticular technology.  The 3D looked pretty good.  Remember, it is much easier to do good AS-3D on small displays.
	Last but not least was the LG Thrill 4G, an AS-3D smartphone with 4.3-inch display available exclusively through AT&T.  LG’s Tim O’Brien made much of the fact that the phone uses a dual-core, dual-channel, dual-memory processor that contributes to smooth rendering of 3D content.  The phone is built on a Texas Instruments OMAP 4 platform.  Again, looked pretty good.
	I’m out of space and out of time, but there was a lot to see, even if you didn’t succeed in dodging the rain.  –Ken Werner
	Stereoscopic 3D Conference From SMPTE

	On June 21–22, the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) hosted its second International Conference on Stereoscopic 3D for Media and Entertainment.  Due to the press of schedules, Insight Media was only there for the first day, but there was plenty even on the one day to interest anyone interested in 3D.
	As could be expected at an event hosted by SMPTE, the emphasis was on large-screen 3D, including both 3D for the cinema and 3D for television.  While various pundits have forecast the failure of 3D in both of these markets, Gordon Castle from PricewaterhouseCoopers presented the PwC data showing 3D in these markets is laying an egg — a golden one, that is.  Castle’s presentation, plus additional data, can be downloaded from the PwC Website.
	He pointed out the large number of films available in 3D and the relatively high fraction of their revenues that come from 3D screenings.  He said the income from a 3D movie has stabilized, with 50%–70% typically coming from 3D screenings, with the remainder from 2D screenings.  Opening weekend for a movie typically has a particularly strong 3D box office, with the fraction of revenue from 3D declining after that.  Some movies, such as the horror flicks Piranha 3D and Saw 3D, get virtually all of their revenue from 3D.  PwC estimates there will be about 44 3D movies released in 2011, about 13 animated and 31 “live action.” Don’t take live action too literally; for example, Avatar and all the current crop of superhero movies count as live action.  
	One thing Castle did forecast was a gradual decline of the average 3D premium from the current level to about $2–$3.  Somewhat surprisingly, only 37% of viewers in a PwC survey said they didn’t want to pay any 3D premium at all, while 23% said they were willing to pay a $4 or more premium. 
	In television, Castle did not see the 3DTV installed base as a long-term issue, with penetration forecast to be 18%–29% in 2015 in the U.S., with a similar penetration in Europe.  What he saw as the biggest issue was the serious lack of 3D content.  The figure shows PwC’s estimate of how many hours of 3D content are needed to support 3DTV and how many hours are available, along with the number of films required vs. the number available.  Big gap!
	On the more technical side, most of the presentations on June 21 focused on either human factors or how to improve the human factors of 3D content through improved image processing or equipment.  While much of the content was tutorial in nature, it is obvious that considerable additional education is needed in the 3D world — and that need is a two-way street.  For example, everyone knows (or should know) that vertical disparity in 3D is bad.  Jenny Read from Newcastle University gave a presentation on the geometry of 3D content creation and how vertical disparity is present in virtually all content.  When you shoot with two converged cameras, the keystoning induced by the convergence, in turn, induces vertical disparity. 
	On the other hand, the academics doing research into 3D and 3D human factors could use some lessons on the practical aspects of 3D film making.  Marty Banks (University of California, Berkeley) gave an excellent presentation on temporal artifacts in 3D content and how to avoid them.  (Hint: Everything gets better at higher frame rates, such as the 48Hz Peter Jackson is using to shoot The Hobbit.)  During the Q&A panel discussion that followed his talk, he was asked about the effect of a 180-degree shutter on temporal artifacts.  He had to ask what a 180-degree shutter was, a question virtually any of the SMPTE people in the audience could have answered. 
	To finish off a 3D day, I went to see Alfred Hitchcock’s Dial M for Murder at the Film Forum, starring Grace Kelly and Ray Milland.  As our readers may remember, I have been to the Film Forum before to see movies shown on their dual-film projector installation, said to be the only such installation in New York. Fifty-seven years after its release, Hitchcock hasn’t lost his touch, nor has Grace Kelly, Millard or Robert Cumming.  The film was one of the last, and greatest, of the 50’s vintage 3D movies.  Reportedly, every performance was been sold out.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Business & Strategic
	LCD Display Makers Sued Again for Price-Fixing

	Toshiba, Sharp, Epson, Hitachi, LG, NEC, Samsung, Sanyo, AU Optronics, Chi Mei, CMO, Chunghwa, Hannstar, Mitsui and Tatung have been sued for Liquid-Crystal Displays (LCD) price-fixing by P.C. Richard & Son, Pontiac, ABC Warehouse, and the MARTA Cooperative of America.  Best Buy and BrandsMart USA have already sued the display makers.  Seven of the defendants have admitted to participating in a conspiracy to fix prices and have paid millions of dollars in criminal fines, according to www.techeye.net,
	According to the P.C. Richard and Son suit, the accused companies “met in person or communicated by other means [beginning in 1996] to agree on LCD product prices and the amount of LCD products each would produce.”
	The defendants are accused of forming an international alliance that conspired to “fix, raise, stabilize and maintain” panel prices between 1996 and 2006, according to www.twice.com.  The alliance is said to have affected billions of dollars of U.S. commerce over a span of 10 years.
	To date, the U.S. Justice Department has obtained more than $890 million in fines from eight of the LCD producers.  Twice.com reported that the CEO of Chungwha and the president of Chi Mei received prison terms of up to 14 months.  –Cheryl Knight
	OSRAM Initiates Patent Infringement Litigation Against Samsung and LG — Legal Actions Focus on LED Technologies

	OSRAM has filed legal actions against Samsung group companies and LG group companies in the U.S. and Germany, as well as against an LG group company in Japan.  In these lawsuits, OSRAM claims that Samsung and LG group companies infringe its patents on white and surface mountable LEDs in the U.S. and Germany, as well as Japan and China.
	The legal actions focus on LEDs using technologies protected by OSRAM patents.  These technologies relate to the electrical and thermal connection structure, as well as to conversion technology, which is used to convert the blue light of the LED chip into white light, among other things.  Typical applications of such white LEDs include display backlighting for TV sets and monitors.  OSRAM intends to prevent unauthorized use of its technology and seeks orders from the courts to prevent Samsung and LG from importing and selling infringing LEDs and products containing these LEDs.  OSRAM is also applying for compensation.
	“Our objective in taking legal actions against Samsung and LG group companies is to prevent unauthorized use of our valuable technology,” stated Aldo Kamper, CEO of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors.  “We have a considerable number of patents which we developed in the course of many years of intensive research and development work.  Major competitors such as Philips/Lumileds, Cree and Nichia have acknowledged our strong IP position by entering into cross-license agreements with OSRAM.”
	Samsung’s LED-manufacturing subsidiary responded to OSRAM’s suit by filing a patent infringement lawsuit against OSRAM’s Korean division and two companies selling OSRAM LEDs in Korea, according to http://optics.org.  Samsung LED has asked for an injunction and damages against OSRAM Korea, Barun Electronics, and Dabo Industrial System at the Seoul Central District Court.  –Cheryl Knight
	Dolby Licenses High Dynamic Range Image Display Patents to Sony 

	Sony Corporation has licensed Dolby Laboratories, Inc.’s local dimming High Dynamic Range (HDR) image display patents for select Sony BRAVIA LCD televisions with LED backlight technology.  LCDs with Dolby’s imaging technologies deliver enhanced dynamic contrast to produce vivid images.
	“Dolby is committed to delivering the best possible entertainment experience, whether that means immersing surround sound to enhance audio or LED local dimming LCDs that consume less power to display very bright, high contrast images,” said Ramzi Haidamus, executive VP, Sales and Marketing, Dolby Laboratories. 
	Dolby has been involved with imaging technology for years, beginning with Dolby Digital Cinema in 2005.  Since then, Dolby has launched Dolby 3D for the cinema, the Dolby Professional Reference Monitor for postproduction HD mastering, an open specification for 3D broadcast, and now HDR for LED-LCD consumer televisions.
	The Dolby LED backlight small area local dimming technologies vary the illumination intensity throughout an image to provide the precise brightness level each portion of an image requires.  These technologies address current LCD display limitations, according to the company, and in particular with conventional cold-cathode fluorescent tube backlighting.  Dolby’s imaging technologies enable the display of images that approach the full dynamic range of what the human eye can see.  –Cheryl Knight
	RED Partners With 3ality Digital

	3ality Digital and RED Digital Cinema announced a new stereoscopic 3D partnership to train professional and aspiring filmmakers to “create clear and pristine 3D images.”
	According to Ted Schilowitz of RED Digital Cinema, “The biggest tent pole movies shooting on the planet right now, like The Hobbit, are all shooting S-3D on EPIC and 3ality Digital.  The teams at RED and 3ality Digital have been working together for years behind the camera on various movie projects.  Now is the right time to take that relationship to the next level and integrate education components for the community.”
	As the primary stereoscopic 3D partner for RED, 3ality Digital lent its TS-5 technology — currently being used in feature films such as The Amazing Spiderman and Jack the Giant Killer — to REDucation’s recent open house.
	“S-3D is here to stay, and choosing partners at the forefront of the technology that really grasp what true, high-resolution cinema and S-3D are all about is essential for business and for the community,” said Steve Schklair, CEO of 3ality Digital.  “Educating filmmakers and getting RED and 3ality Digital technology in their hands at events like REDucation is a crucial step toward accelerating and facilitating S3D content production and ultimately consumer adoption.”
	The ongoing partnership will also include collaboration at the Camp RED youth summer program August 1–19, where the new partners will provide young filmmakers with training in S-3D production.  –Cheryl Knight
	LED/Laser Devices
	Luminus Introduces Surface Mount LEDs

	At InfoComm, Luminus Devices Inc. (Billerica, MA) introduced a surface mount version of two of its smaller LEDs, the ompact SBT-16 and SBT-39 chipsets.
	The new chipsets consist of red, green and blue LEDs that are individually assembled in a small footprint, performance surface mount package.  Each compact SBT-16 device comes with a 1.6mm2 LED emitter and has a 18.5 mm2 footprint, a 70% reduction over the previous generation device.  They are engineered for the most compact palm-size or embedded projectors, with performance ranging from 30 to 150 lumens depending on the available power budget.  
	The SBT-39 devices include a 3.9 mm2 LED emitter with a package footprint of only 33 mm2 and are designed for mid-range projectors whose performance ranges from 150 to 300 lumens.  
	The compact SBT-16 and SBT-39 integrate seamlessly with standard SMT manufacturing processes and equipment.  Both are RoHS compliant.
	Luminus was showing two projectors in its booth that contained these new chipsets.  The Dell notebook companion used the SBT-39 chipset with a 0.45-inch WXGA DLP imager and produced 250 lumens.  The Aiptek V50 used the SBT-16 chipset with a 0.3-inch WVGA DLP imager and produced 50 lumens.  The photo shows this Dell projector and a Luminus placard that compares the SBT-39 surface mount chipset compared to the conventional PT-39 chipset.  The small size of the surface mount version is clearly visible compared to the regular version.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Luminus Devices, Jim Hunter, +1-978-528-8000, jhunter@luminus.com
	Electronics
	Digital Video at InfoComm

	It’s taken several years, but the professional AV industry is finally moving away from analog signal interfaces and into an all-digital infrastructure.  We’re also starting to see all-in-one display/media interfaces penetrate the market, the most notable of which is the HDbaseT standard. 
	At least two companies were showing projectors capable of accepting video over their RJ-45 LAN connector:  Epson and Mitsubishi.  See the articles on these systems elsewhere in this issue.  It is not clear at this point if these projectors are HDBaseT compatible, since neither Epson nor Mitsubishi are members of the HDBaseT Alliance. 
	HDBaseT Alliance

	HDBaseT technology is a Consumer Electronic (CE) connectivity technology optimized for whole-home and commercial multimedia distribution.  HDBaseT can connect all the entertainment devices in a setting through its 5Play feature set, converging uncompressed full HD digital video, audio, 100BaseT Ethernet, power over cable and various control signals through a single 100m/328ft  CAT5e/6 cable with RJ45 connectors.
	Kramer Electronics is one of several new members of the HDBaseT Alliance and had two new transmitters and one receiver in their booth.  The TP-581T/582T transmitters combine HDMI video and audio, bi-direction 100BaseT Ethernet, RS232, and IR controls into a single Cat 5e cable at distances up to 328 feet.  The TP-582R receiver converts all signals back to their native format.  Maximum bandwidth is 2.25 Gb/s per graphics channel.
	Atlona unveiled a new line of HDBaseT platforms, including an 8 x 5 router with Ethernet and audio follow, while Crestron announced DigitalMedia 8G+, a multi-format digital video/audio switching and distribution platform that supports optical fiber and Category 5e structured wire interconnects.  Look for display to support direct connection of HDbaseT signal sources, along with combination video/audio/Ethernet routers based on the same standard.
	H.264 MPEG-4

	The switch to digital video has been hastened by continued improvements to the H.264 MPEG-4 coding standard, which is now the codec of choice for everything from IPTV networks and digital signs to display interfaces and videoconferencing.
	Extron showed its first home-grown MPEG-4 H.264 encoder.  The SME 100 accepts analog RGB or DVI signals to a maximum resolution of 1600 x 1200 with embedded or discrete audio, and 1920 x 1080p video at a maximum frame rate of 60Hz. It also contains a three-input switcher.
	Haivision took the wraps off their Viper streaming/recording product.  The Viper is an H.264 appliance that can capture, play back and stream SD and HD video content through either dual DVI or HD-SDI inputs at full frame rates.  Everything is controlled through an intuitive touchpanel, and the Viper can also function as a standalone IP video server. 
	Visionary Solutions came to Orlando with a full rack of MPEG encoder products.  VS is considered to be one of the best at what they do, and their new AVN441 H.264 encoder “blade” is now shipping.  It’s an ultra-compact plug-in card that converts DVI, HDMI, component, or (ugh!) composite video into an MPEG4 stream for digital distribution.  Maximum bit rates are 5 to 20MB/s for HD signals.
	Scaling and Warping

	We’re also seeing more “pure” digital image scaling products now, a la NAB.  Here are a couple of examples:  Kramer Electronics announced the VP-472, a high-performance digital scaler for SDI signals up to 3G HD-SDI.  The VP-472 will up and down-scale SD, HD and 3G SDI signals to resolutions of up to WUXGA and 1080p.
	Calibre’s PVProHD-IW Image Warping video processor/scaler works by extracting left or right eye data automatically from 3D HDMI content and is compatible with Blu-ray discs and set-top-box 3D formats.  This product was demonstrated at NAB (see May LDR) and works exceptionally well for both passive and active shutter viewing.
	Arrive Systems

	Arrive Systems now offers a rack-ready, all-in-one AV switcher with support for DVI, HDMI, analog video, an Ethernet router, analog audio-follow switching, and an eight-outlet power strip, plus low-voltage control, phantom power, and an Ethernet port to monitor everything.  It’s all fitted to a recycled, formed aluminum housing that doubles as a heat sink.
	Panasonic

	Panasonic is making a big push into small business videoconferencing.  They have three products that operate at 1080i or 720p resolution (depending on model), and all three use the ubiquitous H.264 codec.  The KX-VC500 was being demonstrated in the Panasonic booth and includes two cameras — one with a wide-angle view for participants, and a second prosumer-grade camcorder that can sit on a small tripod to show documents and other objects.  Directional audio and stereo audio are standard, and Panasonic claims only 3Mb/s data rates are needed for HD conferencing.  Prices start at $12,000.
	Sanyo

	In their booth, in addition to their projectors, Sanyo featured a wireless video connection between the source and an 8,000 lumen PDG-DHT8000L projector using WirelessHD technology.  WirelessHD operates in the 60GHz band, transmits uncompressed video with out latency or delay between audio and video, and has a range of about 100 feet.  Due to the use of the 60GHz band, the signal needs to be near-line-of-sight, unlike Wi-Fi and other protocols based on the 5GHz band.  The Sanyo transmitter (POA-HDTM01, $1,895) and receiver (POA-MD26HDWL, $895) are available now.  –Pete Putnam and Matthew Brennesholtz
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	Emerging Technology 
	Fraunhofer Looks to Nature to Improve Display Readability

	Invention starts with the identification of a problem.  In this case, the problem is that glare from surface reflections can severely reduce the legibility of displays.  The solution is likely obvious to all but very young children:  apply a nanocoating to the surface of the display with a structure similar to that found on the surface of a moth’s eye.
	Well, perhaps it is not all that obvious.  In fact, it took a team lead by Dr. Frank Burmeister, project manager at the Institut für Werkstoffmechanik within the Fraunhofer Institute for Mechanics of Materials IWM (Freiburg, Germany) to develop the process.
	Consider the moth.  As the sun sets, the insect searches for food. While doing so, the moth must hide from predators and its presence must not be betrayed by reflections from the facets of its eyes.  The point worth noting is this:  The eyes of most insects shimmer, but a moth’s eyes do not. 
	The reason for the lack of reflection is that there are microscopic structures on the eyes of moths.  They are basically tiny protuberances that form a periodic structure on the surface of the eye.  Just a few hundred nanometers tall, the protuberances are smaller than the wavelengths of light.  The structures create a gradual transition between the refractive indices of the air and the cornea and serve to suppress reflection.
	Knowing of this reflection suppression mechanism, researchers have for years sought to duplicate this anti-reflective texture.  The problems have been, first, that it is not easy to duplicate the structure and, second, that the resulting structures are quite fragile.  That and the fact that, in order for the moth eye reflection suppressing effect to cut surface reflection down to less than 3%, the structure needs to be almost perfect.
	Unfortunately, prior work demonstrated that all of the more obvious methods that could be used to impose the moth’s eye texture on a plastic surface had problems.  For example, etching the texture into a plastic surface after molding resulted in a fragile, scratch-prone finish. 
	An alternative is to replicate the desired nanostructure into the surface of the plastic during the component’s manufacturing process.  In pursuing this approach, researchers discovered that etching the pattern into the mold itself often resulted in small pieces of the plastic sticking to the mold, causing imperfections in the pattern.
	The Fraunhofer team chose to develop an improved version of this second approach.  In the new approach, a hard material was used to coat the inside surfaces of the previously patterned injection mold.  The thin coating reproduced the surface structure.  When the viscous polymer melt was injected into the mold, it picked up the nanostructure pattern of the coating.  The thin coating, and thus the pattern, stays with the polymer after the polymer solidifies.
	As a separate, second step, the mold was filled with an ultra-thin layer of polyurethane.  This material ran into every crevice and hardened like a two-component adhesive.  This second layer is wipe- and scratch-resistant and serves to enhance the durability of the nanostructures.
	The end result of the new process is a plastic coating that can suppress reflective glare from all types of transparent plastic surfaces.  Products to which this might be applied include televisions, cell phones, dashboard gauges, eyewear and panel covers. 
	Another feature of the process is that, because a second process step is not required, manufacturers can achieve a labor and, thus, a cost saving as compared to traditional anti-reflective coatings.
	Fraunhofer hopes to further develop the technology by working in cooperation with industrial partners.  –Arthur Berman
	Electronic Digital Signing

	Yes, you read the title correctly.  This Display Daily article is about electronic digital signing, as in sign language for the hearing impaired — not signage.  To many, this aspect of content delivery might seem somewhat obscure.  None-the-less, it is a matter of considerable importance to a portion of the population, and there is recent activity to report.
	The news that prompted this article was a press release from the NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (Tokyo, Japan) made in conjunction with the Technology Open House 2011.  The company reported basic research into a technology to automatically generate animated sign language.  The intended use of the technology is to expand the utilization of sign language in broadcast television.  The work was focused on Japanese people and the Japanese language, but it clearly has broader applicability.
	Perhaps a good question to ask at the start is why an automated sign language system is needed.  After all, can’t a provision be made for the hearing impaired simply by adding subtitles to video?  Turns out, the answer to this question is at least a partial no.  The reality is that providing subtitles to be read by the deaf is not an optimum solution to the problem.
	Apparently, subtitles are fine for people who understand Japanese and, later, lose their hearing.  Those people who are deaf from birth typically learn sign language first and then, later, study Japanese.  It is found that people in this category find that sign language is easier to understand than subtitles.
	The new system automatically compares Japanese text to sign language, converts equivalent words into animated onscreen gestures, and replaces words that differ with appropriate synonyms.  The system then shows the signing by the use of a virtual avatar that is dressed like a reporter.  A video illustrating the translation animation can be found here.
	In its current state of development, the system is not perfect.  Difficulties arise from the fact that it is necessary to make automatic transitions between words.  Part of the solution includes the use of samples that have similar content in both Japanese and sign language.  The samples are compared to the actual input and, then, the words that differ are replaced to achieve the translation. 
	NHK reported asking a number of deaf people to watch the animations and provide an opinion.  The result was that the signing could be understood on a word-by-word basis but that the animations lacked fluency.  As a result, the researchers still find it necessary to manually adjust some awkward transitions between words.
	An initial use targeted for the new technology is in reporting news during emergencies.  Reasons for this choice of application include the fact that, in a breaking news situation, it can be difficult to obtain a human sign language interpreter.  In addition, during a disaster report, it is likely that many of the sentences follow a characteristic structure.  These factors make translation less difficult.
	It occurs to me that aspects of content delivery to the deaf are in some ways analogous to the situation that relates to “orphan drugs.” Orphan drugs are, by definition, needed by only a small part of the population — but, to the group they serve, are of great importance.  Business considerations aside, development and commercialization of orphan drugs deserve and receive the support of the drug industry.  With their automated sign language activity, NHK is providing a good example of what display-related industries can do for society.  –Arthur Berman
	LED/Laser Projectors 
	Casio Shows Hybrid Line at InfoComm

	Although they do not get some of the press coverage of their bigger and more costly brethren in the world of digital projectors, Casio stands out in terms of technical innovations and new products introduced at InfoComm 2011.
	With Casio, it all begins with light — or more correctly their illumination technology.  Casio’s Laser and Hybrid light source combines blue laser light and a fluorescent element to generate a high output of green light.  This second-generation engine, described in detail at Projection Summit, incorporates improvements that allow higher lumen output — up to  3500 lumens, claims Casio.  In the previous design, the green phosphor wheel was illuminated by a blue laser diode only about two-thirds of the time, with the other third having a clear segment to allow the creating of the blue sub-field.  In the new design, the green phosphor wheel has no clear segment, allowing more green light production from a blue laser.  Separate blue and red LEDs are used to create the other needed components.  This not only increases light output, but reduces speckle.
	According to Joe Gillio, director of Product Marketing for Business & Professional Products, the first-generation light source design will continue in use in the “Green Slim” projector series from Casio.  These projectors have a very low height, and the form factor allows them to fit easily in a laptop bag.  The Gen 2 design will be used in new projectors, including the recently introduced Pro series.  In the Pro series, the height requirement has been relaxed, simplifying the optical design. 
	Gillio said the hybrid design is especially important for education.  Not only does the 20K light source life reduce maintenance compared to the 6K lamp life typical of modern education projectors, the difference is greater than it might seem.  Education typically use many on-off cycles on their projectors, which seriously reduce the life of mercury bulbs, but does not affect the hybrid source.  In addition, the short warm-up time of the hybrid source is appreciated by teachers.
	All of Casio’s new models are built using this proprietary hybrid light source technology, and they are the first company to offer a full product line without using conventional lamps.  By eliminating the use of mercury lamps, Casio points out that their hybrid projectors allows users to streamline costs and count on a 20,000-hour estimated life.  The average user will save $800 after 6,000 hours of use compared to traditional mercury lamps.  Look at the price of their projectors, factor in the TCO, and you have a compelling value proposition.
	Casio introduced a new portfolio of innovative “lamp-free” projector products, which include enhanced connectivity, improved audio, higher brightness levels and new 3D capabilities.
	For the education market, they showed their new short-throw projectors that have a 0.68 throw ratio lens that allows a 60-inch image to be projected from less than three feet from the screen, enabling an image to be displayed in any size classroom.  These projectors can also display 3D content from a 3D capable computer, and with the optional 2D-3D conversion, software users can convert and view 2D material.  A key feature and benefit is the Interactive Whiteboard function, enabling users to turn any screen or surface into an interactive workspace.  The optional pen and software allow teachers to write and annotate on the screen or switch to “mouse” mode and control the PC.  This is an ideal tool for on-screen annotation, as well as to incorporate into math and science lessons.
	For the traditional Pro AV market, the expanded lineup of Pro Series projectors will address more of their needs.  The Pro Series of projectors offers an increased brightness up to 3,500 lumens, which is the highest brightness among all Casio projectors.  In addition to increased brightness, they now offer network connection via wireless and wired LAN capabilities, the enhanced audio with an increase in power to 10 watts, and a large output speaker.  The Pro series also features high cooling efficiency through their Intelligent Brightness Control, an ECO function that conserves power and automatically adjusts the brightness to suit the environmental lighting conditions of any room.
	In addition to the SLIM line, Casio’s new Signature series of projectors is ideal for installed systems and portable use.  These models are also “lamp free” for low TCO and weigh 8.6 pounds.  They feature lower noise levels in the room and a cool feature called MobiShow, which makes business presentations easy by using wireless devices, like smartphones or other mobile devices equipped with wireless LAN capabilities, to show content on screen.  Users can also access presentations from a thumb drive without the need for a PC via the USB 2.0 function available in select models.
	 According to Frank Romeo, vice president of Casio’s Business Projector Division, “Since the introduction of our LASER & LED HYBRID Light Source, we spoke with market professionals to understand their challenges and identify areas where they still needed assistance.  Casio’s new family of projectors features and functionality are tailored to the end user.  Whether it is high brightness up to 3,500 lumens, improved connectivity, MobiShow, or a Pro AV unit with 3D capabilities, Interactive Whiteboard function and improved connectivity, Casio offers a comprehensive set of solutions for everyone, anywhere.”  –Alan Brawn, Matt Brennesholtz, Chris Chinnock
	Casio, Joe Gillio, +1-973-361-5400, jgillio@casio.com
	EIS Optics Discusses Laser/Phosphor Light Source Designs

	Casio has been the poster child for hybrid light sources using phosphor wheels, but the sup
	The main products of the Shanghai facility are color wheels and other components for DLP projectors and imagers.  Color wheels continue to be the largest product category at EIS Optics, and Austin indicated the company has a capacity of more than 2.5M color wheels/year.  He believes EIS Optics has a 60% or more market share in the color wheel market.
	EIS Optics had a booth at SID highlighting their products, including samples of phosphor wheels useable in laser/phosphor hybrid projector illumination systems similar to the ones currently in production Casio projectors.  Austin told Insight Media that EIS does not manufacture the phosphor wheel used by Casio, but he declined to tell me who the manufacturer was. (See the April 2011 issue of LDR for a description of both the first- and second-generation Casio designs.)
	Austin believes phosphor wheels have a major role to play in the over-500 lumen projector market.  This is a light level difficult to reach by pure LED projector illumination systems and creates a safety and cost problem for laser systems.  He believes that within a few years, the hybrid approach will represent about 10% of the front projection market.  He feels pure LED and laser designs are satisfactory for lower brightness pico and microprojectors and he does not see penetration of hybrid illumination into this market.  
	Austin was reluctant to guess when hybrid illumination systems with EIS Optics phosphor wheels would appear on the market, citing NDAs between EIS Optics and the projector manufacturers developing these products.  He did say he thought this product introduction would be “not too long from now.”  He also said R&D prototype projectors with more than 1500 lumens have been demonstrated using EIS Optics phosphor wheels.  When the projector manufacturers are ready to introduce these products, he does not see any manufacturing capacity issues at EIS Optics.  Many of the components in a phosphor wheel are the same as ones in a color wheel and these do not represent a problem.  EIS Optics has used phosphor material from more than one supplier and has built samples both where EIS Optics deposited the phosphor and where the supplier did the deposition.  
	Austin was reluctant to discuss IP issues related to phosphor wheels.  First, he said some aspects of the Casio system may be covered by EIS Optics IP related to conventional color wheels.  The IP issue is clouded both by submitted but unpublished patents and by the wide variety of potential hybrid designs.  These designs include reflective vs. transmissive phosphor wheels and moving (i.e., phosphor wheel) vs. stationary phosphors.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	EIS Optics, Patrick Austin, +44 207 901 1760, p.austen@nova-cap.com 
	eeColor Shows Projector, Color Correction System

	Insight Media had a chance to talk to Bobby Culpepper, VP of Business Development and co-owner, and Tim Boyd, VP of Sales, from Entertainment Experience LLC, (EE) (Dallas, TX).  The company did not have a booth of their own and were exhibiting in the Stampede booth.  Their color technology is known under the trade name eeColor. 
	Their technology consists of two distinct portions.  First is a 1,000 lumen LED home theater projector.  Second is what they say is the world’s first real-time 3D Look Up Table (LUT) and color corrector for video signals.  3D in this case refers to the structure of the LUT, not the video signal.  In a 3D LUT, each RGB bit value has its own table entry, allowing correction for interaction between colors.  In the more common real-time system, red, green and blue would each have a 1D LUT, and the same correction would be applied to, for example, red, regardless of the value of blue or green in that pixel in the image. 
	Their projector, known as the TruVue VANGO, uses a single 0.95-inch DarkChip-4 DMD with 1080p resolution.  It uses the Luminus PhlatLight PT120 chipset for illumination.  Specified lumen output is 1,000 ANSI lumens and full on/full off contrast with dynamic black is 100,000:1.  Most DLP projectors using the PT120 chipset are limited to about 800 lumens.  One way the VANGO boosts its output is through the use of liquid cooling of the LEDs, allowing higher power.  In addition, output is boosted through the use of a simulated white segment.  
	According to EE, colors are preserved even with the white segment through the use of eeColor technology.  In addition, Insight Media believes the modest lumen boost from white (i.e., from 800 to 1000 lumens) is a major factor in the ability to preserve color.  In addition, the very large color gamut of the projector is said to be >128% of NTSC and >180% of the HDTV color gamut, Rec. 709.  It is also larger in area than the DCI P3 color gamut but cannot produce some of the saturated greens and yellows called for by DCI, as shown in the figure. 
	According to Boyd, this projector has been selling very well.  He gave as an example the distributor in Italy.  When they started to sell the VANGO, customers would buy it instead of a SIM2 projector and SIM2 wondered why sales had dropped off. 
	The real-time 3D LUT is called the TrueVue color processor.  The processor does full 1080p at 60 frames/second.  It uses 8, 10 or 12 bits/color HDMI as input and output for the video.  In addition, the system has an RS232 interface for integration with a projector On-Screen-Display control, and optional remote control and a USB interface for a tethered instrument for color calibration and eeColor table download from a host computer.  It also comes with Windows application software providing:
	 Easy to use color calibration application
	 Calibration for display color primaries, display linearity and a selectable white point
	 Integrated test target display for quick, easy measurement
	 Integrated USB TruVue eeColor processor table download
	The goal of the color processor is to optimize the appearance of video content on the target display.  It can also correct the color for viewing conditions, i.e., low, medium and high ambient light.  This involves correcting any non-linearities or interactions between colors in the target display and adjusting the color gamut of the incoming video to match the color gamut of the display, while preserving “memory colors” such as flesh tones.  Adjusting the color gamut of the content to the display is necessary because of the wide variety of display color gamuts available to the consumer, some examples of which are shown in the figure.  Content available to the consumer can also differ in color gamut, with legacy standard definition material having either SMPTE “C” or EBU colors, plus HD available with either normal Rec. 709 colors or xvYCC colors (“Deep Color”).  Content with the DCI P3 color gamut is normally adjusted to the Rec. 709 gamut by the studios before releasing the content to the consumer. 
	To accommodate the wide variety of possible source color/target display color combinations, the TrueVue color processor comes with six 3D LUTs.  For best performance, the unit can be, and should be, calibrated specifically for the target display.
	As would be appropriate for a company in the Stampede Booth, EE only sells through distributors — no Internet sales direct to consumers.  The VANGO sells for $14,000 and includes a TrueVue color processor, while the TrueVue color processor alone sells for $1,500.  EE also has the calibration tools required to generate the custom 3D LUTs required for every display.
	According to Boyd, EE brought several extra TrueVue color processors to InfoComm and demonstrated them to other exhibitors during the off hours by setting them up in the other exhibitor’s booths and calibrating them specifically for their displays.  These other exhibitors were so pleased with the results, they kept the TrueVue color processor for the duration of the show.  As can be imagined, these other exhibitors do not wish to be identified at this time. 
	For those interested in more technical details about the eeColor color gamut expansion process, Rodney Heckaman, of the Munsell Color Laboratory, and James Sullivan, president and co-owner of EE.  He presented paper 18.3 at SID 2011, which can be downloaded from the eeColor Website.  There are also several white papers available, defining their technology and applications of it.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Entertainment Experience, Tim Boyd, +1-972-880-7470, tim.boyd@entexpinc.com
	Entertainment Experience, Bobby Culpepper, +1-214-755-1566, bobby.culpepper@entexpinc.com
	2D/3D Digital Signage
	The Game Changer Has Arrived

	It wasn’t in the press kit.  It wasn’t even in the booth; only a representation of the actual product was available for viewing.  And booth personnel didn’t have much to say about it, unless you were persistent in your questioning.
	“It” was a new 70-inch industrial LCD monitor, using a full-array LED backlight.  The InfoComm booth belonged to Sharp.  And the game-changing part was the price:  $3,700.
	Yes, you read that right.  Less than four grand for a 70-inch, 1080p LCD display with all of the latest bells and whistles, such as a super-slim profile, 4 HDMI inputs, Sharp’s Quattron enhanced color gamut system and Ethernet connectivity. (Did I mention it uses one of the new X-Gen 10-bit panels?)
	While I attended only the Monday morning session of this year’s Projection Summit, I doubt the LC-70LE732U ever came up in any discussions and forecasts of trends in projector sales and pricing.  And that’s unfortunate, because it looks like Sharp just re-wrote the rules of the front-projection game with a major market-disrupting product.
	Allow me to explain.  It is no secret that people generally prefer a one-piece solution for watching video and displaying graphics.  The issues with ambient light, projector alignment, rolling screens up and down (or hiding them within architectural solutions), all go away.  But until now, projectors have dominated the large-screen imaging market because they are the least-expensive solution way to get to big images. 
	We’ve had large (> 60-inch) plasma and LCD screens for a few years now, but they haven’t posed any competitive threat to front projection due to their substantial price premium:  Sharp’s 2010-vintage, 60-inch, 1080p professional LCD monitors had a retail price close to $8,000, while Panasonic’s 85-inch plasma will set you back well over $20,000.
	Now, Sharp has upset the apple cart, prompting numerous InfoComm attendees and display manufacturers to ask me, “Are they crazy?”  Good question — why drop the price so low on a new size category when you have it essentially all to yourself?  Wouldn’t an introductory price of $7,000 have sufficed?  (I should mention that the dealer price on the LC-70LE732U will be about $2,500, according to several sources.)
	Here’s the “disruptive” part.  A 70-inch LCD display is well within projection screen territory and will surely motivate more than one end-user to drop future plans for projector installs in conference rooms and small classrooms, particularly at that price point.
	Don’t believe me?  I had an interesting conversation after my Super Tuesday Tech Trends presentation with an education technology administrator for a large Big Ten school who told me pointedly, “We will be specifying large LCD displays instead of projectors for all of our classroom upgrades going forward wherever we can.  We see more large LCD displays coming to market at very attractive prices in the near future.” 
	There you have it — from the horse’s mouth.  And he’s not alone:  I’ve heard similar comments from end-users in both education and corporate markets, with the latter looking for more of an elegant architectural solution than rear-projection cubes or ultra short-throw front screens with whiteboards.
	I started a LinkedIn discussion several months ago around the concept of replacing front projection with large direct-view LCD and plasma displays, which got some interesting responses.  Most of those still favored using front projectors instead of LCD and plasma displays, but I’d guess some of those responses may be changing.  (Here’s my new LinkedIn thread on the Sharp LCD monitor and its potential impact on projector sales.)
	Sharp’s move won’t go unnoticed by their neighbors down Route 17 in New Jersey.  Samsung has already shown a 75-inch, LED-backlit, LCD TV at CES, and will launch it in the U.S. in August for about $13,000.  You can bet a professional version will show up in no time at all, along with products based on Samsung’s existing 70-inch cut and LG’s 72-inch LCD display.
	At last year’s Projection Summit, rAVe’s Gary Kayye made waves by predicting the demise of projectors in favor of tablets.  Pacific Media Associates’ Bill Coggshall took the contrarian view by forecasting increasingly strong growth for the projector marketplace. 
	While all of that made for interesting theater at the time, here’s a dose of reality for you:  The future of front projection will be determined by the widespread availability of large, inexpensive one-piece displays, period.  And display analysts without any particular axe to grind have been saying that for a few years now, waiting for the first game-changer to come along.
	Guess what?  It’s here.  Where will you place your bets?  –Pete Putnam
	Eye-Catching Displays at InfoComm

	As I walked around InfoComm, along with the 33,001 other registered attendees, there were a lot of displays there to catch my eye, and many of them did.  You might say the whole point of InfoComm was to show off bigger and better displays to catch your eye.
	Three displays, however, caught even my jaded eye for bigger and better displays:  the marquee display in the Christie booth, the Orion PDP videowall in the Salitek booth, and the 3D LED videowall in the Barco booth.  None of these displays, except possibly the Barco LED display, represent a breakthrough or even a significant advancement in display technology.  They do prove that bigger is better, at least when it comes to displays intended to catch the passerby’s eye. 
	Christie

	The Christie (Kitchner, Ontario, Canada) image was behind the reception booth at InfoComm and could be seen by all who passed by the booth.  It was large, bright, colorful and had interesting content.  It was powered by three Christie projectors, (duh!) a single Roadie HD+35K illuminating the center portion of the screen with 35,000 lumens, flanked by a pair of HD-18K projectors with 18,000 lumens each.  The images were butted up against each other rather than blended, so there was no light loss from the blending process.  All three projectors were mounted in the portrait configuration, and they illuminated a 3D contoured screen.  The images themselves, however, were 2D projections.  The contour in the screen provided all the 3D needed in the display, so there was no light loss from the 3D process and no glasses were needed to view the image.
	Insight Media had a chance to talk to Bart Kresa of BARTKRESA Design (Los Angeles, CA) who created the content for Christie.  He said his team of 10 created the content for Christie in about a month.  He added that the mechanical contour of the finished screen needed to match the intended design within a couple pixels for the images to look right.  For example, in the bottom of the photo, the projected images of the organ keys are shown on a shelf at the bottom of the screen.  The fold in the content between the horizontal shelf showing the tops of the keys and the vertical edge showing the front of the keys must match the physical fold in the screen or the mis-registration would be visible.  
	In addition, the two columns on either side of the central panel were illuminated by the Roadie HD+35K and were pulled forward from the side screens illuminated by the HD-18K projectors.  This change in level at the junction between the two screens is what allowed the use of edge butting instead of edge blending.  According to Kresa, the content on the display was controlled by a Watchout multimedia controller from Dataton (Linköping, Sweden). 
	Salitek/Orion

	Salitek (Northbrook, IL) is the exclusive importer of Orion (Seoul, Korea) PDP displays in the U.S.  While this 16 x 4 display wall used the latest in Orion panels, the 42-inch OPM-4250 with a 2.2mm pixel-to-pixel seam, the most eye-catching aspect of the display was its sheer size, about 48.5 feet x 6.8 feet (14.8M x 2.1M).  Another impressive feature was the uniformity.  The array was curved, and when viewed from one end, as in the photo, the 178-degree viewing angle for each individual display is necessary to ensure this visual uniformity because of the wide range of viewing angles in the system.
	According to John Shim, vice president of Operations & Support at Salitek, Forte Digital Media (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) provided custom content in 13,648 X 1920 resolution, which was loaded onto six PCs. Each of the PCs had a video card with three DVI outputs.  Each DVI output was fed to the displays in groups of 2 x 2 and used Orion’s internal processor to make a full image over each 2 x 2 configuration.  RGB Spectrum’s LINX 900 matrix switcher was also used in between the PCs and the Orion displays for switching.  
	There wasn’t anything else other than the Orion wall in the Salitek booth at InfoComm, except for plenty of space to step back and admire the display.  On the other hand, what more did Salitek need?  How about a 180-inch diagonal made up of a 3 x 3 array of the new Orion 60-inch PDP panel.  Mullions were also very narrow, nearly invisible, and the system will make a good impression if you don’t have room for the larger array. 
	Barco

	The final display on my list of eye-catching displays perhaps caught the eye of only techno-nerds like myself.  It was on the back wall of the Barco (Kortrijk, Belgium) booth and was a 3D LED video wall.  This differed from previous 3D video walls I have seen in that it required active glasses, not passive glasses.  The problem with passive glasses and LED videowalls is that a left or right circular polarizer must be put on every LED in the array.  This process is not only expensive, but it reduces the lumen output of the display by ½ when showing either 2D or 3D content.  In 2D mode, a 3D LED video wall has the same brightness as a normal 2D wall.  
	Another problem associated with passive glasses is the limited angular space where the image is visible, which is not a problem with active glasses.  Of course, active glasses have their own issues when used with an LED video wall:  Barco had a person standing near the display all through InfoComm, handing out glasses and collecting them again before you walked away.  This approach would not work, for example, for an LED display at a major, or even minor, sports venue, because of the cost of lost glasses. 
	The Barco wall was actually divided into two sections, with NX-4 (4mm pitch) and NX-6 (6mm pitch) LED panels for the left and right sides, respectively.  This was done to show how Barco wall controllers can control multiple types of walls seamlessly.  The content was provided by Immersive Design Studios Inc. (IDS, Montreal, Canada), according to Thomas Soetens, director of IDS.  He was one of the creators of a recent exhibition in the Museum of the Moving Image in New York titled “Realtime Unreal.”  This exhibition featured interaction between real people and virtual avatars and involved two stereoscopic projections on a double-sided silver screen.  Barco supplied the projectors for the exhibit.
	In practical terms, the Barco 3D LED video wall display is of limited value because of the glasses control issue in the large or public venues suited for LED videowalls.  What I’m waiting for is an autostereoscopic, glasses-free LED video wall, say in Times Square, where thousands of people could see the 3D simultaneously.  Technically feasible, I think, but likely to be very expensive.
	By the way, Barco gave away good Belgian beer (at least I assume it was good) in their booth at the end of each day’s exhibition.  Just to show how busy I was, I was too late to get one all three days.  This may be good for Insight Media readers, since I was busy talking to assorted vendors to produce the additional InfoComm stories in this issue.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Christie, David Paolini, +1-519-749-3127, david.paolini@christiedigital.com 
	BARTKRESA Design, Bart Kresa+1 310 428 2278, mail@bartkresa.com 
	Salitek, John Shim, +1-847-272-8832, jshim@salitek.net
	Barco, Tyler West, +1-678-512-6107, tyler.west@barco.com 
	IDS, Thomas Soetens, +1-514-994-9765, Thomas@immersivedesignstudio.com
	Christie Digital Wows at InfoComm

	What had 12 rooms on two floors and wowed the crowds at InfoComm 2011?  If you answered the Christie Digital booth, then you are correct.  In this case, the sheer size of the central theme of the booth could not help but catch your attention.  They created a huge two-story-tall, three-dimensional wall that acted as the “screen surface.”  Three Christie projectors were hung in portrait orientation above the booth about 20 feet away and edge-butted to form the final image on “screen,” with images controlled by a sophisticated mapping loop.  
	What impressed the crowd were the colorful images projected on the ornate three-dimensional structures that the creative types from Christie used as their canvas.  The projectors managed to produce a huge amount of light, even in a bright convention setting.  The overall effect was simply impossible to ignore.  (See related article in this issue on this and other particularly eye-catching displays at InfoComm.)
	As with all displays, content is king, and this was certainly true with this part of the Christie booth.  The demonstration of what could be done on three-dimensional surfaces was nothing less than brilliant (pun intended).  Video segments were shown in sequence and included:  
	 A giant slot machine called “gold strike,” featuring three wheels spinning
	 A rock show theme and red and yellow silhouettes of guitarists and their crowd
	 An ornate pipe organ complete with floating fish
	 Bright shapes and words scrolling left and right
	 A blue ice cavern with floating sparks of light converging into the Christie logo  
	Only at the beginning and the end of the video segments do you see the actual three-dimensional shape of the “screen” that is being projected upon.  It was like a huge kaleidoscope, only brighter, better and with more detail.
	The rest of the Christie Digital experience was no less enticing.  They utilized their rooms, or what they called zones, to illustrate applications and Christie Digital products in action.  Here is a brief overview of their most impressive zones.
	In Zone 1, they introduced their native 4K resolution (4096 x 2160) three-chip DLP projector.  The Christie D4K35 ensures maximum impact for large-sized ProAV applications and unparalleled brightness at 35,000 lumens.  This was very impressive indeed, and even with your eyes at the screen surface, it was tough to see a pixel.  Combine this with the brightness of the D4K35, and you can project an image as large as you want it.  Other lamp options for the D4K35 allow the projector to make any target screen lumens between 13,000 and 35,000 lumens. 
	The D4K35 is equipped with Quad 3G serial digital inputs, allowing it to display 12-bit (4:4:4) 4K images without any decimation or reduction in image quality.  The projector also has dual HDMI inputs for 2K/1080p content.
	“The Christie D4K35 is the first 4K DLP projector released to the world for non-cinema applications.  Based on the latest DLP chip set, this unit is an extremely high-performance addition to the Christie Pro-AV family of products,” said George Tsintzouras, senior director of product management, Business Products, Christie.  “With DLP color, contrast, performance, and quality, the Christie D4K35 now offers the market unprecedented access to pristine, true-to-life color and brightness that will take large-screen projection to heights not attainable with other 4K technologies.”
	Zone 2 was called the Projection Gallery, and it featured the breadth of the Christie Digital lineup of projectors — from LCD to single chip DLP projectors — providing a broad range of lumens, resolutions and ProAV features from which to choose.  This was a great place to see that Christie Digital has other products to offer than simply the high-resolution, high-brightness projectors that top out their list of offerings.  A special mention goes out to the DHD 800.  It was the best single chip DLP projector that I, personally, have seen.
	Zone 3 was called the Architectural Surface Mapping area, and this was the area described above.  The Christie Digital brochure says it best:  “Today’s high-profile events demand the most compelling visual presentations.  As a result, projection mapping — the mapping of 2D and 3D designs onto a multi-dimensional surface — is being adopted to amaze and thrill audiences.  This display features the Christie Roadie HD+35K and two Christie Roadster HD18K 3-chip DLP projectors, all in portrait mode.  The images are butted, not blended, so no pixels or lumens are lost to a blending process.  It presents content designed and mapped by BARTKRESA design, one of the leading projection mapping design firms in the world.”  All I can add is … wow!
	Of course, Christie Digital could never ignore 3D, and in Zone 4, they displayed 2D and 3D together.  They demonstrated the Christie Spyder X20 and how it manages and controls 2D and 3D content at the same time in a two-projector blended display.  In the demonstration, they discussed when, why and where you would display these different types of content together and also how to do this in multiple locations.  
	Nobody is more serious about projection than Christie Digital, but some attendees were surprised to see the expanse of video wall products on display.  Most of us know they offer a series of standard-size, stackable, rear-screen projection display cubes that are built-to-order custom solutions with controllers and video processors to match custom video wall application.  But they also showed their new FHD551-X 55-inch tiled LCD display that is an ultrathin, nearly seamless, large-format tiled flat panel aimed at control rooms, out-of-home advertising and event production. 
	Last on the list, but first on my personal “hit parade,” are the Christie MicroTiles that, to the uninitiated, are small stackable cubes that can be configured in most any shape you can imagine.  In the Christie Digital Impact Zone, they showed an 18.66 megapixel wall with vibrant dynamic content.  Along with the Architectural Surface Mapping Zone mentioned earlier, this was the hit of the Christie Digital Booth.  Christie had better look over their shoulder, though.  Both Prysm and Eyevis were showing products similar to MicroTiles at InfoComm (see separate stories in this issue).
	At the end of the day, the Christie Booth should have been called the Christie Experience.  In addition to the above highlights, they had a software practice area, a really cool 3D zone, and a display of blended images and how to incorporate them in challenging designs.  From a pure product point of view, the winners are the new 4K projector, the MicroTiles, and the mapping capabilities that they displayed.  But the real winner at the Christie Booth was the demonstration of options and outside-of-the-box thinking.  This type of thinking will ensure their success and yours.  –Alan Brawn & Matthew Brennesholtz
	Christie, George Tsintzouras, +1-519-741-3780, george.tsintzouras@christiedigital.com 
	New Commercial Displays Abound at InfoComm 

	All major digital sign vendors showed new panels or upgrades to existing lines at InfoComm, with an emphasis on improved display capabilities for extended commercial operation.  As we will see, it’s really no problem for commercial panel vendors to differentiate their displays for a more rugged 24/7 or flexible install environment.  The real issue is getting entry-level business, new to digital signage and Out Of Home (OOH) advertising, to embrace the need for significantly more expensive commercial panels over the very low-cost consumer ones they can source at the local Wal-Mart.  It comes down to a choice to invest in the long term, or simply buying a sub-$500 panel you use and then replace.  
	But the growing trend in the space is on impact, and nothing says that better than a very large video wall or giant-class flat panel display using a single glass.  For video walls, a narrow bezel display is best — one that minimizes the bezel-to-bezel image in the configuration.  Impact is also brightness, which is an area where commercial panels can separate themselves for TV-grade products. 
	Another trend in the space is moving player hardware and management software to a cloud-based turn-key solution.  Some systems shown require no external hardware beyond the display, and they deliver multiple panel control, content management and even templates for creating digital signage messaging and ads for the display.  This is an upgrade to the “digital-sign-in-a-box” solution — made popular by NEC and others through very tight partner integration — or in-house solutions from most major panel brands.    
	LG Shows Digital Signage Solutions at InfoComm

	Commercial displays were a hot ticket for LG at InfoComm, who was showing their commercial 3D HDTV LCD, a 47-inch (47LD950C), and their commercial LED HDTV 55-inch (LE530C), both shown at CES in January.  These displays are currently targeting bars, lounges and lobbies.  It’s the “C” in the model number that distinguishes the commercial display from the consumer technology of last year.  The company added built-in, public display settings v.2.4, programmed by the installer to have the display turn on at a specified channel/volume level, set the minimum/maximum volume, lock out the control panel/remote, set the aspect ratio and return to a factory reset.  Sets will even power off if they detect no activity over a pre-set time.  Another pro feature, called USB cloning, allows transfer of Public Display Settings from the “Master TV” to an unlimited number of same-type televisions.
	Also on-hand at LG were the thin bezel video wall panel previously shown at ISE, based on the 47-inch (47WV30) LED (1366 x 768 resolution) monitors with super narrow 6.3mm image-to-image seam.  At InfoComm, LG built a nine-panel (3 x 3) video wall with these direct backlit (not edge-lit) LED-powered LCDs that offer 700 cd/m2 and 1500:1 contrast.  LG Electronics is advancing as a product innovator, and at InfoComm, the company demonstrated moving digital signage to the cloud with its EZSign TV digital signage solution.  The initiative incorporates streaming TV technology into digital signs without the need for digital players or other hardware, beyond the connected display.  
	First introduced in Amsterdam at Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) this past winter, the digital signage network technology offers business owners new to Digital Out Of Home (DOOH) a cost-effective, easy-to-use “turn-key” solution that includes an intuitive editing software, free templates, and the software’s simple four-step drag and drop control function — all meant to minimize the need for outsourcing complex tasks.  LG said that the USB playback offers a simple, comprehensive way to install and operate content on LG EzSign TV, eliminating the need for media players or a connection to an external device, such as a DVD player and PC — dramatically reducing the cost of hardware.  
	The EZSign technology is really an off-shoot of the Pro:Centric platform developed by LG for hospitality applications.  It includes middleware, applications and menu samples, repurposed for the DOOH market.  LG said this can save both hardware and time investment in getting a vendor up and running with a sophisticated DOOH solution.  
	The company offers displays in three sizes with the EZSign technology, including a range of mid-sized (32-, 42- and 47-LD452B) displays all offering full HD 1080p resolution 60K:1 contrast, HDMI and USB components.  LG said they will target educational, healthcare and corporate applications as early adopters of the EZSign TV technology.
	LG has one other turn-key DOOH solution, called SuperSign Premier and Elite that differentiate between do-it-yourself business and system integrator solutions, respectively.  Unlike EZSign, this solution ships with a media player and includes content management software along with 50 templates and 100 stock images, plus CNN News, Weather and other content feeds.  The Elite series goes beyond this with player options and more design flexibility.   
	Samsung Defines the 800-Pound Gorilla

	Samsung is the largest maker of LCD panels in the world, and they offer a very narrow bezel technology that dominates the digital signage space with multiple OEM customers buying these displays for video wall applications.  One such vendor, Chi Lin’s Scott Hix, told Insight Media that the company is supplying those panels to his company, which is actively pursuing video wall opportunities here in the U.S.  
	The company upgraded their product offerings in ultra narrow bezel displays and three other product categories at InfoComm.  Here are the details.  Samsung announced four new lines of LED LCD-TVs iat InfoComm, including the HE, ME, UE and UD lines designed for long hours of continuous use and a particular emphasis on:
	 Lower weight with savings of up to 35–40%, eliminating reinforced mounting requirements
	 Slim chassis 1.2-inch chassis depth for flexible location mounting 
	 Low power consumption at cooler operating temperatures saves energy costs and reduces carbon footprint
	 Superior image quality
	According to Kevin Schroll, product manager for Samsung Commercial Displays, “Samsung is building on a category of displays that we created at InfoComm 2010 by increasing the number of LED/LCD solutions for many commercial user applications.  Organizations need display solutions that not only offer superior image quality, but are also flexible enough to work in almost any environment.  LED/LCDs work for everyone, from the small business owner to retail spaces and mission-critical applications.”
	Samsung calls their products “the next generation of LED technology.”  The new model HE, ME, UE and UD Series all incorporate LED backlight technology, which provides many benefits over traditional Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamp (CCFL) backlighting.  These displays deliver uniform brightness levels with lower power consumption.  With the ME and UE Series benefitting from a high 120Hz and 240Hz refresh rate, respectively, there is smoother scrolling text and reduced motion blur in digital signage messaging.  With native contrast ratios of up to 5,000:1 (sequential), the LED/LCD displays produce more realistic images from a contrast and color space (gamut) perspective.  LED illumination technology also allows for reduced energy consumption, ranging from 30–50%, compared to conventional CCFL-backlit LCD displays, depending on model.  In addition, the displays deliver lower total cost of ownership by combining energy savings with reductions in carbon emissions.
	The engineers at Samsung have not forgotten that the display must look as good as it performs.  To paraphrase an old ad, “We have come a long way baby” in the way flat panels look and feel.  From the days of thick bezels and even thicker displays, we enter into the realm of ultra-thin bezels, making displays easier to hang in more locations than ever before.  According to Samsung, “The bezels integrate into the overall design and feature more advanced cooling technologies, designed for long hours of continuous use.  In addition, the ultra-slim 1.2-inch chassis depth provides a significant weight savings of up to 35–40% compared to traditional CCFL backlit displays, making them easier to install.  This removes the need for customers to get their walls reinforced in order to sustain the weight of the screen, making it possible to place screens in more locations than were previously possible.”
	Jason Redmond, the honcho of marketing for Samsung EBD, took me on a tour of the booth, starting with one of the most incredible video walls I have seen to date.  It was not the size but the quality of the images, near-zero mullion bezels and thin profile that blows the viewers away.  He then took me through the new product line.
	The HE Series, at 1920 x 1080 resolution, comes in both a 40- and 46-inch size and are designed for moderate-use commercial applications, such as lobbies or small business locations like medical/dental offices.  Both the HE40A and HE46A feature a built-in TV tuner in an easy-to-install, attractively designed, high-resolution display.  They also feature commercial-level reliability and a three-year warranty.
	The ME Series features the ultra-slim chassis and bezel design and comes in 40-, 46- and 55-inch configurations and is designed for the digital signage market, focusing on business customers looking to reduce their energy spend and total cost of ownership, as well as reduced time/cost of installations.  It delivers a 1920 x 1080 screen and integrated TV tuner, with easy content control through RS232C and RJ45 ports, along with DisplayPort to make connectivity simple.
	The UE Series comes in 46- and 55-inch sizes and is created for customers looking to deploy an affordable video wall solution that provides a near-seamless device while taking advantage of the benefits of LED technology.  Screen quality is outstanding, with 1920 x 1080 resolution, ultra-fast 240Hz panel refresh rates and Samsung picture technology.  Displays are also 3D-capable (with optional 3D glasses).
	The UD Series is a 55-inch model designed for customers looking to deploy mission-critical video walls that can run 24/7 with super narrow bezels.  With a width of just 5.5mm total from bezel to bezel, direct-lit backlight panels and advanced cooling, the UD Series will be virtually seamless.  I can attest that it provides amazing video wall experience. 
	New Samsung Panels at InfoComm 2011
	HE Series 
	ME Series
	UE Series
	UD Series
	Size classes
	40- and 46-inch 
	40-, 46- and 55-inch
	55-inch 
	Resolution
	1920 x 1080
	Contrast ratio
	5000:1
	3D-capable w/optional 3D glasses
	No
	Yes
	No
	Panel refresh/Response time 
	120Hz /
	240Hz/4ms 
	Content source
	Integrated TV tuner
	TV tuner Content control through RS232C and RJ45
	Viewing angles 
	178-degree (H and V)
	Connectivity
	HDMI 
	DisplayPort and HDMI
	Stereo speakers
	Built-in 10W x 2
	Thin side bezel-to-bezel/chassis
	13.7mm (0.53”) (thin side bezel) HE40A, 14.6mm (0.57”)  HE46A
	13.7mm (0.53”)  ME40A, 14.6mm (0.57”)  ME46A, 14.7mm (0.57”)  ME55A 
	/ Ultra-slim 29.9mm (1.2”) chassis
	5.2mm (0.2”) or 10.3mm (0.4”) on UE 46A, 5.1mm (0.2”) or just 10.0mm (0.39”) on UE55A 
	/ Ultra-slim 29.9mm (1.2”)
	0.55mm bezel-to-bezel 
	/Ultra-slim 29.9mm (1.2”) chassis
	Digital signage content 
	MagicInfo Lite playback through USB
	Street price
	HE40A – $1,051
	HE46A – $1,402 
	HE46A – $1,402
	ME40A – $1,227
	ME46A – $1,578
	ME55A – $2,338
	UE46A – $2,455
	UE55A – $3,507
	TBD
	Source: Samsung, compiled by Insight Media 2011 
	Last but not least is the unsung hero of Samsung:  their MagicInfo digital signage software.  At the top level, it has evolved into a full-blown digital signage capable software package.  On the entry level end of the equation, Samsung brought out their MagicInfo Lite software, which comes included on select models.  Simply plug in a USB thumb drive at the I/O panel, and users can schedule presentations, images and video content in just a few minutes.
	I will wrap this up with a “whet your appetite” moment.  We were invited into the back room of Samsung at the show and were shown some really incredible displays for digital signage that we are not allowed to mention.  Stay tuned, because the moment I am released from a vow of silence, I will share! 
	NEC Upgrades Digital Sign Offering

	NEC Display Solutions used InfoComm to introduce upgrades to their V series digital signage lineup.  The three new models include a 46-inch upgrade (V462) and two new models that offer integrated digital tuners, the new 46-inch (V462-AVT) and 65-inch (V651-AVT).  
	All three displays also support NEC’s TileMatrix technology and up to a whopping 100 display video walls.  The new models also offer a commercial-grade, sealed panel design and advanced cooling capabilities, brightness of 450 cd/m² (V462 and V462-AVT) and 500 cd/m² (V651-AVT) and contrast ratio of 3000:1 (V462 and V462-AVT) and 5000:1 (V651-AVT), full 1080p HD resolution, enhanced loop-through capability with DVI and Composite Video and much more.  
	NEC said the V462, V462-AVT and V651-AVT will be available in July 2011 at $1,149, $1,249 and $5,399, respectively.  The displays ship with a three-year parts and labor warranty, including the backlight.  
	NEC also introduced a computer board upgrade at InfoComm.  The company began shipping its smart displays with a new (N8000-8330) single board computer, an expansion card insert based on the new Open Pluggable Specification (OPS) connector—available on select NEC (X, P and V series) displays.  The NEC expansion board computer card is the first to feature Intel’s (OPS) connector that sends power, video signal and control functionality via the new internal OPS connector, holding the promise to standardize the design and development of digital signs in public venues.  NEC’s PC expansion card includes a 320GB hard drive, and on the software side, is using the Windows Embedded Standard 7.  
	Pierre Richer, President and COO of NEC Display Solutions said this will also “simplify the use and maintenance of digital signage, and create a smaller product footprint, allowing for thinner displays.”  To get there, the card leverages vPro technology with keyboard-video-mouse redirection capabilities allowing technicians to remotely diagnose, tests, and install upgrades, all while viewing and directly controlling the display.
	Customers will have to pay for the “smarts” and convenience, however.  The NEC single board computer expansion card with OPS connector is set to ship this month adding a cool $1,580 to the price of the display.
	Video Walls From Orion PDP/Salitek (U.S. Distributor)

	Offering video walls with a minute 2mm pixel-to-pixel seam gap, Korea based multi-plasma display panel specialist Orion (Seoul, Korea) and U.S.-based distributor Salitek (Northbrook, IL) were at InfoComm showing off some impressive video walls.  There was a 48-foot curved wall of 16 x 4 panel, 12-foot PDP towers using a 3 x 1 panel array, and a 15-foot diagonal “bezel-less 3 x 3 array” in the Orion booth.  
	Well known for its Plasma Panel Displays (PDP), the company still focuses on its flagship 42-inch (OPM-4260) plasma panel building video walls using the very narrow seem gap technology that can scale to an unlimited number of panels.  Controlling software allows individual panel addressing of the video wall, supporting configurations like split screen, to develop a multiple screen effect.  Salitek said they are exclusive distributors of the 4260 product.   
	The company also showed prototype samples of a 60-inch PDP technology in a 3 x 3 video wall stack to create a 180-inch diagonal display with built-in processing.  The wall was up and running during the show, and Salitek said they anticipate delivery of the technology for distribution in the U.S. by Q1’12.    
	The company also introduced their PLC (short for power line communication), offering an integrated power line receiver that supports power plus HDMI, DVI, PC video signals over power lines at up to 1080p resolution at 60Hz.  While there is no upper limit to the number of 4260 panels Orion can use to build a video wall, the PLC technology can support up to 56 sets with a transmit/receive distance of 150 meters.  Key benefits to the approach are reduced cabling needs, and the group sees immediate application in the rental-staging market.    
	Orion also expanded into LCD products with a 46-inch XGA panel offering.  The specs mirror the Samsung UN 46-inch narrow and 55-inch super narrow bezel (OLM-5501) displays, leading us to conclude that this is another Samsung OEM partner for their narrow bezel LCD panels.  
	Conclusion

	Price has always been an issue in commercial panel makers winning over the entry-level businesses looking to move into the DOOH advertising space.  But significant price reductions from major players, like the $1,149 for a commercial grade 46-inch panel from NEC or the $1,050 price for the HE series 40-inch from Samsung, make it hard to resist the benefits of an extended warranty and ruggedized benefits offered by these mainline vendors.  Also, the move to the cloud replacing player hardware and management software options will also contribute to overall cost savings that will help usher in the next wave of small to medium businesses looking to enter the era of 21st Century advertising and communicating with their customers.  –Steve Sechrist and Alan Brawn  
	Large Screen FPD & Tiled Projection Displays

	In the LCD and plasma arena, the race is on to see who can deliver the biggest matrix with the thinnest mullions.  The thinnest mullion claimed was for the Orion PDP panel at 1.9mm (see separate article in this issue).  LCD mullions were more commonly in the 5–7mm range.
	One of the trends in commercial FPD systems is toward higher brightness, in the range of 700–1,500 Nits.  This is largely enabled by the use of LED backlights and allows these systems to be used in a wider variety of well-lit environments, such as shopping malls and airports and still have good, high contrast images.  This high-output also allows the differentiation between consumer and ProAV lines of FPDs by the manufacturers. 
	Planar

	 Planar Systems showed a new 55-inch LCD display with 1080p resolution and an image-to-image gap of 5.7mm.  The Matrix LCD display is also 93mm thick (about 3.6 inches).  It uses an LED backlight. 
	Mitsubishi

	Mitsubishi Visual Solutions now has prefabricated bundles of 2 x 2 and 2 x 3 LCD walls built around their 55-inch LCD monitors with super-thin mullions.  Both bundles come with Mitsubishi D-Wall tiling and control software and are aimed at budget-conscious end users.  Two other wall solutions are available with Mitsubishi’s 50-inch DLP rear-projection cubes (these also feature super-thin mullions).
	In another area of the booth, Mitsubishi showed the first integrated fiber optic interface modules this Insight Media analyst has ever spotted in a rear-projection cube.  The link was demonstrated with the company’s Seventy Series DLP rear-projection cubes (1920 x 1080, 70 inches), using the Thinklogical fiber optic input card.  The complete TX/RX set encodes DVI signals to a parallel data format with a maximum data rate of 6.25 Gb/s.  This interface is a card that plugs into the interface slot on the back of the cube.  It can be used in any 70-series cube from 57 inches to 80 inches and can be retrofitted into existing installations of Seventy Series cubes, if desired.
	The Mitsubishi rep said there are two main advantages of fiber optic over a copper connection.  First, the fiber can be used over a longer distance than the copper cable can.  Second, the fiber cable provides enhanced security because it’s almost impossible to wiretap, an important property in some government, military and industrial installations of control walls. 
	Mitsubishi is the only company still producing consumer-grade RPTV systems, and they had both their 75-inch LaserVue and their 92-inch lamp-based 1080p projectors on display.  The 92-inch was connected to an interactive system to show how it could provide a low-cost alternative to interactive white boards.
	Mitsubishi was also demonstrating their new high-brightness screen for LED cubes.  The demonstration involved two 80-inch cubes with identical LED RP engines and different screens.  The HB version used a cross black screen technology, and the standard screen used a black bead screen.  To a casual viewer, i.e., Insight Media’s Matt Brennesholtz, the two screens appeared to have similar viewing angles. 
	Mitsubishi Electric was showing a system similar to the Epson EasyMP technology that allows multiple sources (up to four in Mitsubishi’s case) to feed a single projector via a LAN input.  These computers can be remote from the projector and controlled over the LAN.  To use the LAN display utility, software compatible with Windows XP, Windows Vista, and Windows 7 must be installed on the connected computer(s).
	To achieve this, it is not just necessary to have digital input:  The digital input must be streaming video over a LAN.  This was demonstrated using the WD570U projector from Mitsubishi, which in addition to the normal analog video and HDMI inputs, will accept video over its RJ-45 LAN connector.  The projector also accepts digital input over its USB A and B connectors.  An optional wireless video adaptor is available.  
	The WD570U was introduced in May and is a single chip DLP design with a native resolution of WXGA (1,280 x 800), produces 3,500 lumens from a 230W lamp, and has a contrast ratio of 3,000:1.  In the 230W mode, the lamp has a life of 3,000 hours, and in the 190W Eco mode, the lamp has a life of 6,000 hours.
	Sony Ziris

	Sony’s Ziris display tiling software drew a nice crowd.  Ziris allows you to take multiple channels of SD and HD video and map them across windows that sit at just about any angle you want.  
	The InfoComm demo uses 16 x 9 windows set at 45-degree angles from horizontal, and all sources play back at 1920 x 1080 resolution.  The controller is a modified PlayStation 3, and the control interface uses a simple drag-and-drop menu.
	The Ziris software suite, originally announced at the Digital Signage Expo in Las Vegas in February, can do considerably more than map video across windows.  This Web-based solution gives signage managers a simple way to control their display content from anywhere, via the Internet using the Ziris applications.  Users can create display campaigns, view their delivery in real time and manage five to 5,000 screens all from the Ziris dashboard.
	Ciil

	Ciil Technologies (pronounced See-All) showed waterproof, dustproof 1080p LCD monitors at the show, designed for outdoor and other rugged installations.  The glass is impact-resistant, and the monitors have automatic light sensing to adjust brightness for high ambient light environments.  It’s not the first time we’ve seen this type of product, but more of them are now coming to market at full HD resolution.
	Prysm

	Prysm has spent considerable time improving the brightness uniformity of their 25-inch laser projection cubes, which suffered from noticeable vignetting at last year’s InfoComm.  In fact, the uniformity of the Prysm arrays in their booth was better than the uniformity of the Christie MicroTile arrays in the Christie booth.  The Prysm booth had several wall arrays, including a 4 x 10 configuration and three new pre-packaged cube arrays — Digital Widescreen (4 x 6), Digital Kiosk (2 x 5) and Digital Mannequin (1 x 5).  This approach is similar to Mitsubishi’s bundles. 
	Prysm strongly emphasized the power efficiency of their units.  This is not only “green,” but it allows retailers and other customers to plug the units into any convenient AC outlet without special wiring.  They compared the power consumption of each array to a common household appliance.  For example, they compared their 2 x 5 kiosk at 300W total to a kitchen blender, which would typically consume 380W.  Their 4 x 10 main wall consumed 1,200W, far less than the 1,875W consumed by a home hair dryer.
	More significantly, Prysm announced an in-house consultant group to work with independent AV consultants on specifications for tiled displays using Prysm products — something that appears to be a tentative step into systems integration, possibly along the lines of the Electrosonic business model?
	Eyevis

	One of the more interesting tiled display demonstrations was seen in the Eyevis booth.  Their OmniShapes products are small, rear-projection DLP cubes that come in numerous geometric shapes, including squares, octagons, heptagons, hexagons, and traditional 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios.  The basic cube is the same in all cases, with a special screen and screen holder fit on the front of the desired shape. 
	Each cube has a maximum of depth of 15 inches and internal image processing corrects for image warping or geometric distortion.  Illumination comes from LED engines and the cubes can be installed in any position, flown, and built into curved, concave, convex or serpentine configurations.  Each cube has a resolution of 1024 x 768, which would be reduced if any shape screen is used, except 4:3.  Brightness is not specified, but they were bright enough for the well-lit InfoComm show floor.  These cubes are outside the normal Eyevis product range, which runs to cubes designed for the control room market, and compete directly with Prysm cubes and Christie MicroTiles.  
	The U.S. partner of Eyevis, and working with them in the InfoComm booth, is Aydin Visual Solutions (AVS).  AVS is a distributor and integrator; they do not sell directly to end users, according to Tom Burdette, VP of Strategic Planning at AVS.
	BenQ

	BenQ had a large blended display in their booth that used eight of their SP891 projectors.  These single-panel DLP, 1080p home theater/business projectors produce 4,500 lumens each, producing a total of 36,000 lumens at the 5’ x 15’ (1.5M x 4.6M) rear-projection screen.  With the blending scheme in use, about 25% of the pixels and light were lost in the blending process, according to BenQ President Lars Yoder, but that still leaves an impressive display, especially considering the projectors are only $2,999 each, for a total of about $24,000.  Compare that to the cost of 36,000 lumens from a monolithic projector.
	Unfortunately, when I saw the display, the blending was off, and well-defined objects in the blend area split into two distinct images.  Contrast on the rear-projection screen was poor because of stray light hitting the back of the screen.  
	Immersive Display Solutions

	While Immersive Display Solutions Inc. (IDSI) did not have their own booth at InfoComm, their display system was in two other booths, Digital Projection and Mersive.  George Forbes, president of IDSI, told Insight Media the two systems were identical, except for the software used to blend the four rear-projected Digital Projection projectors on the hemispherical rear-projection screen.  The unit in the DP booth used Scalable software, while the unit in the Mersive booth used (no surprise!) Mersive software.  
	These systems both used five-foot (1.5M) diameter screens that had 160-degree HFOV and 60-degree VFOV (±80( and ±30(, respectively).  Depending on the projectors chosen in an installation, the system resolution can be anywhere from 2.8 to 9.5 megapixels. 
	According to Rob Bagley from Mersive, the IDSI system would be used for applications where immersion was important, such as UAV operation, military applications, financial data analysis, oil and gas exploration, etc.  Frankly, Insight Media thought the image quality of the system was poor.  The hemispherical rear-projection screen used created glare from any light behind the viewer, which seriously obscured the image, as can be seen in the photo.  When you got near the center of the hemisphere, which is the intended seating position, the problem actually got worse.  While the blending seemed to be good and the seams between the four projectors could not be easily seen, my overall feeling was that a single Digital Projection system on a good rear-projection screen would have been clearer, higher contrast and easier to work with.  The resolution of the system was modest, and probably a single WUXGA projector would have equaled the perceived resolution.
	In the projectiondesign booth, IDSI also had a larger, three-meter dome display illuminated with projectiondesign F32 series projectors.  In this system, the warping and blending was done by (no surprise here either!) projectiondesign Multi Image Processors.  –Pete Putnam and Matthew Brennesholtz
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	Introducing the Matrox Mura Display Wall Controller Board

	Matrox Graphics Inc. (Québec, Canada) and DT International Inc. (Montréal, Canada), or DTI, have extended their ongoing collaboration by offering new video wall controller products for the professional AV market.  More specifically, the DTI VuWall video wall application is now compatible with the high-performance Matrox Mura MPX display wall controller boards.
	The Mura MPX Series display wall controller boards are now available for use with the Matrox PowerDesk Edge Overlap feature.  The feature claims to offer an easy, cost-effective means to accomplish a seamless image over multi projector setups.  Matrox Edge Overlap duplicates the GPU’s output edges, allowing projector edges to be physically overlapped with one another. 
	The fine detail of manipulating the number of overlapped pixels at a per-pixel level is managed via the Matrox PowerDesk desktop management software with easy-to-use controls.  Working together with blending enabled projectors that correct brightness where projected images overlap, Matrox Mura MPX Series display wall controller boards with Edge Overlap support are intended for tiled projector setups in high-resolution presentation, digital signage and control room video wall environments.
	Specifications for the Matrox Mura MPX Series can be found here.
	DTI VuWall software will be available worldwide in July 2011.  –Arthur Berman
	Matrox Graphics Inc., 514-822-6000   
	DT International Inc., 514-585-7790, sales@dticontrol.com
	Interactivity Drives Digital Signage Forward

	Folks in the digital signage space are busy, as cutting-edge innovations continue to spur growth in the category.  This includes a new wave of flat-panel interaction technology that moves beyond the projector and single-panel flat display and onto video walls and micro tile displays, like NEC’s new touch interactive video wall.  
	The company recently used eight 46-inch UN (narrow bezel) displays and a two-point infrared multi-touch system to show off the latest display content interactive technology at the Digital Signage Japan 2011 exhibition in Tokyo this past June.  Here, the company said their 46-inch MultiSync displays are controlled by a single computer using Windows Embedded Standard 7, running Intel processors.  They also revealed they are doing an install for Microsoft in one of their new showrooms before the technology will be made available to the public.  
	“The special feature is the ability to simply operate so many screens interactively,” the NEC spokesperson said during a show interview.  NEC’s 46-inch panel is WXGA, so the eight-panel video wall claimed a whopping eight megapixel (8,392,704 x RGB) pixels or 5464 x 1536 resolution — with no change to the display cover glass needed for the IR touch sensitivity.  NEC is targeting corporate showrooms, education and other interactive environments like government, command and control, and medical applications.  
	Interestingly, at InfoComm, NEC showed a camera-based touch technology mounted on a single LCD panel (not in a video wall) using a protective cover glass and “patented active illumination barrier” from Lumia.  The company said the glass surface creates a plane of infrared light on the surface of the LCD screen.  When you break the plane of light with a finger or pen, it creates a “touch” interpreted by the system.  The demo was on a 50-inch class display but can be scaled upward as needed, the company said.  We have an inquiry into the company to confirm (or not) that this is the same technology shown in Japan.  
	In the Christie booth at InfoComm, the company created a giant brick Graffiti wall with cool paintbrush and loads of colors you mix virtually to paint your own “graffiti art.”  The four-touch prototype system, dubbed “EyeKit,” features “ShadowSense” technology from Toronto-based Baanto International Ltd.  This allowed Baanto to extend their multi-touch capabilities to Christie’s micro-tiles, creating a wall up to 16 wide and 6 high with multi-touch.  This is a “more cost-effective touchscreen technology than any mid-size touch currently on the market,” according to CTO Av Utukuri, who is also the founder of Baanto.  “The technology “supports up to four simultaneous touch inputs and provides multi-touch performance and gesture recognition in applications currently using ELO 1939L touchscreens.  We expect this technology to replace single-touch SAW technology in the near future.”
	Target markets for the technology include kiosk, gaming, ATM, PC and PC monitor.   
	Interactive Projectors

	The first wave of digital display using interactive technologies was empowered by front projection, like the DLP Pen system from Texas Instruments (TI).  This allows image/pen interaction with displayed content on any surface either by touching or from a distance of up to 25 feet.  The company has gained traction with this technology particularly aimed at the classroom and corporate boardrooms, with almost every major DLP-OEM customer offering this solution (albeit under their specific trade names).  Viewsonic, BenQ, Dell and InFocus all had products at the recent InfoComm show in Orlando using TI’s technology.  
	Interactivity breathed life into the projector market.  Pacific Media Associates (PMA) reports that in just four years (by 2015), almost one-quarter (24%) of mainstream front projectors will have some form of Interactivity.  To PMA, mainstream represents those front projectors with 500 to 5K lumen light output.  They also forecasted that this category will grow to just under 12M units (11.9M) at a CAGR of 11%.  And interactivity is making a difference here, as education is the fastest growing vertical market in the mainstream category — with a heavy reliance on interactivity.  
	But it’s not just education, as interactivity is a natural fit for the general digital signage market.  “There is increasing recognition that it is a valuable tool for directly interacting with audiences and providing a compelling additional dimension to augment overall advertising placements across media,” according to Shane Walker, Consumer Electronics Research director at IMS.  
	Walker’s group said display hardware like LCDs, front projectors, LED arrays and the PCs to run them accounted for $4.5B of the $5B total 2010 worldwide digital signage market revenue.  IMS said that $7B in worldwide digital sign market revenue is forecasted for 2013.  That’s a 40% growth … and you can add $1.5B to last year’s number (making the total $6.5B) after adding in service and advertising for the 2010 period.  
	Within the interactive category for front projection, the technology is usually built-in, like the TI solution.  There are other examples, such as Hitachi’s short-throw projector, which was shown integrated with Luidia’s EBeam system built-in with the projector mounted above a standard whiteboard to create “a simple, low-impact, direct display pen solution,” according to the company. EBeam includes a very cool mark-up, drawing and software navigation package that facilitate the interactivity — you want to grab the pen and go.  
	Another similar solution was the hot new Epson Bright Link technology that (like TI) turns any surface into a whiteboard.  But here’s the kicker:  Epson enabled an “inverted mounting” solution for tabletop display that is so cool, kids can interact on a table much like the Microsoft “Surface” technology or Smart Technology’s Table Top Touch, both pioneers in this new collaborative interactive display space.  Its infrared pen allows any surface to be used for display interaction, projecting from an overhead mount or free-standing position on a table top, the latter making the image appear on the flat-table surface for direct drawing/interacting — way cool.  Pacific Media’s Bill Coggshall reckons that this category will grow at a CAGR of 35% from 160K units sold in 2010 to 720K units by 2015.  
	If the past is any indication, this trend toward smart/aware devices will continue to drive next-generation design goals beyond simple touch and pen interface.  We can look forward to more products (like MS Kinect) that more accurately “understand” user intent, from digital products with “eyes” to see the world around them to the connectivity and display ability to assist us at even higher levels of human machine interaction.  – Steve Sechrist  
	Chilin Solutions Shows Off Product Mix

	At InfoComm, I had a chance to tour the Chilin Solutions (Portland, OR) suite with Brad Gleeson, EVP and GM of digital out-of-home.  Chilin Solutions was formed last January by Chilin Technology to consolidate Chilin Technology’s commercial LCD display group, along with Vertigo Digital Displays Inc. and Chilin’s commercial e-Paper solutions group into one global group.  Chilin Technology is, in turn, part of the Chi Mei Group.  One of the main purposes of Chilin Solutions is to provide customized display systems, including custom-bonded covers, using LCD panels from Chi Mei Optoelectronics (CMO).  Gleeson said Chilin Solutions could bond almost anything desired to a LCD, including protective glass, touchscreens or optical materials, such as AR, anti-glare or IR filters.
	Chilin solutions provides a wide variety of LCD sizes into its target market, as shown in the chart. 
	These product technology categories include:
	 Professional LCD for applications, including boardrooms, control rooms, digital signage and broadcast studios
	 Touchscreen LCD for interactive applications
	 Narrow bezel, with a 5.7mm image-to-image gap on its 55-inch unit
	 Open frame for OEM industrial and embedded applications
	Integrated/OMDP (Outdoor Media Displays & Posters) displays with integrated PCs or slot-based systems for expansion
	 High brightness, with daylight viewable displays with either CCFL or LED backlights and display luminance up to 2,200 Cd/M2 for daylight viewability
	Samples of all these systems were on display in the Chilin Solutions viewing room at InfoComm, including an integrated/OMDP kiosk display (see photo).  Chilin makes them both as free standing with LCD displays on both sides, as shown, or single-sided and intended to be mounted against a wall.  
	In terms of e-paper, Gleeson said that Chilin had the exclusive license for E Ink material for commercial active matrix applications. 
	Perhaps the most interesting thing I saw was a WXGA (1366 x 768), 28.5-inch reflective LCD display with a slim form factor and a narrow bezel, which would allow a 3mm picture-to-picture distance if the system were tiled.  The system has a 15:1 contrast ratio and a 60Hz refresh rate so it can show full-motion video.  The demo unit had dual HDMI inputs, as well as DisplayPort, DVI-D and VGA connectors.
	Since the display contains no backlight, the system is very low power — 15W according to Gleeson.  He added that I was looking at the third generation of the design and not a product.  Actual product based on this technology is expected either by the end of the year or in Q1’12.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Chilin Solutions, Brad Gleeson, +1-503-570-8777, brad.gleeson@chilinsolutions.com
	3DFusion’s AS-3D Digital Sign Hits Las Vegas

	3DFusion, a licensee of the original Philips 3D (WOW 2D plus Depth format), announced a joint collaboration with Cirque du Soleil and the Mirage Hotel to promote their Beatles “Love” performance.  The deal includes the debut of the company’s new 52-inch AS-3D LCD and  a digital signage promotional package based on the 3DFusion technology.  The 3DFusion 3DFMax 52-inch autostereoscopic display is a follow-up to their 42-inch version shown recently at NAB in Las Vegas in April.  
	At NAB, 3DFusion was in the 3Ality Pavilion showing off its AS-3D technology that included user “tuning” of the 3D image to a level of personal viewing preference, like tuning volume or color adjustments on a standard 2DTV.  
	In February 2009, the company released its first 3DFMax AS-3D solution at the Digital Signage Expo.  At that time, they released technology based on the Philips WOWvx 3D player that converts 2D content to 3D.  This included 3DFusion’s 3D Digital Signage, multi-panel Kiosk for AOOH Ad Nets, as well as the 3DF turnkey “3D in a Box” platform.  –Steve Sechrist  
	AV Control Systems
	AMX Changes the Game

	AMX, a “supplier of hardware and software solutions to simplify the way people interact with technology,” has started a revolution in how we think of AV control systems.  To support this, the company used InfoComm to launch a veritable avalanche of new products to revamp their whole product line with a new design philosophy and intent.  The new goal is to reduce the number of components needed to build a complete system, and as the folks at AMX say, “put a six-foot rack into a two-foot box.” 
	So why is this revolution?  Let’s start by looking at one of the biggest trends in today’s AV marketplace, which is the movement away from individual components being considered as separate products to systems being provided to customers as total solutions.  These component parts, or “boxes,” all hang on the AV “network” and provide functions.  Everyone is tired of hearing the trite buzzwords “turnkey” and “solutions,” but this standardized concept is becoming the norm, as opposed to a grab for attention and differentiation.  To achieve that, AV integrators are focusing much more on products beyond just the displays and speakers that deliver media to the viewer (or listener!), and truly making a big point on mastering the control systems that tie things together into a single coherent system. 
	We have been used to the big names in the marketplace for some time now — Crestron, Control 4, Savant … and of course AMX, which has been a bit of an odd case for the past few years.  They have had a significant presence at InfoComm for quite some time, with a large, impressive booth, great presentations, and solid training offerings, but they always appeared like the proverbial “middle child” of the control products family.  Everyone considered Crestron to be the gold standard … until now.  
	At InfoComm, AMX introduced one of the newest products to promote this revolutionary concept — the Enova DVX-3150HD All-in-One presentation switcher.  This unassuming black box hides a truly amazing wealth of features that allows for the integration of a complete room control system into a single three-rack-units high package.  This DVX unit packs in a controller, scaler and 10 x 4 switch with a 2 x 25w audio amp with full DSP into the single enclosure, along with a complete control system with serial, relay and IR ports.  The video ports on the back are designed to be multi-format, allowing all video signals to be handled through a single connector, with simplified HDCP and intelligent scaling.  This means that an entire AV system for a conference room could be built around this single processing device, making installation and design radically simpler, while providing real benefits.  This definitely qualifies as a real change in the world of control systems!
	AMX is pairing this new control system philosophy with a new industrial design concept on their new Modero X series touchpanels.  These are a testament to the word sleek!  Taking cues from the designs being employed by consumer television manufacturers, these new touchpanels are designed to be physically appealing by using an edge-to-edge glass design and no frame.  However, the Modero X has an interesting design idea … they are called “panoramic” by AMX, and feature a 2.35:1 aspect ratio.  This allows for a larger control surface, while minimizing visual impact of the panel in the room.  Set on a table, they rise a much shorter distance from the table surface, obscuring much less of the field of view from a person seated behind them than does a traditional 4:3 touchpanel.  The Modero offers a new UI system to match the new form factor, as well as provides gestures, swipes and new animation capabilities.  They also have HD video chat and conferencing and built-in phone integration.
	Not to stop there, AMX also announced a partnership with Cisco to allow the owners of touchscreen Cisco conference phones to use them as AMX control touchpanels using an optional box, the NXV-CPI.  This brings cost-effective control straight to an IP phone!  Not a bad option to have. 
	One of the more subtle, but definitely impactful, releases at the show was an underrated partnership with Lutron.  Wait a minute … Lutron the lighting guys?  What does that have to do with control systems?  AMX considered a definite issue that confronts many of AV integrators:  the fact that most lighting is done before they get into a space, generally by the electrician and using specialized hardware that was difficult to work with.  Integrating this into a control system could be either difficult or expensive, and sometimes both.  Now, with AMX’s new partnership with Lutron, every AMX dealer is able to be in the lighting business!  AMX is bringing out their new Clear Connect wireless lighting solutions.  They integrate easily into existing electrical infrastructures; you just need to replace the light switch.  The system has a convenient wireless gateway system at its core and has incandescent and fluorescent dimmers, a full complement of switches, accessory dimmers, and even an occupancy and vacancy sensor.  All of this can be integrated into any AMX control system or can use its own keypad.  This is all controlled through a basic Web interface built into the gateway system.
	AMX also brought out several new switchers and connectivity products, but the Enova DGX was definitely noteworthy among them.  This new switcher is offered in 16 and 32 port versions, and offers full end-to-end HDMI with HDCP, as well as analog and digital video and audio.  This can be converted to CAT5 and sent over standard cable (no special cable on sale here, basic CAT5 is all you need).  All of this includes AMX’s built-in SmartScale intelligent scaling engine.  They also offer audio insertion and extraction for custom HDMI signals to suit.  This is definitely an impressive product keeping with the reducing equipment philosophy.
	AMX even added a new HydraPort connection system.  While the older HydraPort was impressive, being a pop-up and slick input panel that can be recessed into a table, the problem was that it was tougher to install, with a rounded rectangle needing to be cut.  And it was a little on the expensive side.  It was definitely a showpiece, but not always practical.  
	AMX understood this and launched a new Hydraport that offers truly modular and easy-to-install square in-table boxes.  Like a lot of the basic in-table boxes we are used to seeing, these are solidly designed aluminum enclosures with a flip-top cover.  But that is where the similarity ends.  There are several sizes, and all offer truly modular design.  This makes these enclosures future proof, as they can be easily customized.  Have a visitor from Mumbai come in to the company?  Swap out the U.S. power connector for an Indian one.  Need more network ports?  Add them! 
	In short, AMX is on the move and in the right direction.  In speaking with several of the major AV consultants and integrators at the show, this new “movement” was noticed by more than a few.  Is this a new trend in the remote control business?  Bet on it.  –Alan Brawn
	AMX, Bob Wudek, +1-800-222-0193, bwudeck@amx.com
	Multi-Megapixel Displays
	Mechdyne Showed 3D Visualization Applications at InfoComm 2011

	At the recent InfoComm 2011 exhibition, Mechdyne Corporation (Marshalltown, Iowa) teamed with Digital Projection International (Kennesaw, GA) to demonstrate software applications, graphics computing capabilities and technical expertise that support an ultra high-resolution flat screen display. 
	Mechdyne demonstrated a new interactive 3D application that the company reports will “help users easily create virtual worlds with outstanding realism.”  With this new virtual reality toolkit, the company reports that it’s “easy” to build dynamic 3D environments, which can include scripted behaviors, triggered physics and user interactions.  Such 3D content could be used for training, presentations, simulations, research or design reviews.
	The demonstration utilized a 12-foot by 7.5-foot Powerwall display provided by DPI.  The system included three TITAN WUXGA 3D projectors that produced a display with a resolution of 4440 x 1920.  The professional series 3D projectors utilize DPI’s near-zero latency warp, blend and network control processor, FUSION, to perform the geometry required to turn the overlap from each projector into a single seamless image.  
	In addition to providing the content and computer graphics cluster to drive the display, Mechdyne also provided software to drive the projectors at their native resolution. 
	The combined technologies were reported to have produced a “stunningly realistic, immersive, and interactive experience.”  The Powerwall display could be used for biotech research, seismic interpretation, virtual prototyping, command and control, manufacturing design, or any application that requires different display modes.  –Arthur Berman
	Mechdyne Corporation, Mike Hancock, 641-754-4649, Mike.Hancock@mechdyne.com
	Digital Projection International, 770-420-1350
	Screens 
	DNP’s New Screen Exceeds 15:1 Contrast Requirement

	Having just completed our work on the Projected Images Systems Contrast Ratio (PISCR) for InfoComm, I find myself fascinated with screens more than ever before.  As we know, the variables in a projected image system are the projector, the screen and ambient light.  If there is high ambient light, then a brighter projector or a gain screen will be required to produce what the industry considers a quality image.  The dnp Supernova Screen is the world’s first optical front-projection screen to break the 15:1 contrast barrier, which is the “sweet spot” of the new PISCR standard for acceptable contrast.  
	It is surprising how few people understand what screens can bring to the proverbial party.  One of the unsung heroes of the screen business is dnp out of Denmark, with their parent company in Japan.  In short, they are the world’s leading supplier of optical projection screens and have been at this since 1989.
	Why should this be of importance to you?  If you are reading this article, then you are in the AV biz in one form or another.  In addition, you realize that simply throwing a lot of projected light on a screen will not always be the solution to an image quality problem.  In simple terms, optical screens solve environmental space problems relative to projection, whether it involves front or rear projection.  Nowhere was this better illustrated than at the dnp booth at InfoComm 2011.
	In speaking with a dnp representative in their booth, it became obvious that they want to expand their reach into a variety of vertical markets.  To this end, they introduced a simplified version of their Supernova Flex:  the retractable dnp Supernova Flex Classic Screen.  It features a dark grey drop above the screen instead of wire suspension, which enables significant cost savings.  dnp explains:  “The new screen delivers the same optical performance that earned the Supernova Flex its excellent reputation, but at a lower price point, thanks to the simplified housing and suspension system.” 
	According to dnp, the new screen has been developed primarily for the professional market, including conference rooms and houses of worship, but dnp also “anticipates interest in the new screen from film and gaming aficionados who want state-of-the-art home entertainment systems.”
	We appreciate the introduction of the new “flexible” screen, but the real benefit goes deeper than this and resides in the Supernova Screen surface and what it accomplishes.  Earlier, I spoke about the variables of a projected image system and that is where the Supernova Screens shines (pun intended).  
	It is engineered at the molecular and structural level to deliver clear, crisp images with full color saturation and in the process prevents eyestrain, regardless of viewing position.  It features an active high-contrast filter, and the screen reflects the projected image while effectively absorbing incident light from other angles.  According to dnp and this observer, “The result is vivid, sharp pictures with up to 7x higher contrast and 2x brighter images than conventional front screens.  Supernova combines the superior image quality normally limited to optical rear projection with the minimal space requirements and installation ease of front projection screens.  In other words, you get the best of both worlds.”
	 From a technical point of view, it is all in the layers, according to dnp.  Standard front screens passively reflect the projected image — and all ambient light — back in all directions.  Supernova goes beyond the limitations of standard front screens by using an active optical system made up of seven high-tech layers to enhance the image for optimum viewing.  These layers include:
	• Unique optical lens film to reduce the impact of ambient light
	• Technologically advanced reflection layer for revolutionary half-gain angles up to +/- 85˚ 
	• Black color layer that sets new standards for color reproduction 
	• Hard surface coating for screen scratch resistance and a no-shimmer image 
	The message is clear, and we know we cannot break the laws of physics.  We have the three variables to work with:  the projector, the screen and ambient light.  dnp engineering shows that the laws of physics can be used to our advantage, and you have to look no farther than optically engineered screens to find solutions to so many problems we currently face in AV space designs.  –Alan Brawn
	Stewart Debuts 5D Material for 2D/3D Apps & More

	At InfoComm 2011, manufacturers were out in force to promo their latest wares.  Stewart Filmscreen was no exception.  The company’s new Director of Marketing and European operations head, Tim Nymberg, talked about the focus of the company in light of recent management changes. 
	“The new team is great, and we will continue to grow our business on a global basis.  With production facilities in Europe and Asia, we can better and more efficiently meet the needs of the local markets,” he said. “We will expand the range of unique application–specific, high fidelity screen materials, particularly in the 3D arena and tele-presence and video conferencing area.  Finally, we will expand our presence in the window treatment and sound and light management area with our new AcoustiShade product.”
	With the resurgence in popularity of 3D, Insight Media asked Nymberg to elaborate on the company’s new 5D material that is suitable for both 2D and 3D applications.  He noted that the new Silver 5D is actually a “revolutionary screen material” using a proprietary “blend” of surface materials designed at the molecular level with balanced optimization capable of viewing passive 3D, as well as 2D for HD video.  He noted that the Silver 5D is available in fixed frame and electric roller screens, as well as with MicroPerf.  This unique screen material is also THX certified.  
	The Silver 5D screen has a gain of about 2.0.  According to Joaquin Rivera, VP of sales at Stewart, higher gain 3D screen material, such as the Silver 3D material made by Stewart with a gain of 2.8 is difficult to use in a location such as a conference room, where mixed 2D and 3D presentations will be made.  In this environment, the acceptable viewing angle of Silver 3D material, a gain 3.5 material that previously was Stewart’s lowest gain polarization-preserving material, is too narrow to give acceptable images at all locations around a conference room table.  The Silver 5D material with its 30-degree viewing angle and 100:1 crosstalk (Ghosting) ratio is said to be suitable for Pro AV installations where both 2D plus 3D content will be presented and a wide viewing angle is needed to cover all the viewer-location seats.  
	Nymberg also mentioned the Traverse 3D rear projection screen, which is also “perfect” for viewing both passive 3D and 2D video, and their Reflections Active 170 3D front-projection screen for viewing both Active 3D and 2D video.  It would be fair to say that Stewart Filmscreen is taking 3D very seriously, and according to CEO Grant Stewart, they intend to stay at the forefront of screen development in this area.
	Another interesting new product that offers a flexible screen/frame solution also touches on 3D, but has other uses as well in terms of screen optimization.  The Daily Dual patent-pending screen makes two screen surfaces readily available in the same frame, allowing operators to easily and instantly switch from one to the other.  This is ideal for facilities needing to add silver screens to their work environments to take advantage of the increase in demand for 3D presentation.  The Daily Dual allows existing rooms to be quickly and cost-effectively converted to dual 2D/3D screen functionality.  Users can easily select the desired screen without any need for room conversion or additional setup time.
	As we all know, videoconferencing is one of the hottest trends around and Stewart Filmscreen is addressing this niche with their tele-presence screen called StarCam.  It is an integrated camera housing that enables videoconferencing with Stewart’s StarGlas laminated rear projection screen system.  The concept is to make the technology as transparent as possible and is “designed to take videoconferencing to the transformational human experience level of tele-presence.”
	At Stewart Filmscreen, it is not all about function alone.  They showed their new Lifestyle frames that, according to Nymberg, are their “Couture Collection and Gallery Series, of elegant, sculpted fixed frame designs.  They are intended to be attention-grabbing screens that will add beauty and cache to any room and are designed to look as good with projection on or off.”
	Stewart Filmscreen is clearly being revitalized and addressing emerging markets head on, like 3D, videoconferencing, digital signage and, yes, interior design.  “Despite the soft global market, Stewart remains committed to its high standard for performance, quality and service,” Nymberg said.  “Stewart will not compromise on its mission to innovate, develop and deliver high fidelity projection screen solutions and will continue to serve those customers who prize performance and visual experience over price.”  –Alan Brawn
	Stewart, Joaquin Rivera, +1-310-891-3130, Joaquin@stewartfilm.com
	3D Projection Screens from Da-Lite and Vutec

	Da-Lite, a sponsor of Projection Summit, was showing off their 3D Virtual Gray screen in a viewing room on the InfoComm floor.  This screen has a gain of 1.8 and is used for 3D applications other than cinema, such as home theater or simulation.  For 3D digital cinema, screens in the range of 2.3–2.5 are more typically used.  Higher gain screens restrict the viewing space too much and lower gain screens are 1) too dim for 3D and 2) difficult to manufacture while maintaining the required polarization preserving technology.
	Insight Media had a chance to talk to Michael Palmisano, director of Marketing & Communications at Vutec Corporation, about their polarization preserving screens for 2D and 3D applications.  Vutec’s SilverStar 2D/3D-A and 2D/3D-P are intended for use with active and passive glasses, respectively, in the home theater environment.  In their booth at InfoComm, Vutec was featuring their polarization-preserving 3D-P screens.  These ultra-high gain screens (up to gain 23), which were first introduced in May, are custommade to order and normally made on rigid, curved substrates in order to provide acceptable viewing areas.  Considering the high gain of the screens, they seemed to have fairly wide viewing angle both horizontally and vertically when Insight Media looked at them in the Vutec booth.  A screen with this high a gain can more than make up for light loss in polarization-based 3D systems.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	Da-Lite, Wendy Long, +1- 574-267-8101, wlong@da-lite.com
	 Vutec, Michael Palmisano, +1-561-546-9000, mpalmisano@vutec.com 
	Business Projectors
	Projectors & Trends at InfoComm
	Key Trends


	InfoComm was an interesting show this year.  Traffic seemed down a bit, but there were plenty of exhibitors.  The “usual suspects” were in attendance, but with smaller booths than in the past.  There was an increasing emphasis on digital AV infrastructures, with DVI, HDMI and structured wire interfaces in abundance, not to mention optical fiber “gozintas” and “gozouttas.”  There were also demonstrations of wireless, uncompressed full HD connectivity for the AV space. 
	We saw many more demonstrations of video encoders and decoders.  These devices typically have DVI, HDMI, or analog component video inputs with audio follow, and use the increasingly-popular MPEG4 H.264 Advanced Video Codec.  This is the future of the professional AV industry, as the analog sunset creeps ever closer and streaming and IPTV become entrenched.
	As for 3D, there were mixed reports on it, even from Insight Media observers.  According to Pete Putman, there was “relatively little of it to be seen this year.  Perhaps the buzz wore off from 2010?”  On the other hand, Matt Brennesholtz saw 3D demos in virtually every front-projection booth he visited, including Epson, 3LCD, TI DLP, Digital Projection, BenQ, projectiondesign, Christie, Vivitek, Optoma, Sanyo, etc.  3D has just become part of the product mix, deserving of mention and floor space just like other new products, such as digital interfaces, higher lumens and higher resolution.  Most booth personnel admitted that there was little “pull” for 3D in a commercial sense.  Show attendees enjoyed looking at 3D, but their purchase decision was based mainly on 2D, not 3D image quality and features.  This echoes the 3DTV market, where 3D televisions are, in fact, high-end 2D TVs first, with 3D just one feature among many offered by the TV.
	As far as projector trends go, not much has changed from last year.  The pro AV channel hit 1080p (and 1200p) resolution a few years back, and there is little interest in or support for 4K projection at the present time, so new projector models either upped the ante for light output or added more models with wide XGA, WUXGA and 1080p imaging devices.  Many booths emphasized connected projectors and power management, along with interactive interfaces.  Another emphasis was on interactive and blended projectors.  Interactive White Boards (IBWs) are being replaced by short-throw projectors with built-in interactivity, typically including both an IR camera to detect a pen position and an ultrasonic detector to detect mouse clicks made by the pen. 
	The New 4K (Lumens, That Is)

	Rather than 4K resolution, manufacturers appear to be aiming at a different “4K” target, as in 4,000 lumens.  It seems these days that 3,500 to 4,000 lumens is the “new” 2,500–3,000 lumens.  Numerous booths showed products in this price range, and Sanyo’s 3LCD PLC-WU8300 (1280 x 800) is a perfect example of the trend:  It is rated at 3,800 lumens, but will carry a price tag of just $1,995.  BenQ’s SP981 sports full 1080p resolution in a 1xDLP design and cranks out 4,500 lumens.  BenQ was also showing the SH910, a 4,000 lumen projector with 1080p resolution and a $3,499 price tag.  Casio had an industry-first:  a lamp-less installation DLP projector (PRO XJ-H1650), which is spec’d at 3,500 lumens and will also be tagged around $2,000.  Not quite 4K lumens, but the lack of a lamp to age may mean it will be brighter than some 4K projectors at the end of their lamp lifecycle. 
	Sharp had a clever new turret projector design.  The XG-SV100W and XG-SV200X are single-chip DLP projectors mounted in what looks like an iRobot Roomba with a lens housing.  This motorized swivel mount option (AN-SV100T) horizontally rotates the projector up to 360 degrees (180 degrees in each direction) to eight pre-programmed stop points. 
	The 100W is Wide XGA and cranks out 4,500 lumens, while the 200X uses XGA DMDs and is rated at 5,000 lumens.  Both projectors are 3D-enabled with DLP link.  In addition to the usual ProAV array of connections, including HDMI, computer/component, selectable computer/component input/monitor loop-through output, S-video, composite video, USB, RS-232C, RJ-45 LAN, the projectors have a docking connector for swivel mount unit.
	Canon USA had a 4K projector model of its own, the WUX4000.  This is the company’s first LCoS front projector for installations and is indeed rated at 4,000 lumens.  This projector was announced in December and is now shipping.  The optical engine is fourth-generation and the panels have 1920 x 1200 resolution.  Three interchangeable lenses will be available, ranging from .8x short-throw to 1.7x long zoom.  The unit has an estimated street price of $7,499 without the projection lens plus an additional $799 for the standard lens. 
	Canon also had a couple other interesting projectors in its booth.  For example, the 3LCD 3,000 lumen LV8320 projector targeted at the K–12 education market, and priced at $899 will be available July 4.  The projector uses a 245W UHP lamp with a life of 3,000 hours in the normal mode or 5,000 hours in the Eco mode.  The projector uses the Canon Intelligent Lamp Dimming System, which is presumably a Canon version of the Philips ImageCare system.  The 4,000 lumen, SXGA+ (1400 x 1050) SX7 Mk. 2 LCoS projector with Adobe RGB colorimetry was also shown and is priced at $4,999.  DICOM support for this projector is an additional $500.
	The Canon WUX10 Mk. II was also on display in the booth.  While this 3,200 lumen WUXGA projector priced at $5,999 (including lens) is not new, Chuck Westfall at Canon USA said it was a real workhorse in the tabletop projector market and was selling very well.  The DICOM simulation image mode is also available for this projector in the WUX10 Mk. II D version.
	In the Digital Projection Inc. (DPI) booth, they announced the 5,500 lumen M-Vision Cine 3D projector for larger venues.  It’s a three-chip DLP chassis with 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution and is intended for active shutter 3D viewing using screens with a maximum width of 14 feet. 
	They also announced a WUXGA projector with LED illumination, joining their existing 1080p LED projector.  This projector is targeted at the smaller screens and the vis/sim industry that had been asking DPI for it.
	DPI said that all projectors in their high-end Lightning series are now 3D compatible.  The series includes projectors in the 20–30,000 lumen range, which are available at three different resolutions at each lumen level. 
	They also discussed their improved Fusion and Fusion Net scaling and warping systems that had been launched last year.  A major benefit of the Fusion system is very low latency.  This is about 15–20 lines of latency when warping 1080p video.  One new feature is there are standard user-selectable warp maps available.  These are intended to provide a starting point for final adjustment by the technician.  This is said to be much easier than starting from just a rectangular image with no warp map at all.  In addition, the hooks have been added to automate the generation of warp maps using software from Scalable.  
	Higher Lumen Projectors

	Projectiondesign demonstrated their new F35 AS3D projector in their InfoComm booth.  This projector will be formally released in the fall.  The unit has dual 300W UHP lamps with VIDI technology.  These units will be capable of producing up to 8,000 lumens and use a single 0.95-inch DLP imager.  Each lamp has its own color wheel.  The demonstration unit had WUXGA (1920 x 1200) resolution, but the unit will also be available with a 1080p imager.  
	These new WUXGA/1080p  members of the F35 line are capable of producing full frame 3D images out of a single projector at 120Hz for use with active shutter glasses.  Other members of the F35 family have resolution up to WQXGA (2560 x 1600) resolution.  According to Anders Løkke, Marcom manager at projectiondesign, these higher resolution F35 models cannot do 3D because of bandwidth limitations of the DLP imager.  
	In their booth, projectiondesign had a pair of these WQXGA F35 projectors edge-blended top and bottom to produce a 2560 x 2560 image.  The seam between the two projectors was invisible unless you shadowed one of the projection lenses with your hand.  Nice.
	Projectiondesign was also demonstrating their light-guide based projectors in a simulated control room with several of the projectors blended on the screen.  In this system, the lamp is not in the projector, it is in a remote lamphouse.  The light is conducted to the projector by a liquid light guide, which can be up to 30M long.  Since the projectors have no lamp, they generate no noise and negligible heat.  Løkke said this was ideal for cases where the projector was near the operator.  For example, in their demo, it was located directly over the operator’s head.  Since the lamp is remote from the projector, it is also simplifies lamp changing in cases where access to the projector is difficult, either for physical or security reasons. 
	Projectiondesign was also featuring a spherical projection display, made by Pufferfish, using a projectiondesign F32 projector.  This system is designed to attract attention and is targeted at the digital signage and visitor attractions sectors.
	Epson showed their complete range of 3LCD projectors from a low-end SVGA projector with 2,300 lumens for $400 to high-end installation projectors with WUXGA (1920 x 1200) resolution and 6,000 lumens for $20K-plus.  One of the demos in the Epson booth had four laptops feeding one of their projectors with four independent signals, all showing on the same screen, using the Epson EasyMP technology and network input to the single projector.  EasyMP can network up to 16 inputs into a single projector.  The computers producing the images don’t necessarily need to be local:  think easy videoconferencing.  Neat, and potentially quite useful in a corporate meeting.  Epson projectors from their D6000 series ($1,650–$1,800, 3,500–4,000 lumens, XGA–WXGA resolution)  could split the screen two ways directly in the projector without network help, sharing the image between two computers.  Simple.
	Sanyo introduced two new projectors at InfoComm, the PLC-WU3800 and the PLC-HP7000L.  The 3LCD PLC-WU3800 produces 3,800 lumen, has WXGA resolution (1280 x 800) and uses a 275W lamp with a 3,000-hour life in the Eco mode.  At $1,995, the projector is targeted at education and business, where the high output allows it to be used in relatively well-lit locations.  The PLC-WU3800 will be available in July.  
	The PLC-HP7000L is a QuaDrive (4LCD) design with Full HD (1080p) resolution and 7,000 lumen output from a single 380W lamp with 3,000-hour life in the Eco mode.  The QuaDrive system is said to give a 20% larger color space than a standard 3LCD design.  At $19,995, this high-end projector is targeted at the professional installation market.  The PLC-HP7000L is scheduled to be available in October.
	Sanyo also tiled four of their short-throw 3D capable projectors to produce a large-area 3D image viewable with active glasses.  The image shows the lower two projector used in the system.  The other two projectors were above the image and produced the upper half of it. 
	Short Throw & Interactive Projectors

	The other trend in abundance was Ultra Short-Throw (UST) projection systems, usually mated to some sort of touchscreen sensor.  Virtually every major projection brand had a UST somewhere in their booth, showcasing clever innovations like Epson’s pull-down, one-piece screen and projector system (allows smaller students to present at the screen) and Sanyo’s panoramic 3D demonstration using four UST projectors.
	Hitachi’s iPJ-AW250N is indicative of the trend.  This 2,500 lumen, WXGA (1280 x 800) projector is one of the thinner USTs on the market, but it contains all of the interactivity within the projector and will work with any projection surface.  Like Epson’s IR-powered interactive stylus, the Hitachi projector tracks your hand movements and allows drawing, tracing, highlighting and a host of other functions. 
	At their press conference on Wednesday during InfoComm, Hitachi discussed the use-interactive systems, including interactive projectors and whiteboards, in the corporate market.  Penetration into this market has been much lower than it has been in the education market.  Hitachi believes this is due, in part, to the complexity of the software associated with these interactive systems that was originally developed for use by educators.  Hitachi believes business people have less time to learn how to use these systems, and they want software that has a reduced feature set and is more intuitive to learn.  Three key features Hitachi believes are needed in the business environment include:
	1) Print
	2) E-mail
	3) Save
	This applies to the interactive elements that have been added to an image, plus the underlying image, whether it came from PowerPoint, Excel or some other program.  This software with a restricted feature set and optimized for business is in testing now, and Hitachi expects it to be available in October. 
	With a background in industry rather than education, Insight Media’s Matt Brennesholtz found an additional problem in a business environment not mentioned by Hitachi:  response time.  Typically, these interactive projectors use an IR camera to monitor the pen location and an ultrasonic detector to monitor mouse clicks from the pen.  The projector analyzes the data and reports it via USB to the host computer, which then adds the drawn object to the projected image.  This process takes ½–1 second, or more, and this delay can be disturbing when trying to write on the image.  This may be something that an educator who uses an interactive system routinely can learn to accommodate, but for an occasional user, it can be disturbing.
	There were also numerous standalone short throw projectors on display.  Sony had both widescreen (VPL-SW125) and 4:3 (VPL-SX125) models on display.  Both are rated at 2,600 lumens and incorporate a .62:1 fixed lens.  Casio’s new laser/LED hybrid short throw is rated at 3,000 lumens and uses a .68:1 fixed lens system, while Sanyo’s PLC-W2503 UST (2,500 lumens, .5:1 throw ratio, introduced in January) has automatic keystone correction.  Mitsubishi’s WD380U-EST and XD380U-EST models feature high-quality lenses and can project a 70-inch (diagonal) WXGA image from less than 23 inches away.  MSRP price of the WXGA version is $1,699 with a Minimum Advertised Price (MAP) of $1,299.  An interactive version of the Mitsubishi projectors using a RF wireless mouse instead of an IR camera was demonstrated in the booth, with the system due out in September.  This projector seemed to have even more serious delay times than similar units based on IR cameras.  
	Like the Sony VPL-SW125 projector shown, none of these models use additional mirrors to shorten the light path.  While the elimination of the mirror means the projector stands farther away from the wall, even with the same nominal throw ratio, cleaning the mirror is a more serious issue than cleaning the outer element of the more conventional wide-angle, off-axis front-projection lens used by these projectors.
	BenQ was demonstrating and offering a package price for its short-throw projectors.  For $9,999, you got a complete package to produce a 4’ x 12’ (1.2M x 3.7M) blended image.  The system included three MX880-UST short throw projectors, a Marko 4’ x 12’ whiteboard, the blending hardware and software, Scalable calibration software and a calibration camera. 
	Is there a trend here?  Insight Media’s Pete Putman thinks so.  He predicts that short-throw projection is going to be a big growth area in the future, as the market for 2,000–2,500 lumens “hang and bang” projectors declines.  Image quality has improved markedly on the latest crop of short-throw models — their uniformity of brightness and focus is several orders of magnitude better than the first models we saw four to five years ago — and there are numerous options for wireless/IR interactivity and annotation.
	Competition for Projectors from FPDs

	Now, here’s a fair question to ponder: What does the newest crop of low-priced, big-screen LCD displays (like Sharp’s $3,800 70-incher unveiled at the show) mean for the front-projector marketplace?  The consensus of show attendees Insight Media spoke to seems to be that the K–12 projector market will remain virtually untouched by this trend (mostly for security issues), although some schools are now looking into large LCDs for smaller classrooms. 
	The major impact would seem to be in architectural solutions, such as high-end boardrooms and conference spaces where designers don’t want to hang anything, even in a recessed support.  This market may swing toward large LCD and plasma technology first, slowly moving away from front and rear projection.
	For more details on large-screen flat panel displays at InfoComm, see the related articles in this issue.  –Pete Putnam and Matthew Brennesholtz
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	2D/3D Digital Cinema
	RealD Discusses XL and XLW Systems

	Dr. Miller Schuck, chief scientist, Optical Systems at RealD (Hollywood, CA), gave a talk to the SID Middle-Atlantic Chapter on June 23 and discussed 3D projection technology in general and the RealD XL and XLW projection systems in particular. 
	The XL and XLW systems are both polarization recovery systems that take the unpolarized light from a DLP cinema projector, split it into two beams of orthogonal polarization, and convert the beams to a single polarization.  This polarization is then modulated using RealD Z-screen technology so the left- and right-eye images have orthogonal circular polarization states.  He emphasized that the two beams are not left and right eye images, but both correspond to the single image generated at any instant by the DLP projector.
	The vast majority of these types of systems installed by RealD are the XL system, which use a wire grid polarizer as the polarization beam splitter (PBS) in the polarization recovery system.  The XLW system, which had been introduced in January of this year, uses a huge MacNeille prism as a PBS.  Due to its design, the XLW can work with short-throw projection lenses where the XL system cannot be used.  That’s where the W for wide comes from in the part designation.  It can do a 70-foot (or more) wide screen with a throw ratio (distance between projector and screen divided by the width of the screen) of 1.0.  According to Schuck, it is significantly more expensive and slightly more efficient (<5% more) than the XL system.  He said RealD has made 300 of the XLW units and has ordered more Schott glass to make more of them.  The glass is a lead-based, low-birefringence version of SF-56 and requires a special exemption because of the lead content.  The prism is large (about 91 x 91 x 120mm) and represents the extra cost of the XLW compared to the XL system. 
	According to Schuck, there is no issue aligning the images from the two beams on the projection screen.  The fold mirror tilts slightly to allow the alignment of the center lines of the two beams.  There is an afocal zoom optical system in the straight-through path of the XL system to allow the images on the screen to be the same size.  When asked about rotational alignment of the two images, he said that has never been an issue.  He added that when the projector is not on the center line of the screen, it can be a problem, at least theoretically.  In real cinema auditoriums, he said, the rotation problem is never more than a fraction of a pixel. 
	He also said studios were going to begin to color grade 3D movies (or at least some of them) for both 6 Ft.-L. and 3.5 Ft.-L.  In certified theaters, with high-brightness 3D systems, the studios will allow the theater owner to advertise the higher brightness and show the 6 Ft.-L. version.  In normal cinema installations, all of these high-brightness theaters use the RealD XL or XLW polarization recovery system.  He added that all new installations of RealD systems with DLP projectors use the XL or XLW system and that about 2/3 of the current RealD installed base of about 16,000 use this XL technology.  Most of these, of course, are the XL system rather than the XLW.  Schuck added that RealD expected the installed base to grow to about 20,000 by year-end.  The straight Z-Screen with no polarization recovery is only used in specialized new installations, such as simulation, never for new installations of 3D cinema.
	He said with either the XL or XLW system, an exhibitor can use the same lamp and power for 2D or 3D.  With correct lamp and power, the regular 2D lens will give 14 Ft.-L.  With the same lamp, power and projection lens, the XL or XLW will give 4.5 Ft.-L on the same silver screen used for 2D.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
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	Panavision Quietly Builds 3D Theatrical Installs

	I bet many of readers have heard of the Dolby 3D system in theaters, but I wonder how many have heard of the Panavision 3D solution.  In case you were not aware, Panavision has an alternative spectral filtering approach for creating 3D images and is making headway in building an installed base of theaters.
	The Dolby spectral filtering approach is based on technology licensed from Infitec.  It is basically a tri-filter approach that fabricates narrow-band filters in the red, green and blue.  The filters for the left eye have RGB peaks that are offset from the RGB peaks for the right eye.  Ideally, there is little or no overlap in the images to create ghost-free 3D.
	The solution works well, as the separation is good and theater operators can use a standard, not silver screen for both 2D and 3D movies.  The solution is the dimmest of them all, and there is no polarization recovery mechanism to squeeze more light out.
	The Panavision approach is similar, but different.  As can be seen in the profiles of the filters, there are seven, instead of three, components to the filer.  The peaks of each bandpass segment do not align between right and left eyes, and the width is designed for minimal overlap with the other eye filter.  Each bandpass segment is also much broader than the Infitec/Dolby approach.  The solution was co-developed with Omega Optical.  Although Panavision does not claim it, the solution should be brighter than the Dolby/Infitec approach.  But is does claim the filters can be manufactured very cost effectively (in the $5–$7 range), about half the price of current Dolby glasses. 
	The Panavision approach can be used on both digital and film-based theatrical projectors.  For digital cinema projectors, a rotating filter wheel and matched glasses are used — just like the Dolby solution.  For film, a special lens attached is required to bolt onto the film projector.  The film is formatted in a top/bottom configuration (just like Technicolor), and the lens adds the filtering and overlays the images on the projection screen.
	While the benefits of the solution are being realized in traditional theaters worldwide, they are also starting to find a niche in arthouses.  For example, the Panavision solution was recently installed at the Glasgow Film Theatre in Scotland, a 400-seat cultural cinema.  One of the first movies shown will be Horrid Henry, a UK production opening in July.  
	“We are fortunate to be selected by the GFT, one of the most prestigious cinemas in the country,” said Adam MacDonald, director of Sales, EMEA for DPVO Theatrical, the company developing and marketing the Panavision 3D System.  “They attract a more discerning audience who appreciates the quality and superior entertainment experience that 3D on a white screen offers.  Our system provides that, and we are pleased that they see us as meeting their standards.” 
	According to Jaki McDougall, chief executive of Glasgow Film, who operates GFT, “3D adds to the big screen experience, and we chose the Panavision 3D System for the quality of image it provides and for its ability to work with a white screen.  For a cultural cinema, it’s important that we screen directors’ work as they intend it to be shown.  Some of the world’s finest independent filmmakers are starting to explore 3D — Wender’s Pina and Herzog’s Cave of Forgotten Dreams are just two examples.  Cultural or arthouse cinema has yet to develop its own aesthetic around 3D, and we’re interested to be part of that process.”  –Chris Chinnock
	DTV Content Standards
	Adaptive Bit Rate and the Rocky Road to Smooth Web Streaming

	Standing in the way of the pending change from cable or satellite content delivery to Over The Top (OTT) Web-based programming for both connected TVs and mobile devices, is a host of new delivery and Digital Rights Management (DRM) standards, plus the stakeholders like Apple and Microsoft looking to implement them.  While the industry agenda is clear — securely streaming delivery of the best possible quality to the largest group of users, all within the limited bandwidth of the Internet — the standards we use to get there is still very much undecided.  
	One technology that has gained significant traction to date is adaptive bit rate streaming (ARS for short), a protocol type used to stream multi-media over computer networks based on HTTP.  The top advantage to this approach is the system automatically (and continuously) adapts to the user’s continuously changing network conditions (hence the term “adaptive”).  So when a full 1080p resolution stream can be delivered and displayed by the system, that’s what you get.  But mid-way through a program, say when those pesky high school gamers come home and begin playing online, your Comcast Internet bandwidth drops, and consequently streaming delivery of your film may go down to 720p or even SDTV resolution.  As the theory goes, it’s better than losing the image to a buffering screen, a choppy signal or disconnect all together.  
	But incompatible variants of ARS exist from Adobe, Microsoft (MS) and Apple that are currently preventing implementation of ubiquitous multi-device strategies.  And there’s even a proprietary solution from content-streaming giant Netflix, keeping a unified approach out of reach — for now. 
	Work is being done by the ISO-MPEG (motion picture experts group) to overcome the distinctions between Apple and MS, with a proposed MPEG Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTML (or DASH) for short.  MPEG established a DASH working group specifically for this purpose.  The group believes that the standard could easily fit into the existing video streaming ecosystem — particularly because both Apple and MS (the two dominant players) are using the H.264 codec.  
	3D Streaming Support Included in the Spec

	Currently, the MPEG DASH working group achieved Committee Draft status for the standard that looks to include support for dual streams for stereoscopic 3D, as well as Multi-view Video Coding (used in Blu-ray 3D displays).  Beyond 3D and live streaming 2D, DASH will support on-demand content via progressive download, offer fast initial “startup and seeking,” plus enhanced “trick modes” and random access capabilities.
	The DASH technology has the potential buy-in from both Apple and MS, and even Netflix said they will publish a limited subset of the MPEG DASH standard, “taking advantage of the hooks included in the DASH standard to integrate DRM technologies,” according to Netflix Engineering VP Christian Kaiser.   
	Hollywood’s UltraViolet Solution

	Other initiatives for digital streaming come from the Hollywood studios and their Digital Entertainment Content Ecosystem (DECE) technology, a “cross-industry initiative developing the next-generation digital media experience.”  Its initiative is called UltraViolet, which is based on open, licensable specifications and is designed by DECE to create a viable, global digital marketplace.  
	While this group is not a standards body, UltraViolet is rather a technology based on a set of open standard recommendations.  The group made an announcement at CES stating that it “paved the way for consumers to enjoy digital content across multiple platforms.” 
	Some of the advantages include “the enduring right to access your content on any UltraViolet device registered in your Household Account.”  The group said each household will be able to create an account for up to six members who can access the household’s UltraViolet movies, TV and other entertainment via participating streaming providers and devices.  Consumers can also register up to 12 devices so that UltraViolet content can be easily downloaded to those devices, or shared among them.  To get there, consumers create a cloud-based account with digital rights locker using licensed UltraViolet service providers or through the UltraViolet Website.  They will then be able to access and manage their UltraViolet entertainment for use on all their devices, regardless of where the content was purchased.
	It’s this access to content “collections” at the household level via set-top boxes, computers, Web-connected Blu-ray players and Internet TVs that is so compelling.  Mobile apps for smartphones and tablets are also available for content download, so the ecosystem seems very complete.  There’s even a way for retailers to distribute via DVD or flash memory to UltraViolet account holders.  
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	Almost every player in this space is a member (sans Apple, see screen shot of Alliance members), creating a content tour de force that even powerhouse Apple cannot ignore.  Some analysts believe that with this level of support from the content majors, UltraViolet will begin to drive both the file formatting and DRM standards in the future.  
	Presently, Apple and Microsoft have their own DRM versions, different from the open standards adopted by UltraViolet, called Marlin.  Marlin originated with Panasonic, Philips, Samsung Electronics, Sony and others, and in the marketplace, the DRM technology is known as a true multi-vendor system.  It has the added benefit of being the digital rights management security standard for the Open IPTV Forum (where DASH has its roots) and gaining traction worldwide (see chart).    
	 Clearly, IPTV delivery standards have a long way to go before a de facto standard emerges in the industry.  This is partly due to the pace of technology adoption (and dominance by key players like Apple and Microsoft), but the shakeout is not unusual or atypical in the technology space.  What does seem to be emerging are key components like adaptive bit-rate streaming, the H.264 codec and Marlin DRM, which seem to be gaining wide acceptance in the industry.  Key technologies like UltraViolet are also showing the way to true multi-device streaming, offering access to content through a secured digital locker residing in the cloud.  –Steve Sechrist 
	Educational Market
	An Educational Take on InfoComm 2011

	Editor’s Note:  Len Scrogan is the director of Instructional Technology for the Boulder Valley School District in Boulder, Colorado.  He also serves as an adjunct faculty member for the University of Colorado (Denver) and Lesley University (Cambridge).  His articles focus on providing the “educator’s perspective” to the emerging use of 3D and other technologies in an educational environment.
	If you were to follow a career educator and a long-time purchasing decision maker as he walks through the aisles, booths, and off-site meeting spaces of InfoComm 2011, what technologies or trends would turn his head and capture his attention?  Which would potentially loosen the tight-fisted grip on his demonstrably stingy purse strings?  To find out, read on.
	There’s a protracted train of thought carried wistfully on the Internet that goes something like this:  “Everyone has a superpower.”  Actually, I’m fortunate to possess two superpowers.  My first superpower is this:  From the cacophony of competing demands, I can see what matters in my sphere, the sphere of education.  From the gristly and unbearable noise of the typical large conference exhibit hall, I can uncover hidden clarity.  From the immense totality of the conference experience, I can distill the gestalt of the whole — but only as it pertains to the educational market.  You see, my superpower does not extend beyond the boundaries of the education market. 
	My superpower means that I can recognize education tech trends years in advance, and I can see dead people (seriously, I can predict technologies that are not long for the market).  Call it intuition, instinct, experience or what you will — my superpower is dependable, proven and effective.  But to be safe, I travelled more than 90% of the exhibit hall floor space in order to sufficiently challenge my instincts.
	So what happens when a long-time customer with a significant track record in large educational technology purchases comes face to face with InfoComm 2011?  Here are the observations, ideas, trends and products that bounced most noticeably across my preternatural radar:
	 3D technologies are clearly maturing and evolving, and with that, mindshare in the education market is increasing.
	 I spoke in considerable detail with dozens of university folks over three days.  Most are aspiring to create their first 3D pilot projects within the teaching environments of their universities.  Will the surge hit universities before K–12?
	 This next product is nothing less than a game changer for K–12 classrooms, especially elementary school classrooms.  In a private suite, I saw the prototype of a new stereoscopic 3D document camera from Lumens.  It is certain to get attention when demonstrated more broadly at the educational ISTE conference in Philadelphia. (Watch for a future article on this topic.)
	 The coming battle is close at hand, echoed in the whispers of many people with whom I spoke — the battle for active versus passive 3D solutions for the classroom will soon be enjoined.
	 Good news is coming for those individuals who expressed personal or family member difficulty with viewing 3D.  For students who have trouble seeing projection screens from the back of the classroom, or for children who struggle at reading (children who can’t see, can’t learn), the American Optometry Association will be releasing a report next month entitled See Well, Learn Well.  They will announce that optometrist care, corrective lenses and vision therapy can go a long way toward successfully resolving many of these vision problems.  (Watch for a future article on this topic.)
	 Sharp announced a 70-inch full-featured LCD monitor for $3,700.  This is good news for educational conference rooms, K–12 science classrooms and universities, demonstrating exactly appropriate trajectories for the educational market:  size going up; cost going down.
	 Texas Instruments’ Interactive Whiteboard technology that is now being employed in many projectors has really matured.  It caught my attention as a very disruptive innovation.
	 It’s surprising to see how many exhibits are decked with corporate colors or traditional marketing hues, as opposed to the colors that brain research suggests adeptly attract our attention and trust.
	There you have it.  That’s the best my superpower can do.  Earlier, however, I mentioned that I possess two superpowers.  Yes, I have a second superpower, one which has served me well over the years.  But, that will remain a secret for now, perhaps appearing in a future article …  –Len Scrogan
	Technology Helps Boost Student Performance, Staff Productivity

	Technology helps improve student performance in the classroom (from kindergarten through college) and increases productivity by teachers, principals and administrators, according to a new study by CompTIA, the non-profit association for the information technology (IT) industry.  The study, called IT Opportunities in the Education Market, is based on an online survey of 353 primary school/K–12 educators and staff and 147 higher education employees who make decisions and influence the use of technology in their institutions. The survey was conducted in May 2011.
	Highlights from the study include:
	 Seventy eight percent of the 500 educators surveyed said the proliferation of technology has had a net positive impact on overall education results, processes and performances. 
	 Among the positive impacts, 65% of educators said students are more productive today than they were three years ago due to the use of technology.
	 More than half (56%) of K–12 teachers are most excited about the educational possibilities of using interactive whiteboards in the classroom.
	 Fifty percent of teachers expect to make greater use of netbooks and tablets in the classroom.
	 Nearly 70% percent of teachers surveyed said they use classroom management software or plan to do so in the next 12 months.
	 Eighty percent of schools answering the survey had wireless networks. 
	“Technology’s impact in schools has been significant, advancing how students learn, how teachers teach, and how efficiently and effectively educational services can be delivered,” said Carolyn April, director, industry analysis, CompTIA.  “With emerging technologies, such as tablets and netbooks, interactive whiteboards and wireless solutions gaining ground in the classroom, the reliance on IT by the education market will only grow in the years ahead.”
	The CompTIA survey also revealed concerns about financial influencers.  Budget cutbacks, initial investment costs and freezes on capital expenditures topped the list of obstacles to wider adoption of technology in U.S. schools.  Twenty-six percent of teachers and 31% of administrators said they think barriers to technology adoption will get worse in the coming year.  –Cheryl Knight
	3D Industry
	The 3D Sky Is Not Falling

	There has been a ton of press in recent weeks about the consumer backlash to 3D — especially in the theaters.  In fact, some of the criticism is justified.  But, the reactions and consequences that some have predicted have gotten way out of hand.  What we are seeing is a natural cycle in the introduction of new technology.  3D will continue, and calls that the boom is over are misguided.
	The main complaints in the theater arena are the low brightness of the 3D film, the extra cost you have to pay to sometimes see inferior image quality, and the overuse of 3D for movies where it adds no real value.  These are indeed fair complaints.  
	The reality is that many 3D movies are being screened at 3-4 Ft-L — a far cry from the 14-16 Ft-L recommended for 2D films.  Hollywood has had to live with the low brightness of 3D due to the technology limitations, but theater owners are making it worse.  They have to pay for the lamps in these projectors, and they are therefore motivated to run them as long as they can.  Unfortunately, some are running them too long and creating 3D images that are so dim that even ordinary consumers are noticing.  In addition, they are so dim that the color grading is no longer accurate; and the movie has muted colors too.  The overall impact is poor image quality — which consumers are paying a premium to see.
	Theater operators don’t usually have the option to add a larger Xenon bulb, so ideally they need to replace the bulbs more often.  But, when the 3D screen is not drawing extra revenue, it is hard to justify the added expense.  Theater owners operate on thin margins, so we understand the attention to the bottom line.  However, if you create bad word of mouth for 3D in the process, is that a good trade-off?  Probably not.
	From the Hollywood side, the use of 3D in some movies is clearly being questioned by consumers.  Some consumers don’t see how 3D is adding to the movie and, thus, view it as a gimmick to get more money out of them.  Again, the criticism has some validity.
	Some movies may just not play that well in 3D.  Transformer: Dark of the Moon, due July 1, may be such a film.  This series has been full of fast action and visually rich scenes that may be very confusing and overwhelming in 3D.  We will have to see if the same stye was applied to the 3D version and how that plays with audiences.
	Box-office results for some of the latest 3D movies have not been as strong as Hollywood would have liked, but most films in general have performed under expectations.  It has not been a very good spring, nor start to the summer blockbuster summer … so far.  The box-office performance in the first six months of 2011 was soft — revenue fell about 9% compared with last year, while attendance was down 10%.  3D can’t save films.
	Complicating the picture is that the backlash is not yet happening in other parts of the world.  While Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides did not do too well in North America, it had a powerful opening weekend abroad, which Disney trumpeted as the biggest international debut of all time.  
	Some have asked:  With 70% of the box office for Hollywood being international, does the domestic market really matter that much?  One would think so as trends that show up here, as detailed above, are likely to show up later in international markets.
	Again, the planning of 3D films is probably going through a natural correction phase.  Sub-par 3D films won’t kill 3D, but they will actually improve it as Hollywood learns to use 3D in the right films.
	Using 3D in a film is an artistic choice — and should not be used as a way to drive ticket sales.  3D revenue peaked in the 60% range last year and is falling in the 40% range this year, but this was to be expected.
	So, while storm clouds are in the area, the sky is not falling — sunnier days will return.  –Chris Chinnock
	3D Content Creation 
	The Evolving Role of the Stereographer

	As Hollywood struggles to conquer the challenges of stereoscopic 3D production, one of the least understood positions on the production crew is the stereographer.  Yet that person is the one most responsible for making sure that the visually challenging 3D medium doesn’t become not just incomprehensible, but downright upsetting to the viewer.
	Although it reaches back to the first heyday of 3D in the ’50s, today the role of the stereographer is rapidly evolving and may someday, like the vaunted “Technicolor Color Consultant” of the ’40s and ’50s, be absorbed into the responsibilities of other key positions on a 3D shoot.
	This article was sparked by a fascinating discussion between famed stereographer Paul Taylor (“Harold and Kumar 3D” and “Kylie Minogue 3D” music video), and the founder and CEO of 3Ality Digital, Steve Schklair, during a panel discussion on 3D post during June’s CineGear Expo 2011 held on the Paramount lot in Hollywood.
	The functional job of the stereographer is to determine the “depth budget” of individual shots and control the way they fit into a production as a whole by setting the interaxial distance (IA) on a 3D film or video camera.  That’s the distance between the 3D camera’s left and right lenses that determines how much depth the audience will see in a given scene with a greater distance producing a greater depth budget.
	Then the stereographer also sets the angle of convergence between the two camera’s lens arrays, which positions objects in the scene either in front of the screen (negative parallax), at the screen plane (zero parallax) or behind the screen (positive parallax).
	Or, as Taylor puts it, “The first responsibility of the stereographer is to make sure the 3D doesn’t hurt your eyes.”
	The way it works on most modern 3D sets, the stereographer mans his own console that has controls to adjust both the IA and convergence.  Taylor explains that the director of photography is usually either too busy to handle this technical concern or often does not have the experience to deal with it properly.  Yet since studios and producers have learned that bad 3D can kill a film’s box office, it’s a position that can affect a production’s market success.
	The controversy arises between different philosophies governing how to best use that depth budget to enhance a film’s visual aesthetics.
	“In a feature film, I want the 3D effect to be unobtrusive so each scene looks natural,” Taylor said.  “The viewer should not be aware of the depth budget when immersed in the story.  It’s both an art and a science of trying not to make the 3D effect call attention to itself.”
	Taylor makes an analogy to the role of a film’s music composer.  “The top composers tell me if you heard my music, I failed.  That’s the way I feel about 3D.  Of course, there will be exceptions, but as a default I feel if the viewer was aware of the 3D, I have failed as a stereographer.”
	Steve Schklair, CEO of 3Ality Digital, a major producer of 3D camera rigs and processing equipment, politely disagrees with his friend Paul by contending that the depth budget of the 3D effect in a film should be used as a creative element just like depth of field, shot composition or multi-plane focus.
	“I believe the stereographer’s role is to help the director of photography creatively interpret the imagery of a screenplay the way the film’s director envisions,” Schklair said.  “As an example, if you have a character who is feeling alone and isolated, you can push them farther away from the audience within the depth budget to enhance their sense of isolation with other characters.  Or, if the scene is intended to be intimate, the character can be brought closer to the screen so the audience feels more personally connected with their situation.”
	Schklair makes the comparison to a DP erroneously insisting on exclusively using 50mm lenses that emulate normal human vision.  “Telling me you cannot use 3D as an interpretive tool defeats the purpose,” he insisted.  “Where the characters appear in negative or positive parallax has a lot to do with how the story is told.  Otherwise, 3D is just being used as a novelty, and audiences will get tired of that within weeks.”
	Regarding the control of convergence, 3Ality Digital has developed a system called IntelleCam for live multicam shoots like sports events, which we covered during our reporting on the NAB convention in the May Large Display Report.  With IntelleCam, the stereographer sets the overall depth budget for individual cameras on a multicam live shoot, and then a complex series of algorithms adjusts the convergence for each camera’s position.
	So will there be a time when the role of the stereographer will be folded into the responsibilities of the DP?  Both Taylor and Schklair feel this will be part of the evolution of 3D.
	“DP’s are more and more taking a stronger hand in this,” Schklair said.  “On some movies, they are already fulfilling the role of the stereographer, and this will increase as the necessary skills are more universally understood.”
	Taylor agrees.  “We can’t go on having stereographers forever.  Some day, with a whole new generation of filmmakers who learn 3D in school, it may be possible that DPs will absorb those abilities.  But that may be 10 years away.  Until then, why would a DP want to risk his job by undertaking a function for which he or she does not have the necessary experience or skills?”
	But when that day comes, the sovereign role of the independent stereographer may become as arcane as the Technicolor Color Consultant is today.  –Jay Ankeney
	3D Projection Accessories
	New 3D Content Converter Box From ViewSonic

	In May, ViewSonic introduced a format converter box (VP3D1) to accept HMDI 1.4a signals from sources, such as Blu-ray players, set-top boxes or game consoles, and convert them to the 120Hz frame sequential format that ViewSonic’s 3D capable projectors want.  Such a box is necessary, as the projectors won’t recognize these formats.
	Later this summer, it plans to add a new box that will take 2D content and convert it to 1080p/60 3D content for delivery to a monitor, projector or TV.  PrimeDTV (Anaheim, CA), a supplier of HDTV tuner boxes, cable boxes, set-top boxes and media players, will provide the new box, which is called the PHD-3DX.
	Real time 2D-to-3D conversion is a feature that is often built into consumer grade 3DTVs.  Much more expensive conversion boxes are also available from companies like JVC (think $30K).  While the new box should be available this August and no pricing has been announced, it is likely to be far less expensive than the JVC solution.  It is aimed at home theater and 3D game applications.
	Prime DTV says the 3D results are also much more vivid and realistic if the PHD-3DX is paired with PrimeDTV PHD-8VX, a FHD 1080p Media center and HDTV tuner box, which can generate and super-scale any-video input to 1080p quality.  –Chris Chinnock
	ePVision, Gary Lee, 714-630-6899
	Volfoni and LightSpeed Show Polarization Switchers

	At last year’s InfoComm, we got to see LightSpeed Design’s (Bellevue, WA) first showing of their polarization switch or polarization modulator.  The device is an LCD cell that is placed in front of a front projector to circularly polarize the projector light and to switch polarization state with a sync signal.  When combined with a polarization-preserving screen, viewers can use passive polarized glasses to see a 3D-projected image.  
	Last March, LightSpeed Design introduced their DCI theatrical polarization switch that can handle light loads of up to 18.5K lumens, which can support passive 3D on screens up to 45 feet wide.  The modulator, which can switch at 144Hz and has a very fast 50 microsecond on and off switching speed, has been approved by Walt Disney Studios, Paramount and Warner Bros.
	This switcher, along with a smaller aperture version, which can support projectors with up to 4K lumens, were both on display at InfoComm.  The company seems to be most focused on the theatrical market, but the smaller version will also appeal to many ProAV and home theater applications.
	Lightspeed Design also used InfoComm to release upgraded versions of DepthQPlayer, which can now provide high-quality playback of HD 3D media at resolutions beyond 1920 x 1080 per eye.  The DepthQPlayer supports time-based automation of editing functions (parallax, in & out points, pauses and volume adjust), transmission of an optional DMX512 control signal, real-time fade up and fade down, on-the-fly Cornerstone Manipulation for image alignment adjustment (AKA digital lens shift), both light and dark skins, ability to load separate left right movies as a stereo pair, continued support for external automation using Promixis’ Girder software and many more enhancements.
	A free-to-download demo version of the software that now includes all the functionality and features of DepthQPlayer PRO can be downloaded here: http://www.depthq.com/dqlitedwnload.html
	Volfoni Enters the Market

	Volfoni (Los Angeles, CA), a French innovator company in 3D, used InfoComm to debut their new polarization switcher, called SmartCrystalPro.  This polarization modulator marks Volfoni’s first foray into passive 3D systems for professionals and consumers.
	This is a smaller aperture device (about four-inch diagonal), that Volfoni says can be used with projectors outputting up to 10K lumens.
	Functionally, the LightSpeed Design and the Volfoni switcher are nearly identical, and in fact source switchers from the same source, but using slightly different designs and drive schemes.  The SmartCrystal Pro device operates at 120Hz, so cannot be used for theatrical applications requiring 144Hz switching.  Volfoni’s polarizer can also be connected to a computer via USB cable, allowing the user to adjust the settings of the LCD to optimize image quality for any venue.  –Chris Chinnock
	Lightspeed Design, Chris Ward, 425-637-2818, chris.ward@lightspeeddesign.com
	Volfoni, Jerome Testut, 213-304-5054, jtestut@volfoni.com
	3D Glasses
	NVIDIA Introduces New 3D Vision Wired Glasses for $99

	NVIDIA added a wired glasses option to its 3D Vision product family.  Priced at $99 (U.S. MSRP), the glasses feature the company’s advanced active-shutter technology, allowing gamers and 3D enthusiasts to access a broad selection of high-quality 3D content, including full-HD 3D games, Blu-ray 3D movies, and streaming 3D video from YouTube and 3DVisionLive.com.  NVIDIA 3D Vision wired glasses also support more than 65 different 3D Vision monitors, notebook and projectors.
	NVIDIA 3D Vision wired glasses include a 10-foot USB 2.0 cable for direct connection to a 3D Vision PC or notebook.
	“3D fans have been waiting for more affordable glasses, and we’re expecting our new 3D Vision wired glasses to hit the sweet spot for them,” said Phil Eisler, general manager of 3D Vision at NVIDIA.
	NVIDIA 3D Vision wired glasses are expected to be available soon from the NVIDIA Store, as well as from leading retailers and e-tailers.  –Cheryl Knight
	NVIDIA Corporation, George Millington, 408-562-7226, gmillington@nvidia.com
	3D Components 
	Powertip Targets LC Modules for 3D Applications

	At Display Taiwan in mid-June, Powertip Technology (Taichung, Taiwan) was in their booth showing off its liquid crystal (LC) panels for use in active shutter 3D glasses.  The active shutter Liquid Crystal (LC) and control board are completely customizable for the customer, and the company even showed us the checklist for custom design LCD modules.   
	The company specializes in various types of small display modules not just for active 3D glasses, but small touch and 3D displays as well.  On the active shutter 3D glasses side, they said they are already providing LC panels for several manufacturers.  They also make their own off-the-shelf, universal shutter glass that Arthur Liang, VP at Powertip, told us had a factory price that depended on quantity — as low as $20.  He said most OEM customers were marking the price of the glasses up to $100.  
	Liang told us that most panels from the company are manufactured on their Gen 2.5 line in Taiwan with a current capacity of 200K to 300K panels per month, depending on display size.  Going forward, Liang said the company plans focusing on 3D displays.  He said they have special alignment expertise that could be used in matching their TN LC technology to larger TFT LCDs.  
	In addition, they are exploring the possibility of creating a business around components for AS-3D displays, as Liang sees the industry moving in this direction.  This is still in the exploratory stage, so no news on exactly how this would proceed, but we can presume it would not be on their gen 2.5 line in Taiwan.  The company does have connections with a display fab in mainland China, and Liang did hint that he could ramp to much larger quantities if demand existed. 
	The company boasts LCD product manufacturing diversity with a total of 90,200 square meters of manufacturing space and 79 series (comprising over 1000 configurations) of standard LCD modules.  Manufacturing capabilities include Color STN, chip-on glass (COG), chip-on film (COF), tape-automated-bonding (TAB), chip-on board (COB), and surface-mount technology (SMT) LCD module designs.  –Steve Sechrist  
	3D Cameras
	3D Lens Adapter May Make Electronic News Gathering Cost Effective

	3D cameras come is all sizes and types, but they are typically new camera systems that studio, broadcasters or content creators buy to make 3D videos.  But there are a lot of 2D cameras out there — and if they can be turned into 3D cameras, that helps open up more content creation.  One big hole such a product would fill — Electronic News Gathering (ENG).
	The idea is to add an adaptor to the current ENG camera that allows it to now capture 3D instead of 2D content.  Several approaches have been proposed and commercialized to do this.  The latest news comes from Wasol (Seoul, Korea) and Japan-based Ikegani, who is major supplier of ENG cameras.  The 3D adaptor will be marketed by Korea’s K2E.
	The adaptor itself weighs 21kg and takes about 15 minutes to be retrofitted to an Ikegami ENG camera.  The adaptor consists of two optical paths that image onto the full area of the sensor.  A sequencer directs light from one, then the other path to the imager.  The sequencer operates at 60 frames per second, which means it is acquiring 3D stereo pairs at 30 frames per second.
	The product was first showcased at NAB (see LDR May 2011, page 60), where we reported the adaptor might sell for about $89K.  No word on current pricing through K2E.  –Chris Chinnock
	3D Gaming
	Optoma Launches GT750 3D Gaming Projector

	On June 6, at the Electronic Entertainment Industry (E3) Expo in Los Angeles, Optoma USA (Fremont, CA) launched its fifth GameTime projector, the GT750.  This is said to be the first portable projector that is compatible with all gaming formats and standards, including Blu-ray 3D via HDMI 1.4a.  In the past, if you wanted to play 3D content from a game console, set-top box or Blu-ray player, you needed an interface box (which Optoma was happy to sell you) to  accept and transcode these signals into the 120Hz frame sequential format the projector wanted to run in 3D mode.  Apparently, this functionality is now built into the projector. This projector should appeal to gamers.
	 This DLP projector has a native 2D resolution of 1280 x 800 (WXGA) and 3,000 lumen output in the normal mode and 2,000 lumens in the Eco mode.  In 3D, the unit is limited to 720p resolution and 2,500 lumens output.  The unit uses a 230W P-VIP lamp, which has a life of 3,000 hours in the normal mode or 5,000 hours in the Eco mode.  Unlike pico or micro gaming projectors, this output is sufficient for game-playing or movie-watching under most conditions; a pitch-dark space is not required.  The projection lens has a short-throw ratio of 0.72:1 (distance/width), allowing it to make large images in relatively small rooms. 
	The projector requires active shutter glasses for 3D viewing.  Synchronization of the glasses is done by the standard DLP link or an optional RF link.  The projector includes a 10-watt stereo speaker system, avoiding the need for external speakers.  The 6.6-pound (3KG) will come with a backpack for portability.
	The GT750 can reproduce graphics from Apple and PC computers.  Availability of the GT750 is scheduled for August at a price of $799.  There is also no word on DLPLink-based shutter glasses for the projector.  –Chris Chinnock and Matthew Brennesholtz
	Optoma Technology, Teresa Moye, +1-510-897-8505, teresam@optoma.com
	3DTV
	Vizio Increases Commitment to Passive

	Vizio (Irvine, CA) has firmed up additional 3DTV products for this year — and they are all passive polarized types.  Vizio’s Theater 3D HDTVs will add the E Series and M Series to the existing XVT Series, which also adds a new model to range from 32- to 65-inch in screen size.  Also new is a commitment to come to market with two 21:9 Cinemawide passive 3D HDTVs in 50- and 58-inch screen sizes.  In total, Vizio will offer 11 3D models in 2011.
	Vizio made the following claims in their press release:  “VIZIO Theater 3D HDTVs use a revolutionary new technology to deliver crystal-clear, flicker-free 3D that’s up to two times brighter than current active shutter LCD TVs, with significantly less crosstalk, a wider horizontal viewing angle, and much less blurring with fast motion.  Theater 3D eyewear produces far less eyestrain and headaches than active glasses, and is battery-free, lightweight and comfortable.”
	Such claims seem exaggerated in several areas and indicate how the battle between active and passive solutions is going to shape up.  This may not be such a good thing for consumers.
	Each Theater 3D model supports the widest range of 3D encoding formats, ensuring compatibility with Blu-ray, broadcast, cable, satellite, and gaming sources.  These formats include Frame Packing, Side-by-Side, Top and Bottom, as well as those with SENSIO HiFi 3D and by RealD.  Up to four pairs of Theater 3D glasses are provided with each set.
	All of the Theater 3D models come with Vizio Internet Apps (V.I.A), but the top-of-the-line XVT series will include next generation Vizio V.I.A.  Plus, for a more unified user experience across multiple devices, including HDTVs, Blu-ray players, tablets and more, XVT models at 47-inch and 55-inch will use direct backlights with 160 zones of dimming.
	Below are details on Vizio’s Theater 3D Series of HDTVs, with scheduled release dates and pricing.
	VIZIO Theater 3D Series
	Model
	Size/ Res.
	Refresh Hz
	Smart Dimming
	VIZIO Internet Apps
	3D
	Glasses
	Included
	QWERTY Remote
	SRS Studio Sound HD
	Release
	Date
	MSRP
	E3D320VX 
	32” FHD
	60Hz
	N
	Y
	2 pair
	IR 
	Y
	Now
	499.99
	E3D420VX
	42" FHD
	120Hz
	N
	Y
	2 pair
	IR 
	Y
	Now
	699.99
	E3D470VX
	47" FHD
	120Hz
	N
	Y
	2 pair
	IR 
	Y
	Now
	899.99
	M3D420SR Razor LED
	42" FHD
	240Hz SPS
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Aug
	TBD
	M3D460SR Razor LED
	46" FHD
	240Hz SPS
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Aug
	TBD
	M3D550SR Razor LED
	55" FHD
	240Hz  SPS
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Sept
	TBD
	XVT3D650SV Razor LED
	65" FHD
	120Hz
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Now
	3049.99
	XVT3D476SP TruLED
	47" FHD
	480Hz  SPS
	Y
	Y, PLUS
	4 pair
	Bluetooth, Touchpad
	Y
	Dec
	TBD
	XVT3D556SP TruLED
	55" FHD
	480Hz SPS
	Y
	Y, PLUS
	4 pair
	Bluetooth, Touchpad
	Y
	Dec
	TBD
	VIZIO Cinemawide Series
	Model
	Size/ Res.
	Hz
	Smart Dimming
	VIZIO Internet Apps
	3D
	Glasses
	Included
	QWERTY Remote
	SRS Studio Sound HD
	Release
	Date
	MSRP
	XVT3D500CM Razor LED
	50" WFHD 2560 x1080
	120 Hz
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Oct
	TBD
	XVT3D580CM Razor LED
	58" WFHD 2560 x1080
	120Hz
	Y
	Y
	4 pair
	Bluetooth
	Y
	Oct
	TBD
	–Chris Chinnock
	LGE Liking FPR 3DTV

	LG Displays has been fully behind its Film Patterned Retarder (FPR) technology and selling panels to many TV, monitor and laptop customers.  Sister company LG Electronics has embraced the technology and offers TVs, monitors and laptops in the market.  But it has also hedged its bets by offering both FPR and shutter glass-type 3DTVs.  Now, the company says the popularity of the FPR 3DTV means it will switch some models from shutter glass type to FPR type.
	It looks like four models will be changed over:  Nano TVs consisting of the LW9500 and LW7700 products in 55- and 60-inch models.  What is particularly bad about this changeover is that LGE is using the same model number.  That means the buyer may think they are getting an FPR model but end up with a SG model, especially if they buy it online at Amazon, for example. 
	It looks like these models are already available in the Middle East (since the LG Website lists availability for the 55LW9500 for these countries, and the spec sheet shows a 400Hz refresh rate panel).  The LG Website does not provide details for the new 60LW9500 model, nor does it even list the two LW7700 series products.
	It looks like the LW770 series were never distributed in the U.S., but according to LG, all four new FPR models will be available for U.S. distribution in August.
	The previous models were THX 3D certified, but we are unclear if the FPR models will also seek such certification.
	LG PDP models remain shutter-glass based, but representatives have hinted they are working on an FPR PDP TV too.
	This move means that the only 2011 LG TVs that will use active shutter glasses are the company’s plasma TVs, though an LG representative suggested that the company is also working on a way to integrate FPR with plasma technology.  –Chris Chinnock
	Mits Debuts 92-incher

	Mitsubishi Digital Electronics America (MDEA; Cypress, CA) is the sole DLP-TV provider left in the world, yet it continues to eke out solid niche-level sales.  According to Quixel Research, sales of DLP-TVs in Q1’11 were 92,453 units, up 4% for last year’s quarter.  While overall sales for 2010 were about 400K units, Mitsubishi recently fine-tuned their line, eliminating smaller models to focus on 73-inch size and above, and it got out of the LCD TV business altogether.  Can this remain a big enough niche for Mitsubishi?  We will see.
	In keeping with this bigger is better mantra, the newest flagship model is a 92-incher.  It is priced at $5,999.  It is part of Mitsubishi’s new Diamond 840 Series, which also includes 73-inch and 82-inch models, priced at $2,599 and $4,199, respectively.  The Diamond 840 Series includes a 16-speaker Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound system, Bluetooth Audio and built-in wireless Internet capability.  Mitsubishi says the sets also come with a Clear Contrast Screen, which promises to deliver deeper black colors and brighter whites.  None of the 840 series products appear to be available at this time, however.
	Mitsubishi’s new 740 series includes a 73-inch and 82-inch model, priced respectively at $2,099 and $3,499.  Mitsubishi’s new 640 series includes a 73-inch set for $1,599.   None of these models appears to be available yet either.
	All of the above models are 3D capable, use a 102Hz IR emitter, and now have built-in electronics for the detection of HMDI 1.4a signals.  They use a lamp as the light source, where as the 75-inch LaserVue models use RGB lasers.  The new model (L75-A94) is not yet available, but older versions are on Amazon at $3,488.  –Chris Chinnock
	Sharps Unveils L Series Line in Japan

	In July, Sharp Corporation will launch a new series of LED-based LCD TVs, called the Aquos L series.  The new range will feature active shutter glass 3D capability, RGBY color filters and interactivity to allow control of the TV with a cell phone.  The four 3DTVs will be available only in Japan to start in 40-, 46-, 52- and 60-inch sizes.  MSRP is 220K yen ($2,734), 300K yen ($3,729), 380K yen ($4,723), and 450K yen ($5,593).
	There are a number of interactive features that are new with this series and will help to separate it from the crowd.  These features include:
	Voice control/recognition via Sharp’s smartphone allowing access to some TV features and search
	 AQUOS City VOD Service will enable viewers to access the Internet via these televisions to find entertainment, weather forecasts, news and more
	 Smartphone AQUOS remote
	 Smart Familink that allows sharing of data between your smartphone/Android tablet and the TV.  It is compatible with MP4/3GP files, as well as JPEG and 3D MPO files and even MP3.
	 THX3D Certified 
	 USB recording
	 8-speaker system for improved audio 
	3D performance should be excellent as the TVs will use Sharp’s lattest Quattron UV2A panels with 240Hz panel refresh rates.  Sharp has also reduced the gray-to-gray response down to 3ms, but reduced ghosting and blurring.  –Chris Chinnock
	Westinghouse to Offer 3DTV

	Westinghouse Digital (Santa Fe Springs, CA) used the CEA line show in NYC at the end of June to announce several new TVs.  Topping the line will be the company’s first 3DTV — a passive polarized model at 47 inches.
	Westinghouse is a value brand, so their entry into 3D, especially using passive technology, is further evidence that all brands need to offer at least one model.
	The W47S2TCD has FHD resolution and will ship with four pairs of glasses.  This is supposed to be a value set, so additional features include 3D noise reduction and inverse 3:2 pulldown for films and selectable color temperature.  The suggested retail price of $1,199 is in the sweet spot for most HDTVs in this screen size, but this may be too high once it is available this October.  According to IM analysts Ken Werner, he expects Westinghouse to offer this product for under $1,000.
	No other product details are available at this time.  –Chris Chinnock
	Westinghouse Digital, Ray Roque, [1] 714-221-9800, rroque@westinghousedigital.com
	3D Monitors
	Sony Announces PlayStation 3D Monitor

	Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. (SCE) used the E3 event to unveil a new shutter-glasses-based 3D monitor that is oriented directly at PlayStation 3 users.  The 24-inch FHD monitor will begin a global rollout this fall, and will be bundled with a pair of shutter glasses, HDMI cable and the title “RESISTANCE 3” for an MSRP of $499.99.  Additional glasses will be offered for about $69.99.
	Sony says this is the first monitor to use the “4x frame-sequential method adopted to minimize the crosstalk blended with the right eye and left eye images.”  We interpret this to mean that monitor operates at 240Hz refresh rate for 2D or 3D content.  What is not clear is the type of 3D mode operation the panel uses (true 240Hz, partial black frame insertion, full black frame insertion, etc.).  Sony claims the approach reduces crosstalk, which might suggest the latter modes of operation.
	The monitor has two HDMI ports that can support acceptance of separate 3D signals.  This allows the monitors to accept two independent 3D signals.  The PS3 signal comes as a frame-packed top/bottom format and should be able to show each view (in full screen) to two people for two-person gameplay.  The dual-image feature requires patches on older software, and no title other than Resistance 3 so far support the feature.
	The other HDMI connect may be useful for PC or broadcast input, although Sony does not specify if the HMDI connector is a 1.4A type and supports all mandatory 3D formats.  Component inputs are included to connect PS2 and PSP devices.
	Contrast is speced at 5,000:1, with a 176-degree full viewing angle and a gray-to-gray transition time of 4ms.  Sony uses a VA-model panel with edge-lit W-LEDs to achieve this.
	Sony’s shutter glasses have been improved to include a Li-ion battery that should allow for recharging (in three hours) and operation of three hours and 45 minutes.  Sony does not say if they use an IR, RF or Bluetooth communication technology.
	 There is even a subwoofer built-in to augment the two stereo speakers.  –Chris Chinnock
	3D Broadcast & Distribution
	Samsung’s Launches 3D Service in the U.S.

	Samsung Electronics (Ridgefield Park, NJ) unveiled in May a new way for consumers to access new 3D content for their 3D LED and 3D Plasma TVs.  The “Explore 3D” app, now accessible with a single click from Samsung’s SmartHub interface, offers access to dozens of pieces of free 3D content — all in streaming high definition, including trailers from DreamWorks Animation and other studios, music videos, educational content, and full-length TV shows from Wealth TV.  UK owners of Samsung TV sets were introduced to this 3D feature about a week earlier.
	Later this year, Explore 3D will also offer access to paid content available in streaming 3D — including feature films and shorts, plus full-length 3D documentaries.  The service is available now on all 2010 and 2011 LED Smart 3D TVs and Plasma Smart 3D TVs.  Users simply sign up for a new account via any PC.  Samsung utilizes 3D Active technology to deliver its 3D experience.  Active 3D Technology delivers a Full HD image (1080p picture for each eye).
	“Once consumers experience the wonder of immersive 3D that we deliver on Samsung 3D LED and 3D Plasma TVs, they generally crave all the 3D content they can get their hands on,” said John Revie, senior vice president of Home Entertainment, Samsung Electronics America, Inc.  “We decided to expand our Explore 3D App with both free content and, coming soon, feature films in order to meet this growing demand.”
	The Explore 3D application is powered by Rovi Corporation and includes its cloud-based metadata and RoxioNow platform.  Rovi currently powers entertainment services for a range of companies, including digital storefronts from Blockbuster and Sears, that are also available on Samsung TVs.  In addition to supporting Explore 3D, Rovi licenses its interactive program guide, advertising services and DivX technologies for use on Samsung devices.
	With this announcement, Samsung may be the first consumer electronics manufacturer to launch a 3DTV app.  Earlier, Samsung announced a promotion that included two pairs of its active 3D glasses with qualified 2011 LED and Plasma TVs purchased from authorized dealers, as well as a price reduction across its entire line of 3D glasses, allowing a family of four to enjoy 3D for less than $100 extra.  With the technology to support 3D already in certain models, the 3D app no doubt required some software design, as well as the all-important content deals with content owners.  Expect more apps like this to emerge from other manufacturers soon.  –Aldo Cugnini 
	Samsung Electronics America Inc., Gabrielle Gugliocciello (Weber Shandwick), ggugliocciello@webershandwick.com
	NHK Sends Full-HD 3D to Each Eye Using “Dual Stream” Technology

	NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (Tokyo, Japan) has demonstrated transmission of full HD 3D video to each eye using a “dual-stream” technology.  The feat was accomplished by the simultaneous use of broadcast and communication channels.  The video was presented on a 3D-compatible TV.
	The demonstration took place at Open House 2011, which was available to the public from May 26 to 29.  The new technology was developed in collaboration with Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corp.
	There are an increasing number of broadcast TV channels offering 3D HD content, most of which utilize side-by-side transmission.  This approach compresses the image for each eye by about 50% and stores both of them in one full HD video frame.  The video is decompressed at the TV side.  At this time, broadcast-grade content cannot deliver 1080p per eye. 
	The most important benefit of dual stream technology is that it does not reduce resolution.  With this approach, video for one eye is transmitted to a home TV using the airwaves. Video for the other eye is transmitted by a communication line (IPTV or Internet-based video).  As a result, it becomes possible to transmit full HD video to both the right and left eye.
	An important issue with the dual-stream technique is that signals transmitted via a communication line normally lag behind those transmitted by airwaves.  NHK reports that this issue was addressed by embedding a Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) signal in both the airwave and the communication line video.  These signals are used to synchronize the video for the right and left eyes when received at the TV side of the transmission.  
	The demonstration used a Panasonic 54-inch 3DTV model TH-P54VT2.  NHK did not indicate if the specifications of the TV were changed in any way to enable the demonstration.
	NHK exhibited the new 3D technology as one application of the company’s new Hybridcast service.  The service combines broadcast and communication.  As to when NHK may offer the services to consumers, the company stated only that “We are laying the groundwork for a variety of new broadcast services that will be in tune with future needs of our viewers in the 3-Screens era.”  –Arthur Berman
	AS-3D Displays
	Will the Move to AS-3D Be Sooner Rather Than Later?

	Recent headlines in the Taiwan Display press say AUO expects patterned retarder 3DTV sets, which that cost more up front to make, to soon break out of the nearly dead heat status with active shutter 3D solutions.  But AUO also has their eye on autostereoscopic (AS-3D) technology with a plan to have a PC customer offer a product this summer.
	According to DisplaySearch, sales of active and passive glasses 3DTV panels have been very close since the beginning of 2011.  Q1 global shipments of active glasses-based 3DTVs have hit the 1M mark so far this year, while the passive glasses based 3DTV sales are just under 900K units.  Passive 3DTV panel sales may exceed sales of active ones by the second half of 2011, according to a story in DigiTimes. 
	But beyond glasses based 3DTV viewing, as Ken Werner hinted in his recent Display Daily “Display Taiwan 2011” article, AUO has a new eye-tracking AS-3D technology based on an active lenticular approach with the potential to deliver the 3D sweet spot to the viewer (albeit a single viewer for now), because the system knows where you’re looking.  Essentially, an on-board camera tracks the eyes of the user, and algorithms adjust how the 3D image is mapped to the pixels to always present a clear image.  This “SuperD Player” is at the heart of the system. 
	We were told the 3D content can be scaled to cover the entire screen, or a portion of the screen.  Of what we did see, the single user technology is compelling, and the 3D image fantastic.  This was based on the 15-inch class prototype laptop display screen and player software in action (see the eye tracking in the image on the right). 
	Can the approach be expanded to cover more than one viewer?  No word from AUO.
	For AUO, the debate may not be over active vs. passive glasses, but rather how fast we can move to AS-3D using its eye tracking software and player, plus switchable lens technology creating a dead-zone-free AS-3D image — at least for single-user applications.  –Steve Sechrist
	DTI Reveals Impressive New Approach

	DTI has demonstrated a 22-inch AS-3D monitor using a newly developed scheme that solves many of the problems with conventional barrier or lenticular designs.  In particular, it allows a full resolution view to be delivered to each eye, and it can operate as a conventional 2D display without any image compromises.  
	As most readers know, conventional barrier and lenticular designs loose resolution per view, and this increases with the number of views.  In addition, viewing 2D content is really not possible unless special processing or switchable lenticular or barrier technology is used.
	The innovation that DTI has come up with seems elegant in concept, but the details of implementation have not been revealed, so it is hard to fully judge the impact this will have on the market.  (DTI’s goal is to license the technology, so it will need some help in commercializing it.)
	In June’s MDR, we described an approach from Sony that created a new AS-3D backlight featuring two modes.  In 2D mode, the backlight operated as usual for good 2D images, while in 3D mode, a second backlight is used to create lines of illumination that simulate the light that would have come through a parallax barrier.  This eliminates the barrier itself.
	DTI’s approach uses this same concept of lines of illumination in the backlight, but takes it one step further.  According to Jessie Eichenlaub, the chief science officer at DTI, “The illuminating lines are formed by focusing light from conventional sources into hundreds of thin, bright lines. Thus, the display can be as bright, and nearly as power efficient, as a normal 2D display.  The use of DTI’s patented lighting technology behind an LCD is extremely versatile in the sense that the function of the display can be changed merely by turning the light sources on and off in different patterns.” 
	This allows the two unique features of this technology:
	 Its ability to change the illumination between the light line pattern for 3D viewing and conventional illumination for perfect 2D viewing simply by turning on different sets of light sources.  Normal 2D content looks no different than it does on any other display.
	 Its ability to use flashing light line patterns in combination with time multiplexed 3D images on the LCD can create 3D images with the same resolution as the 2D images.  
	The key is to use higher refresh rate LCD panels.  For example, Eichenlaub says that if a 120Hz refresh panel is used, an eight-view autostereoscopic mode with HALF-resolution per view is possible.  If a 240Hz refresh panel is used, then an eight-view autostereoscopic mode with FULL resolution per view is possible.
	So far, Eichenlaub has demonstrated the technology in a 22-inch monitor with 1680 x 1050 resolution.  But, the concept can be scaled to nearly any size display with any resolution (assuming the processing is there for the pixels).  He also says the approach eliminates potential moiré effects.
	The way that the flashing light line pattern works is illustrated in the four images below, showing four sets of light lines flashing in sequence, once every 120th second.  Note that during the four-flash sequence, each eye located in one of the viewing zones sees light coming through half of the pixels, instead of just 1/8th as would be the case with a fixed parallax barrier.
	It seems that the DTI demo uses a 120Hz panel with modest resolution.  If a four-flash approach is used, that will create AS-3D images that update at 30Hz, which may cause some artifacts.  So, DTI’s next demo should use a two-flash approach or move to a full 240Hz panel for a four-flash approach.  –Chris Chinnock
	3DI Offers a New Autostereoscopic Touchscreen Display

	3D International (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia and Jena, Germany) has introduced a 21.5-inch autostereoscopic display product with touchscreen capability.  
	The press release describing the new product explains that the majority of previous autostereoscopic 3D displays have had a design viewing distance that is longer than the length of a human arm.  As a result, they were not useable for touchscreen applications.  In the company’s new 21.5-inch so-called CLD display, the 3D viewing distance has been shortened to arm’s length, while still claiming to achieve an excellent 3D impression.
	A datasheet for the new display can be found here.
	Specifications for the new display include a viewing distance of from 80-180cm and a resolution of 1980 x 1080. 
	The 3D display is reported as embodying five new patents/patents pending.  Apparently, the 3D technology is based on its own technology called Chromatic Light Deflector (CLD).  We are unsure how this works exactly.  The monitor also supports  multi-touch functionality based on an infrared technology. 
	No comment is offered on any potential user/use-related issues that might arise from combining touch technology with 3D imagery.
	The company Website indicates that the 3D International organization includes two companies with names familiar to the 3D industry:  True Vision Technologies and VisuMotion GmbH.   No word on pricing or availability either. –Arthur Berman
	3D International, Ambrose Nari, +60(0)3 8060 0748 / 0762, ambrose@3di.com.my
	3RD Dimension Technologies Shows AS-3D Demo

	3RD Dimension Technologies (Knoxville, TN) is developing a glasses-free 3D rear projection system.  Paul Jones, director of Marketing, and C. E. (Tommy) Thomas (Knoxville, TN), demonstrated this system recently at InfoComm in Orlando.
	The system is based on a large number (34) of microprojector to generate the images for the rear-projection system.  This makes it similar to the Holografika system, although the 3RD Dimension Technologies approach, called “Angular Slice 3D,” is believed to use a large number of closely spaced viewing zones rather than the light field reconstruction approach taken by Holografika.   
	Regardless of the approach, the image shown in Orlando had both good and no-so-good aspects.  The viewing angle was very narrow — +/-16-degree FOV, and when you stepped outside the small sweet spot, the screen was partially illuminated by a very bright image and partially illuminated at more normal light levels, as shown in the photo.  The bright image was actually the goal, with an eventual target of achieving full daylight viewability.  In addition to the small viewing area, even when you were in the viewing zone, there was noticeable vertical banding in the image.  This is an artifact of alignment and blending, which can likely be improved with additional engineering effort.  
	 The depth volume was also a bit restricted, being about +/-4–5 inches from the screen surface.  The further from the screen surface, the more blurry the image becomes.  We were shown a number of images, like Google Earth, which maps real photos onto a 3D model of the scene.  This allows viewers to start with a top-down view, but then allows users to change the angle of view to see buildings or other objects from the side.  This worked okay, but perhaps the best images were multi-camera shots of the company executives.  These were very close to the actual head shots in size and scope with clear dimensionality.
	This is an interesting approach to 3D, and with the rapidly reducing prices for small projection modules aimed at the picoprojector market, may be cost effective.  The system is always likely to be very bulky, another trait it shares with Holografika.  Insight Media will be interested to see how image quality improves in future versions of the system.  –Matthew Brennesholtz
	3RD Dimension Technologies, Paul Jones, +1-888-838-8172, pjones@SeeTrue3D.com
	3RD Dimension Technologies, C. E. (Tommy) Thomas, +1-865-896-0036, thomasce@SeeTrue3D.com
	Zecotek Granted U.S. Patent for 3D Display System

	Zecotek Photonics Inc., a developer of photonics technologies for medical, industrial and scientific markets, has been granted a patent (number 7,944,465) by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for its glasses-free, 3D autostereoscopic display system.
	“With a number of significant technical barriers preventing the development of a true 3D display, the U.S. patent protects our innovative glasses-free approach to 3D display technology,” said Dr. A.F. Zerrouk, chairman, president, and CEO of Zecotek Photonics Inc.  “Our 3D auto-stereoscopic display offers a real volumetric 3D viewing experience with one of the widest viewing angles and the highest resolution compared to competing technologies.  We will continue to pursue full commercialization of this technology with a strategic partner.”
	The new patent covers the use of equipment for the reproduction of static and moving 3D stereo representations with the capability of recording and transmitting stereo representations of 3D scenes.  Zecotek’s Real-Time 3D Display System is based on the autostereoscopic principle.  The company said it has the capability of simultaneously presenting to multiple users both 3D and 2D images on the same screen with separate views and at different viewing angles.  The viewing of the 3D images does not require the use of 3D glasses.
	Patents have now been granted to Zecotek for its 3D display system in the United States and Australia, and patents have been filed and are pending in Japan, China, Korea, India, Russia and major countries in Europe.  –Cheryl Knight
	Zecotek Photonics Inc., Michael Minder, 604-827-5212, ir@zecotek.com
	MasterImage 3D and Rightware Form AS-3D Partnership

	Rightware Oy, a 3D user-interface (UI) technology company, and MasterImage 3D, Inc., a leader in autostereoscopic 3D (AS-3D) display have formed a strategic partnership to offer an “out-of-the-box” AS-3D solution.  The combination provides device manufacturers “a fast lane” for intuitive creation of autostereoscopic 3D design for mobile, consumer and automotive devices.  
	“One of the most thrilling contributions to the 3D content ecosystem is dynamic and interactive visual navigation,” said Roy Taylor, executive VP and GM at MasterImage 3D Display.  “Rightware is an inspired pioneer in introducing new consumer experiences and their Kanzi 3D UI running on barrier really showcases the beginning of an incredible industry.” 
	In the alliance, MasterImage 3D’s patented Cell-Matrix Parallax Barrier uses a “cell gap” approach that enables a bright, sharp, glasses-free 3D experience with a wide viewing angle.  This barrier was recently announced in their latest 3D CELL reference tablet based on Texas Instrument’s OMAP four-platform technology.  Rightware focuses on the software aspects and has released what they call “the world’s first commercial AS3D user-interface software solution for embedded devices,” using their Kanzi UI Solution. 
	“This partnership means device manufacturers can have access to the latest autostereoscopic 3D software and hardware from one partnership,” said Tero Sarkkinen, CEO of Rightware.  “We’ve been working closely with MasterImage 3D, and we’re extremely excited about the quality of their cell-parallax implementation.  Device manufacturers are aggressively including AS-3D in their new offerings, seeking ways to provide real consumer value and differentiate through enhanced 3D design.”  –Cheryl Knight
	Advanced 3D Displays
	InnoVision Labs Shows “3D Hologram Projector”

	Too many companies are far too loose in using the term “hologram” to describe products that do not even use a hologram or holographic technology.  Case in point is the latest product from Taiwan-based InnoVision Labs, the HoloAD Diamond 3D Hologram Projector.
	  The company has shown larger versions of this before, but has now commercialized the DS3_Queen, a budget version that features three 640 × 480 VGA-resolution displays.  The design of the display system consists of the three LCD flat panels whose images are combined using angled glass plates in the shape of a triangle.  The result is an image in the center of the device that appears to have dimension and is a full color, full motion video image.  The concept works well and does create a compelling image, but to call it a hologram or projector is truly misleading.  The DS3_Queen is somewhat portable at 17 inches tall and a shade over 35 pounds in weight while drawing 200W of power.
	The DS3_King is the upgraded version offering three flat panels to 1280 × 1024 for higher-quality images while boosting the brightness and increasing the size of the display significantly.  The DS3_King model is almost 210 pounds and stands over 45 inches tall while drawing 450W of power.
	Both models have a USB port that accepts a mass storage device containing FLV (flash) files, allowing playback without a PC.  Both are aimed at signage and entertainment applications and are available now.  –Chris Chinnock
	NHK Integral 3DTV

	The NHK Science & Technology Research Laboratories (Tokyo, Japan) has conducted R&D into integral 3DTV.  The latest results were demonstrated at Technology Open House 2011.
	The company Website explains that conventional integral 3D television reconstructs a 3D image by using a combination of high-resolution video devices and lens arrays to record and display light reflected from the subject.  Since the light beams on the recording side are reproduced on the display side, it is possible to reproduce natural 3D images without the need for special glasses.  Another feature of this technology is its ability to produce both vertical and horizontal parallax.
	Video displayed on integral 3D displays is typically captured using a special 3D camera.  To eliminate the need for such special equipment, NHK developed a technique for converting 3D models of humans into integral 3D images.  These 3D models consist of shape and color data generated from images captured by multiple cameras.  Since 3D models can be represented using the same data formats as computer graphics, it is possible to use this conversion method to generate integral 3D images of scenes that combine 3D models and computer graphics.  
	An online video presenting NHK’s integral image-based display technology can be found here.  The demonstration video illustrates the method for converting 3D models into integral 3D images, as well as the filters used for suppressing image degradation and accelerating the conversion process.
	Company spokesperson Kensuke Ikeya described the creation of the video:  “This video is actually not of a CG character.  It is of an actor wearing a costume, surrounded by multiple cameras in a studio and filmed to create a 3D model from multi-perspective videos.  The 3D video was overlapped with a CG background of an open field, as you can see.”
	The resolution of this display was 160 x 118 pixels, and the array had the same number of lenses.  The video was projected onto a 4K x 2K display from behind the lens array.
	NHK used 40 cameras to generate the 3D model.  The company developed a method to project parallel light beams on a projection surface for the conversion to integral autostereoscopic content.  By these means, it was made possible to achieve efficient conversion in which most of the high-speed processing is handled in the GPU.
	Ikeya went on to explain: “Since we could achieve high speeds in processing integral image generation from a 3D model, we can create interactive content.  There is an acceleration sensor at the top of the display, and we are creating content that has the characters slipping smoothly depending on the direction of that sensor.” 
	Based on the image quality in the demonstration video, NHK has shown real progress in development of the technology but, at the same time, has a way to go before being fully ready for commercialization in a home 3DTV application.  –Arthur Berman
	Insight Media News
	Projection Summit Proceedings Available

	Insight Media, a leader in new technology and product category research, has released the 2011 Stand-alone Picoprojector Report: A Market and Technology Study covering Stand-alone Picoprojectors, which covers stand-alone picoprojectors with and without embedded media players. These picoprojectors have been available since 2008 and are available around the world from multiple vendors. 
	"It is critical to understand how end-users have used these picoprojectors," noted lead analyst Matthew Brennesholtz. "They have not, in fact, been used the way the manufacturers of the early units anticipated. Understanding the features desired and used by the end users is the key to expanding the market for these systems. We foresee sales of tens of millions of these products."
	"Projectors have been sold for some time to professionals and home theater enthusiasts, but picoprojectors are a new consumer category. Sales will be made to consumers who had never previously considered a projection system," observed Insight Media president, Chris Chinnock. "Entertainment content is especially important for picoprojectors and will be a key driver in their adoption, especially as TV replacement products in various parts of the world."
	Part 1 of this report covers the technology, human factors and market drivers that are common for all market segments for mobile projectors with solid-state illumination. Part 2 of the report then takes a deep-dive into how this general information applies to stand-alone picoprojectors. The use-model for these systems was investigated to understand, in detai, what an end-user expects when he buys a picoprojector. Part 2 of the report also provides optimistic, conservative and expected forecasts through 2016 for stand-alone picoprojectors. These forecasts include both unit sales and revenues. Because the use model and requirements of end-users are different in different regions, the forecasts are broken down into three different regions for analysis. 
	The 2011 Picoprojector Stand-alone Report is the third in Insight Media's series on this technology. The 2011 Picoprojector/Smartphone and 2011 Picoprojector/Camera reports have already been released and additional reports will follow.
	Click here to see more details on the report: http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_details.php.
	Click here to see full Table of Contents: http://insightmedia.info/reports/2011sapico_toc.php.
	The report is available now for $1,500 as a single user site license. It is available for only $500 for purchasers of the 2011 Picoprojector/Smartphone Report or Picoprojector/Camera Report.
	Insight Media University Launched

	Insight Media and Brawn Consulting are pleased to announce the June 2nd launch of Insight Media University (IMU) and the IMU website located at www.IMUniversity.info.  Insight Media University is the first independent All-In-One education resource for the AV, IT, Digital Signage, Consumer Electronics and Display Industries!   
	IMU will offer timely and relevant content covering a broad range of topics.  Content will be continuously developed over time, and will expand to include:
	•          Professional and consumer AV and IT based products
	•          All display and component technologies
	•          Display metrology and measurement
	•          Sales training
	•          AV business management
	•          Content creation
	•          Content production, broadcast and distribution 
	•          Digital signage
	IMU’s goal is to offer high quality education and training, taught by recognized experts in the industry.  We will also describe how product manufacturers and distributors can accomplish their training needs by teaming up with IMU to offer unbiased technology, market and business training along with product-specific training. IMU will offer: 
	 
	•          Individual 1- to 2-hour fundamental to advanced on-line courses
	•          Industry recognized certification programs that combine a number of courses with
	            testing of comprehension and retention
	•          Continuing education credits with various organizations
	•          Manufacturer micro-sites to support on-line training needs
	•          Customized courses and certificate programs to fit an organization’s specific needs
	•          Live training at special events, trade shows and company offices
	Contact:  Insight Media University, Dian Mecca, (203) 831-8464
	                           www.IMUniversity.info                   dian@insightmedia.info
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